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We think we need consistent and immutable selves or the world of all our
opinions, careers, likes, dislikes, borders, friends, enemies—it all
falls apart. So whether we’re the most traditional naturalist or the
headiest philosopher, we try desperately to find coherence, whether
defined through a period of a time, a theory, a series of events, even
the word “she” sitting in a few sentences. Characters are who we love
and lose, and their momentary appearance and unexplained passing is part
of the ongoing drama. – Thalia Field

HAIR HEARTS FLIP is an autobiographical epistolary blog that ran from 2006-2008. Hair &
Flip are pseudonyms for Sabrina Calle and Feliz Lucia Molina. At the time we lived in
different cities and states, always calling out to each other day and night. What began as a
means to write to each other on a blog morphed into frivolous play concerning the author’s
identity. Sabrina became Hair. I became Flip. One time we promised tattoos of each other’s
names. Flip is writ in cursive somewhere on Hair’s wrist near a Saint Michael wing.
Throughout those two years Hair and Flip physically saw each other probably four times.
Maybe we performed Hair & Flip for each other while not knowing who they were. I still
don’t know who they are. A blur and whir of isolated and alienated characters who made
apparitions on a blog, usually lonely, exhausted, desperate, dreamy, confused, desirous,
hysterical, sick, faithful, and full of hope. Hair Hearts Flip defined who I was for two
blogging years and was a conceptual heterotopia. Hair had a dreamt the blog was an island
and I dreamt it was a room in a movie theater.
In Heroines, Kate Zambreno wonders what happens to all the blogs and Tumblrs; Who is
archiving these scraps of our existences? Surely not anyone besides ourselves should give a
real shit about what to do when we stop logging onto one, when we put these Hair and Flip
existences on pause. It’s been five years since I stopped being Flip. If there was an unrefined
and concrete way to understand the death of the author, it was when Flip stopped becoming.
It was when I decided to move through the world without this phantasmagoric Flip who
somersaulted her way through a blogosphere.
Kenneth Goldsmith offered to include Hair Hearts Flip in Publishing the Unpublishable on
UbuWeb, which could have been an alternative hotel since the blog was starting to rot. In
2010 I was in France editing Flip’s blog posts. Hair decided she didn’t want to compile her
blogs as we planned, so I stopped working on it for three years. We got bored and missed
each other so we started Nail Hearts Clip that ran from 2009-2010.
This is a memory campaign, Zambreno writes, because it’s easy to forget and erase a ‘self’,
especially when you’re told that subjectivity is something to kill in these dark and glittery
dreamscapes of ‘push-button publishing’ and deleting yourself further into the unknown.
Hair Hearts Flip was a dream we wanted nothing more to be real, it was real. Last I checked
there are more than 21,000 views, which doesn’t make sense because the blog has been set
to ‘invited readers only’ and the password was forgotten since 2009 and the comments
section is haunted by scams. Recently I managed to break in and salvage whatever I could.
Feliz Lucia Molina
May 2013, California
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THE FOLLOWING LETTERS ARE FROM FLIP TO HAIR
AND WERE WRITTEN MOSTLY FROM A BASEMENT APARTMENT
IN PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
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AND ALSO BECAUSE OF THALIA FIELD
WHO TOOK GOOD CARE OF ME

	
  	
  	
  

HAIR HEARTS FLIP
An East Coast Situational Discourse brought you by Keeping It Real Productions

Frozen White Castle Burgers from Shell Gas Station Monastery
Friday, July 28, 2006
9:56pm, 0 Comments
Somehow everything looks fresh in a 1990s tele-sitcom kind of way. I went grocery
shopping at the Shell gas station where I noticed how I mumble all the time. I’m eating
like Gregory Corso and if only there were a Beat Poetry aisle I’d buy soggy corn
flakes. In the New York School aisle lots mac and cheese. In the Language Poetry aisle
lots of empty cans and boxes with the internet inside.

I’ve got a hangover somewhere in a line break, can you tell? I see you walking faster
towards the end of a thought during your neighborhood walks in some far out town in
North Carolina without pausing for spell-check. I sincerely do not know if there’s a
Whole Foods in Tibet in some postmodern fantasy of Tibet, but I did see the latest
version of Batman flying around Tibetan prayer flags in a preview.
God, do you think we’re going to make it? We did eat from the same fallen apple after
all, so welcome to the land of text-messaging brought to you by earth in our day and
age.

	
  	
  	
  

DRIED APRICOTS FROM WHOLE FOODS
Sunday, July 30, 2006
7:15am, 0 Comments
You have a baby on your lap somewhere in North Carolina and I trust you with that. I
slept for twenty hours yesterday after having found an ex-boyfriend sitting at the Red
Fez bar in the body of filmmaker who directed Excavating Taylor Mead, which I will
never see. Last night while walking towards the Biltmore Hotel and saying drunken
things to flatter the one night stand mistake of “Just to let you know, I don’t have the
greatest body” I found myself in a bathtub with someone I knew I wouldn’t be able to
love for more than one night.
I tried really hard going to mass yesterday morning; that time aligns with bagels and
such. I didn’t believe in the priest to feed it to me. What will we do with an empty
Eucharist? During the transubstantiation I get a text from the one-night stand man to
come
see
him.

I eat spaghetti O’s in the middle of the night and lay in bed with eyes closed editing
teevee shows in my head starring my cat. “Welcome back to Intimacy with April. And
on today’s show: How to balance Loneliness with Your Pet.”

	
  	
  	
  

The sun is out like a boring colon you don’t know where to place on the developing
sentence of today you can barely muster up the energy to record. There’s been a lot
more woodiness to things since being here: wood & brick, wood & brick, Built by
George Mason in 1796; nothing but purses and shoes to cover up the lack of purses
and shoes.
I scream inside myself to be in Barcelona again in the same manner we shared a flat in
Barrio Gothic 1923, made love to the same people, and woke up late for mass and
confessed everything we had. Your poem After Dinner In Guadalajara hangs by a
thumbtack just above the bookcase altar in the kitchen. I am walking around a New
England calendar with summer pages that anticipate autumn, how odd to see a
Filipino walk by.
So Dearest Saint Artaud, when will you stop flirting with that waitress in Cafe Zog on
Wickenden Street? Tell her you have a friend who needs a job but won’t take off her
clothes unless it means poetry on the cover of Vogue magazine.
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  
Her Hair Shines LIKE HELL NO
Monday, July 31, 2006
12:15am, 0 Comments
OMG, It gets overwhelming in the end! What’re all these people doing to each other?
Do we really watch from the balcony? Giorgios Q.L. Retsinas is hospital sick “for the
week”. I must send him a picture of chicken noodle soup, but like me “never do it”.
How a set of parenthesis does begin to resemble a little kid with bangs screaming “no”.
I like to sleep with whoever I am reading at or like that summer when Michel Foucault
appeared in someone’s living room in Valencia, California. In the middle of the night I
opened my eyes, and he was wearing the usual UC Berkeley white cotton t-shirt
floating by the staircase looking up at the ceiling as if waiting for it to break with light.
I totally freaked out and couldn’t move or speak. Science calls it sleep paralysis and
Filipino Catholics call it “scissors”, though I’m curious to know what he would call it.
Speaking of form is no other than outfit, and outfit no other than form—it’s really lovely.
Poets should become more embodied again through clothes, at least in representation.
I begged for Foucault to be on the cover of W magazine and several issues later, they
put him in black & white hugging some novelist, as if philosophy weren’t condemned
to narrative as well.
But back to the outfit:
…The body in Hegelian thought ought to have a formless clothing covering it, a covering in which
the body is the signifier and the latter ‘adapted to precisely the pose or movement momentarily’ of
the body wearing it...clothing as formless, infinitely changeable in line with the flux of the shape of
the body as signifier...but Barthes’ suggestion that couturiers should be ‘poets’...’it is not impossible
to conceive a garment without the body’...seeing the ideal clothing as formless...Clothing... should
show the body in all its sensuousness, a sensuousness which is signified by the very clothes worn.
Roland Barthes, The Language of Fashion

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
But didn’t the body lose its sensuousness in the neurosis of design as it got subsumed
into the fictive shapes and contours of its own time? I’m afraid the body was replaced
by clothing, by the drive of an outfit that represents an idea of sensuousness and for
the body-theatre to maintain its secretive parts that invite the viewer to come in.
Wait, lets not think too much about these things. They are as they are and it was still
hot today when watching a father and his two daughters flirt together in the Cable Car
Cinema in Providence, Rhode Island. It was like staring at the genealogy of
Abercrombie & Fitch it almost made me anxious. Anna had a nervous breakdown in
the grocery store at the automated checkout and the workers had to bring her back. I
agree we might have to Botox the gap between living and writing to keep our
embodiment wrinkle free. But I’m also down to join a monastery for a bit as I write
you through this blogosphere, which is virtually cloistered enough.

	
  	
  	
  

RHODE ISLAND PIRATES IN THE GLOOM
Monday, July 31, 2006
3:12pm, 0 Comments

Oh Dear Hair, lets become the characters that are waiting for us. You have me as you
always did. Today I tried to crack open the air today while leaving Anna Leroy a
message on the cell-phone. Nothing came out of it, nothing but hollow language again.
I followed it down the street, up to my front door, the red front door where it left me
again. During mass this morning at Saint Joseph’s, the priest wasn’t convincing
enough because he was younger than the other one who’s usually up there and I am
reminded of a Meredith Forbes poem: priest joins the divided host, the edges do not fit, raises
it above his head with 2 hands, doesn’t make you believe ‘angelus.’
It’s a treat to see the backs of people while they are busy believing, turned forward in
anticipation and everyone gathered in the same style of anticipation; to eat and drink
one empty Christ Capitalist host like quarters that occupies everyone’s debts. Do we
keep eating our projections during communion or does it get resolved once it digests?
After mass, a real cute dude and his friend recited the rosary and what does that mean
if they don’t live inside it? It wasn’t performance since no one else was there. He is
there every morning believing like this while I get a photo-text from you from the
driver’s seat parked somewhere in a Bed Bath & Beyond lot. Where did you go? I
cleaned the apartment and it looks to be expecting someone. I’m slowly coming back.

	
  	
  	
  

INTRODUCING “ROLAND BARTHES” THE NEW FRAGRANCE
FROM HUGO BOSS
Friday, August 11, 2006
5:00pm, 0 Comments

“A distinguished man is man who marks himself off from the crowd using modest
means, but it is a means whose power, which is a kind of energy, is immense...We hide
our embarrassment at the very moment when we are advertising it”.
– Roland Barthes, The Language of Fashion

	
  	
  	
  

FIRE WATER, MARY POPPINS, & A SOMBRERO
Sunday, August 13, 2006
5:41pm, 0 Comments

Peter left after a “two thumbs up” from the circus dragged around like dust gold
memories in downtown Providence yester night. Everything began with an image of a
round fireball candy sparkling on a Nokia cell-phone while standing in the kitchen.
We walked over to the liquor store for a couple of 22oz. Samuel Adams and schlepped
around like gangsters from the San Fernando Valley 1990s down South Main Street to
watch the useless Firewater spectacle under a bridge with a few other girls who
chewed the corners of a guide to Providence Eastside Nightlife. I wanted to eat
chicken real bad. The Bolivians were dancing in colorful native peacock. I ask where
the Bolivians live and Peter says I don’t know, in Bolivia?
This city-memory filled with witch-hunts. We took pictures of our past lives with cellphones. We walked out of the crowd and tried looking for the Little Mermaid in the
park and Mary Poppins was going to sing in the square, but instead, some hybrid of
Aladdin and Charlotte Church giving us migraines from the speakers. We got stuck in
hundreds of salsa dancers in the middle of Downtown, sombreros sponsored by
Sovereign Bank, Walmart-couples, and white couples dressed unintentionally racist. A
pack of Latinos rubbed their dicks while staring at a hot Veronica-type while she bent
over in tight white jeans and baby blue sequence halter top with plastic gold studded
stilettos.
I posed in a sombrero in front of a Saint Anthony stained glass window throwing up
“J” for Jesus, trying to figure out how to do a J with my fingers while a school of hairgel-mouse-spray girls walked by giggling while Peter tried taking the celly pic like how

	
  	
  	
  

many times and we squeezed through the iron bars of a gated recycling center to climb
up a two-story dumpster.
We get on a rickshaw peddler and there’s a flapping sound from the wind and tires and
his ass crack and chubby legs and ankles that look so cute I can’t stop laughing. I’m
spilling beer and wine all over him and he drops us like baggage claim at the The Fez
on the other side of that shitty river. Peter tips him 5 bucks. I show him how my
American Apparel skirt can also turn into a tube dress, while a black Chevy SUV pulls
up with three bros giving us a Tom from Myspace face.

At The Fez I met the doppelganger of Matthew Knudsen and this girl tries to get
bitchy about a guy she doesn’t like and we try to comfort her. Peter keeps saying how
much he loves you and I’m on my 8 1/2 Jaeger and coke thinking about how it all went
wrong with Matt. I keep telling Peter how much you love him which was probably
also me telling myself how much I love Matt, and some kid from a band called Will
Brierly and the ... I forget who---pulled us out of there to another bar that resembled
the genealogy of Saved By The Bell with air-hockey and I was telling some bro I
couldn’t handle the nostalgic affect.
I’m ordering more drinks I can barely stand and we’re sitting on a couch taking
pictures of our shoes and saying dumb shoe-gazing hipster shit like “Wow, shoes are so
awesome, let me see yours”.

	
  	
  	
  

We walked over the bridge trying to find our way back home. I leaned over the rail
like an Emo one-hit wonder, thinking about our lives all Emo, and finally made it
home where Peter passed out next to April and Anna fed me her take on Walter
Benjamin’s wish-image on speakerphone while I heated up Progresso soup and fell
asleep where I dreamt you added me as your top 3rd on MySpace.

	
  	
  	
  

IT SURE IS A PUNKY FUCKING BREWSTER AFTERNOON
Monday, August 14, 2006
7:52pm, 0 Comments
I hate when this happens in the middle of writing to you and sincerity gives the
computer a heart attack. What was I saying last, something about being behind
words? Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas is playing on TV and Johnny Depp is so corny
I keep making excuses for him to someone who’s not even sitting next to me. I want to
show you Polaroids of my memory like “look, this is all I remember, all descriptions
are weathered”. I keep thinking someone else shares this basement apartment. I’m so
used to doing other things while a movie plays I want to ask a stranger on the street to
come in and watch Fear & Loathing In Las Vegas for me while I blog you from bed.

Ah yeah bitches, being behind a word is having to ballroom dance with etymology, or
it’s not even that fancy. I’ve been here before, in the same thought at this desk,
knowing it’d be like this when it would happen again.
This morning I stood inside my dream that seemed to develop at the same propensity
of my will to control it. I knew the dream would listen to me, instead of usually having
to follow it and fell asleep hugging “The Tibetan Book of Living & Dying”. Maybe
somewhere in those ashes, clouds and pages, Sogyal Rinpoche knew a girl would be
tired and lonely. What if books could take pictures? What is a book? If only a heart
could capture scenes and images in real-time, or the narratives we keep inventing for
loneliness’ sake. I can’t watch Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas, there’s too much
mescaline in it. It makes me fucking anxious.
Just get to New York and I’ll meet you. We could psychoanalyze Full House and the
Tanner family day and night. We could flip through every scene on the roof, under the
stars, and use TV to footnote to our feelings and research TV shows that could be the
	
  	
  	
  

source of all our nostalgia, apathy, and fears. We could talk about how Kelly Bundy
from Married With Children influenced our junior high talking cure or how Punky
Brewster laid out colorful ethics already introduced to us by Paul Klee 100 years ago.
I could tell you how much you mean to me and we could figure out a way to reconcile
with Boulder. By then, we’ll have enough money to fly everyone back to Boulder to
throw another party in the Blue House on Arapahoe Avenue, or I’ll just keep blogging
you because it feels like meditation.
Looking at this photo of Pearl Street in Boulder on Google street-view, I could almost
watch my mentality when I lived there. How many times I walked pass that bronze
moose sculpture to get to Book End coffee shop when it felt like I had no one. But
now, at least through a long-distance At&t phone bills, we can walk through Pearl
Street, visit every emotional landmark and pause with sincere cinematic regret, phototext it to each other, and bring it back to New York until we figure how to make it a
hair flipping work art. Did I ever tell you were always my favorite?

	
  	
  	
  

Breaking THE non-DIGITAL WAVES
Tuesday, August 15, 2006
9:06pm, 0 Comments

Not sure why your computer won’t let you blog, maybe just for today. Just finished
watching Lars Von Trier’s Breaking the Waves. Everything is lined up, the bed is
made, books are open and love begins to manifest between the spaces of futile objects
and at 7 am it’s not boredom that is a consequence of love, but love that doesn’t know
what to do with itself. Bess’ love for Jan is not the kind of love I think I’ll ever have for
anything. I don’t have that much prayer. I don’t have that much God. I’m also not a
Calvinist. But I’m mesmerized by Bess’ relentless faith and schizophrenia. That the
voice she heard from God was an abstraction of some schizophrenic state. That her
lack of self criticism and love and devotion to Jan is what drove her to prostitution and
death. A love that began pure and turned awry, but remained pure throughout. She
wanted nothing more than to please Jan at the same rate that the impossibility drove
her fucking mad by giving her body away, taking on lovers to replace paralyzed Jan
because Jan wanted to feel her pleasure through other able bodies. Despite Bess’
situation being scripted, was it impossible? What would you have done, Hair?

	
  	
  	
  

I am tired of loving a ghost, of being in love inside a narrative that tries hard to reach
the ending credits in order to forget. Bess McNeill said, “You can’t love a word” and I
agree. You love what’s behind a word: a face, spaghetti, shards of acrylic paint. And
what’s the use of a new city, when every face is his and he is just an idea? Faces in this
city are nothing but fleshy architectures; how one replaces the face of many. It’s one
version of a painting that keeps appearing in the same angle and light. Spherical in that
there are no ends, all of which appear in the same form. Or when a DVD skips at the
wrong scene in John Cassavettes’ A Woman Under The Influence so that his hand
kept slapping Gena Rowland’s face on a stage; no, it did not mean to do that. But did
it? Is there a Surrealist term for technological fuck ups during poetic multimedia
performances?

What is it that unites spontaneity and repetition in a fixed moment, as though they
were fated to converge and stay fixed? And that fixation as a source of being here, in
this chair, tracing moments in reverse in order to reconcile the mistake of that
particular spontaneity & repetition or Surrealist Technological Fuck Up.

	
  	
  	
  

IN THE DREAM I SAID I DO
Wednesday, August 16, 2006
11:06am, 0 Comments

I fell out of a dream with a 27 year old Michel Foucault wanting to marry me. He was
sitting on the bed talking about some division of selves and I kept interrupting him,
saying “it’s like this because------, which leads into------, and then you have a self that------”. And all he could do “out of love” was keep nodding yes with the same bald head
and boxy frames in a blazer and t-shirt, wrapping his arms around his knees.
We lay neither here nor there facing each other, flirting, arguing, giggling and then
hugging and I closed the scene by staring at the palm of his hand asking if he could tell
me what to read on a philosopher’s body. He smiled indicating he knew someone else
that could tell us. We held hands and he said something to the effect of: after all this is
done, I want you to be with me. We were genderless and so happy. Then I asked,
what’s your name?

	
  	
  	
  

MAN BEHIND THE MINI MART COUNTER
Friday, August 18, 2006
9:03am, 0 Comments

Is your hair in Manhattan yet or what? Trebuchet MS font doesn’t match with this
morning but the options aren’t that great either. Someone outside is adjusting a ladder
against the house; I lean back in a chair and sip St. Johns Wort tea because we are all
going to die. Why is Lars von Trier so Catholic and cunning, like a Jean Genet version
of himself, except anxious in Danish and arrogant about his anxiety? Who cares? I
don’t.
I feel so damn good this morning I want to eat an English Muffin, just like in the TV
commercial when the English morning countryside was still dark and the little boy
wakes up to his grandfather spreading butter over it in front of a fireplace. There’s this
short film I want to edit out a bunch of American commercials to tell a story. But that
requires loads of commercials and wouldn’t it be fun to physically walk through it?
I’m planning for our next big escape to a monastery in the south of France. There’s a
hot young lad who works at the Eastside Mini Mart in beige cargo pants and a wife
beater top, whose eyes remind me of Barcelona, whose light brown hair is an apple
turnover from McDonalds.
April wants attention all the time like “Bitch, I thought you were going to take me to
the groomers after Mass and where them catnip at?” So that man in the market, I don’t
know what it is with markets, food and drink like it’s some romantic geometrical
situation to make eye contact between products; the hiding between labels as line
break, ringing up every product as comma, an italic fan blowing in the corner, the
store as form itself, and each body-content walking through the door.

	
  	
  	
  

WHAT DO SAINT DYMPHNA, CHRISTIAN REESE LASSEN, &
DJ TANNER ALL HAVE IN COMMON? HELL IF I KNOW.
Monday, August 21, 2006
12:52am, 0 Comments

Alright, alright, okay fine. So you don’t have a computer but at least you have the
bomb pizza in Brooklyn. Liz Guthrie got in today and will be around for the next
couple days. I like how the rain gets me repetitive and inconsistent in what I mean to
tell you. But wait; next season it’ll be Kate Moss’s new Heroine Rain Couture look.
There’s comfort to thinking about Full House when being far away from home, as if I
grew up in San Francisco. I tried to identify with Stephanie Judith Tanner, but only in
the way DJ said her name whenever something was wrong like “Steph, make sure to
remind Uncle Jessie to pick me up at 10pm from Skateland. And don’t be late.” And
then Steph’s on the phone with a pink curly cord running down to complement her
black tights, not paying attention because her crush (probably some white boy named
Brad) is on the line talking about this really neat aquarium where he saw an actual
sting ray which is just like the ones that Christian Reese Lassen paints on folders. DJ
slams the back kitchen door and Steph didn’t hear a thing. These images are more real
to me than the siren now passing on the other side of the block and in some other
pocket of my mind there are child laborers walking all over Manila, Philippines saving
their pesos to one day have cable to maybe watch or skip Full House re-runs. And
maybe its not so ethical to fantasize about what Uncle Jessie’s doing now while
googling child laborers, but it’s all taking place inside the mall of my mind and so
what? The last image of you was making a big fruit salad the size of Peg Bundy.
Someone keeps texting from the Boulder dollhouse and I’m thinking of going there
this weekend for about a week to talk more about the Tanner family. Do you want to
dye my hair? I’ve got bangs looking just like Saint Dymphna. Tell me to come over so
we can walk to the Bodega and share a hungover turkey sandwich.

	
  	
  	
  

DON’T STRESS OUT ANNA KARINA, EVERYTHING WON’T BE
OK BUT CE LA VIE
Tuesday, August 22, 2006
2:00pm, 0 Comments

The photos are uploading but they’re stuck inside a conversation between Anna
Karina and me. If you try to delete it, we appear. I’ve got a protractor view of rooftops
and trees on top of an air conditioner in the office. Bric a brac and a poster of
Regulators of the Immune System by what looks to be painted by Paul Klee on the
glass divider. Punky Brewster was my first lecture on anorexia. I’m thinking of other
ways to get Cherry out of that freezer and drawing lines for plans of attack using red
arrows through hearts all over Excel. Fuck, I’m tired of sitting in this office hunting
for professors, chasing them out of dissertations and placing them safely into their
departments. This is what I do for eleven dollars an hour, just one EXIT sign on the
right and a SOUTH STAIR next to the FIRE ALARM with two [+][+] outlets beside
a door shape movie.
It’s Pottery Barn galore in here. I’ll go to the beach if Kodak will sponsor me. Soon I
will win the lottery to buy back nature from catalogs and use those catalogs to build
trees to live in a decent image. Should I go home? The boss Chad isn’t around, that
crafty swine. Liz might still be sleeping and it hasn’t been a Folgers morning for a long
time. “The best part of waking up...is Folgers in your cup.” This magical jingle I heard
during the transubstantiation when the priest raised the chalice and bells rang to make
god appear.

	
  	
  	
  

I SAW WALTER B. TYRING TO KICK IT IN TARGET
Thursday, August 24, 2006
7:08pm, 1 Comment1

So basically, it was cloudy today like the bottom of a seal floating heavy over Rhode
Island. If you listen closely, I’m a hefty brute All American Boy re-painting a house the
color of the sounds it takes to make blue. In the elevator at work my mascara got
horrible reception while Carla was putting on blush over the phone in the parking lot
of a strip mall in the San Fernando Valley.
I rented Quentin Tarantino’s Kill Bill 2 and Federico Fellini’s 8 ½ because that makes
10 ½ selves to fight off all the Rhode Island loneliness. But really, I can’t wait to watch
Uma Thurman throw it down while I throw old poems into a box never to be opened
until god knows.
I keep thinking someone else is in the office typing. I can’t deal with haunted offices
right now. “On our next episode of Haunted Offices, we have a woman who claims to
hear typing, paper shuffles, and downloads when NO ONE IS THERE. Stayed tuned
and intuitive.” I think this is all coming down to make believe TV shows. Our lives are
nothing but potential episodes that never make it on air so here we are blogging about
it.
I’m trying my goddamn hardest to meet you in New York next week, but first, let me
ask Michel Foucault what he thinks about the surveillance inside Bed Bath & Beyond
during our next iChat conference projected against the shower curtains while Walter
Benjamin texts from Target “Flip, get over here. I need a hug. America is too much. I
can barely stand to watch it all fall apart like WWII Germany. This shit is mad
critical.”
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I miss you. Love, Anna

	
  	
  	
  

PAUL KLEE & PUNKY BREWSTER SITTIN’ IN A TREE
K-I-S-S-I-N-G
Saturday, August 26, 2006
12:28am, 0 Comments
I’m blogging for the right light to make the word yellow. I went to the Wickenden Pub
tonight. For some reason everyone is trained to be well-groomed talkers and potential
extras for a Cheers detergent commercial or a footnote for an essay on hygiene. I half
drunkenly and full heartedly stared through a doorframe and caught myself inside an
explanation of “Hyper Realism” by a sculptor who really just wanted to sleep with me.
I was asking this sculptor what he thought about such things and he said something
that I now forget. Then I went on to blab like a fool about how “Hyper Realism is a
perceptual process that ends up in an over-exhausted state of presence”; a presence
driven by anxiety and a holy ghost in the trinity linked to the apathy and cynicism.
LOL what does it all even mean?

[Or maybe it’s an aesthetic gesture—TV Sitcom Realism as a trajectory looking back
on itself to retrace nostalgic TV shows; gestures, intonations, style, all of which
operated to socialize us on the playground.]

	
  	
  	
  

Several rum and cokes later I heard a man yelling out my raffle ticket numbers:
0048*7%##45029MD it all sounded like foggy whales cursing in the goddamn gloom
of a Rhode Island summer accent. I forgot the Siamese fighting fish swarming around
a hot pink two-foot margarita glass on top of the bar and laughed three blocks home
with an inflatable Bud Light beach ball.
So your arms really look like Frank O’Hara’s collapse before Turner? I am missing the
99cent store and hate to see it fade into the sunset of a Marc Jacobs neurosis while he
dreams in vivid colors. Did I tell you that my dreams seem to be appearing blurry?
The other night I fell asleep wearing my eyeglasses to see if the dreams would come
out clear and I stupidly convinced myself into thinking that it actually worked.
I’ve stopped vacuuming and can give you a hug now but in your text-messages you’re
happy again so what’s the use.

	
  	
  	
  

UMBRELLAS ARE FOR SKIES
Sunday, August 27, 2006
3:09pm, 1 Comment1
I couldn’t manage to sit categorically before the keys this afternoon. A fire hydrant
inside the building went off and I was the only person there so I left, left the boss a
message to say the noise doesn’t complement having to use Excel: left to right and
back like a tap dance between cells, practicing memory on the spreadsheet. So it is
raining and what does that mean. If I stare hard through the Internet, pages get wet or
I’m reminded of Natalia’s runway idea to have the models strut in a material that fades
when getting wet by shower heads on the catwalk. Is there a climate where clothing is
impossible?

It is safe here inside this bloggy cereal box dreaming towards you. Your New York sky
and my Rhode Island sunset performs before us like a set of wireless punctuations
falling out of a mouth; yes, because the grass is so electronic I tell Liz and she takes a
picture of it with her cell-phone.
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JD said: Hey Hair hearts Flip: As of yesterday, the batteries for the flashlight trapped in the handle of my umbrella ran out. In
the rain, I forgot it in my car parked behind the movie house in a gigantic brown puddle next to a cardboard recycling bin or
dumpster - whatever you prefer. The cardboard’s been looking a little bloated of late but the bees, at least when its not raining,
really enjoy the left over Boylan’s diet root beer. We told them to bring us better containers - instead we use white plastic bin
liners because there is no other place to place the many colors of glass. I love standing in the puddles -you know? - My blue rain
coat keeps my pants wet but my arms dry so we’re making progress.

	
  	
  	
  

I’m not feeling well today; funny how tuberculosis already pervades my MySpace page
before I turn 30. Will you cough for me? I’m too tired today. Egon Schiele is in the
bathroom as a black & white Xerox of himself glued to a green canvas.
1-800-ONE-HUNDRED CAVITIES are the title for a series of dentistry poems. The
windows bear no cavities on the houses and I’m not even going to think about tracing
the neighbors’ genealogy from a windowpane. No, not today. Yes, a (non)documentary about MySpace and its influences on the self in relation to personal
narratives. Maybe we can do it next week if I can get out of here. I mostly love you all
the time. Let’s hang out for once in person.

	
  	
  	
  

1-800-POETS-ANONYMOUS
Monday, August 28, 2006
9:55pm, 1 Comment1

I saw this billboard on the way out of Boulder, Colorado. Do you think we should
call? I won’t tell if you won’t.
Are you having difficulty finding the right word? Are you experiencing
doubts about your punctuation? Do you have trouble sleeping at night?
Is your writing neglecting loved ones? Are you losing an appetite for
imagery? Do you hesitate to read in public? Trouble breathing between
line breaks? Fatigued during a haiku? Trouble discerning what font to
use? Unmotivated to publish? Are you spending too much time
rearranging objects inside form? Does your tone sound a little like your
friend’s? Are you losing interest in looking nice? Do you romanticize
about other poetry schools or being part of one? Are you feeling
awkward at readings without alcohol?
If you answered yes to two or more of these questions, you may be
suffering from PPD (Post-Poem-Depression). Operators are currently
on stand-by. You don’t have to go through this alone. Just pick up the
phone and call us NOW!!! First 2 minutes of consultation is absolutely
FREE!
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Hair Hearts Flip said: I want to apply the palm of my heart to yrs and tell Jack Spicer we did it: we
made the perfect poem.

	
  	
  	
  

DOWN A FLIGHT OF WORDY STAIRS
Tuesday, August 29, 2006
8:30pm, 1 Comment

I dreamt this morning of Gilles Deleuze. A boy in a red hoodie led me to an abandon
cathedral where Deleuze was living at the end of his life. We hollered at him from the
bottom of a dusty gothic flight of stairs, old posters wheat pasted on the faded walls
like metaphysics died since the death of Henri Bergson and it was obvious it had gone
on for too long. Poor Deleuze all up in that cathedral tower where the bells do not toll
digitally. I forgot what he said but the distance meant he was tired and ready to die.
The dream occurred in sepia, not the sepia we know ourselves in, but the kind that
disappears while remembering it.
I can’t connect memory to a word unless “of” becomes a form of public transportation,
a train to arrive at meaning. And today there’s no mind I’m aware of that can process
/of/ as vehicle of /movement/. And this is why it’s hard to understand what people
mean and say sometimes because I’m too fixed on expression. Like today, a boy kept
talking about living in San Francisco and I gathered all the indentations on his face as
a relic of the city that shaped him and projected his face unto a store; an accumulation
of memory influences the soft-architecture of the face. Eventually, Gilles went back
further up the tower and I felt sad for not being able to talk to him.

	
  	
  	
  

MACBA
Thursday, August 31, 2006
6:08pm, 0 Comments

I dreamt I was standing in front of the wall of your blog, one big photo of a woman’s
face with teal blue eye-shadow and glitter bomb lips talking to me on mute about
silence. Matt was there too, behind me, sitting in the audience while the blog-wallscreen swayed left to right. You think we will one day have a blog-movie theatre? It’d
be fabulous, everyone in their seats reading the text with popcorn, reading the text to
popcorn, the autistic gesture of popcorn eating and perception made out of popcorn.
No, but really from now on I will go and hide in the blog-theatre and meet you in our
100th posting for martinis and Nutella and hand you a yellow Oscar de la Renta gown
for the Pottery Barn photo shoot scheduled during the after party. You want to come
to Barcelona next summer for business. There are many displaced chins walking
around MACBA without a body and too many skaters running them over with broken
English. We should collect many chins for interviews on a “diaspora of the face”, make
a documentary about their “phenomenology of seeing things upside down” and call it
Remembering the Chins. I still got Roberta on the other line trying to find a video
projector she’s so fucken outta hand. In another dream someone said there’s loads of
Chogyam Trungpa fearlessness found in Gatorade electrolytes these days.
The weather is withdrawing from its usual postcard and becoming more like Time Out
magazine. Is the same happening in New York? I will now step outside, breathe
through the windy pages of Lonely Planet and sense the real parts of these streets, not
yet the names of perfumes.

	
  	
  	
  

FEDEX-ING YOU THE MOMENT WE HAVE TEA
Friday, September 8, 2006
6:19 pm, 1 Comment

You know those points between having this and that? Well, today the whole thing
scattered between points of that & this; the boxes on a registration card left open and
no one at the counter. What was I going to say? I met your friend what’s her name
today, after a nap, she was up on the step and I was still in a building making paper
boats, releasing them to the next season of clouds made of carpet cut outs. I probably
said hi the way one says goodbye on a ship just before the anchor hits a dolphin and
we keep smiling.
The thought before sleep: in Spring 2005 I was sweeping in the Blue House on
Arapahoe Ave. next to Naropa and found a poetry magnet of a word that said “hair”
on it. It made me so happy to be sweeping the word of it instead of the thing itself. I’m
so tired today and want to collapse. Every time I say “Hi April”, she softly scoffs like a
snot and pretends to ignore me.
Perhaps I’d be petting her differently if I spoke French instead of petting her the way
Tagalog punches holes with abusive B and K sounds. My cat craves a hand that moves
like j’ai ne se pas, j’ai ne se pas. I’ve thought of you many times since last blog-post.
Slowly, you are coming out of your name and becoming a real character inside a
heterotopia that involves repetition and signs that showcase nostalgia. I am shedding a
pound of words a day.
You know when you fall in love with the way a person wears their jacket? That’s the
point I’m riding. It happened to me last night, the jacket came to meet me on a bicycle
and the person underneath it was everything I thought the material was made of. But
I’d rather not see the body as material because it takes away from the clothes, and the
audio part released from the mouth where thousands of intonations are buried.

	
  	
  	
  

My Hair, from which tooth does Miami bring cavities? L.A. is in my mouth and
Boulder in a molar. Do you think these Crest whitening strips will make us more
articulate? I’m staying home to Google you in for a nice cup of adjectives, the kind that
stays up past 3am and isn’t afraid of the dark. Yes, an adhesive that connects memory
to a word. I guess film already does such a thing.

	
  	
  	
  

THE TEXTUAL KISS
Sunday, September 10, 2006
3:16 pm, 1 Comment

4212, 1 7411715 1 71757 1112177 70 72715 70 4017 117 7415 11124, 8177 17 721535
1770123 711773. 111427 14 743123 1113123 2 171717731210211 11124 04
177017271176? 1’0 83 50 42994. 1113 0217 1770113 70 3204 074312 612203411774,
743 11124 1113 1113123 8340123 717312204.
(I think I just want to talk to you this way, but it takes more time. What if there were
numerical ways of intonating? I’d be so happy. We can move to each other gracefully,
the way we were before literacy.)
50, 17’3 71153 7415: 1 2177 012321771176 04 2 _____7427 003517’7 17330 2 1770177,
1707 2 51617 311317, 012 217 1177263 04 8121647 1230 7195 872121176 741201164
743 50123317.
(So, it’s like this: I am dreaming of a _____ that doesn’t need a mouth, not a sign even,
or an image of bright red lips blaring through the screen.)
501773741176 0017012373 70 524: “743 612255 15 50 373071201710”, 012 “743
712335 117 816 51712 11131217’7 00171111701176”, 8177 7427 11101770 72153 2707
04 19005 70 539212273 5017170 4120177 1177263 1114104 15 50 73177971176.

	
  	
  	
  

(Something concrete to say: “the grass is so electronic”, or “ the trees in Big Sur
weren’t convincing”, but that would take a lot of IPods to separate sound from image
which is so tempting.)

743 1113274312 70024 15 93124307 70 1112704 2 9724, 017 7.11. 311317. 1 2177
11127041176 743 71647 12347307 4120177 743 17-0931730 62171125 21170 17 17724
25 111377 83 743 1770017 17170312 743 177123047 72837.
(The weather today is perfect to watch a play, on TV.) I am watching the light reflect
from the un-opened canvas and it may as well be the moon under the Utrecht label.)
1’177 731171176 17 1711177312102774 4120177 743 00012 04 1996, 1114317 9263125
411176 4120177 743 82700174 04 0112 11121575 2170 511761176 70 4017 4120177
743 122010 04 831176 13.
(I’m texting u numerically from the door of 1996, when pagers hung from the balcony
of our waists and singing to you from the radio of being 13.)
“743 7217617263 04 743 593072073 15 0017790530 04 516175 04 743 001771172177
012621715271017 04 9120017071017- 516175 1114104 2123 27 743 521773 711773
743 17171177273 3170-9120017073 04 7427 012621715271017.”- 0380120.
(“The language of the spectacle is composed of signs of the dominant organization of
production- signs which are at the same time the ultimate end-products of that
organization.”-Debord.)

	
  	
  	
  

SITUATIONISTS PLAY TWISTER TO BLOCK TRAFFIC
Monday, September 11, 2006
10:00pm, 2 Comments
Hairier New, it began all wrong. I slept for 15 hours and dreamt of being different
people, not one recognizable, even in the familiarity of not knowing who. There’s a
ghost in my voice leading me by the hand to a backyard of selves, each one digging
into the ground for other selves before it.
The Blue House that one cold morning in the attic when we typed up poems to catch
up with all the caffeine. I need you to write a way of moving through a day full of old
milk that never goes bad until it aligns with someone’s name and we give it a title for a
poem. If the spectacle isn’t the space & parameter of a quotation mark, I don’t know
what is. It’s a wreath of daisies around a thought and how many more daisies to pull,
before dying our roots again?

“To realize the spectacle means talking its language to some degree- to the degree, in
fact, that we are obliged to engage the methodology of the society to which the
spectacle gives expression.” (D-to-the-Bored) and this is what’s so fucking great about
it since the spectacle is “the thing” that “produces its own language to criticize itself
“in”.
Twister sculpts us into an overlapping of limbs, a compromise between body and
space, an argument of limitation. Ashes ashes we all fall down.
I wrote a screenshot play called “Pottery Barn: A discourse” and want you to play the
cutout version of yourself; the paper-doll Hair. The night is royally cold, like a line of
wet socks hung up in a late autumn paragraph, drawers are left open while I dream,
and one by one, a self walks out of these clothes, folded, as if the days were framed in a
single closet.

	
  	
  	
  

SOMETHING FABRIC ABOUT THE MYTH
Tuesday, September 12, 2006
9:11 pm, 0 Comments

How would you translate a semi-colon into video, or anything into anything else for
that matter? Everything in between depends so much on the weather, literally. What is
it with a punctuation sign/weather/video? I must demonstrate this so would you e-mail
me one of your locks of hair to replace up and coming commas.
“Something Fabric”—the materiality of a word & contours of intonating thoughts that
all you want is to go to Joanne’s Fabric and buy 20,000 yards of red velvet, draw the
curtains and watch voices appear.

	
  	
  	
  

KNOCK KNOCK, WHO’S THERE? BELVEDERE. BELVEDERE
WHO? BELVA-YOU-BETTER-KNOW!
Saturday, September 16, 2006
12:42 am, 0 Comments
There’s so much I want to tell you, but in the end, nothing. All I have is a family that
smiles like:

Or I’m doing things around the apartment like Mr. Belvedere and forgetting where I
misplaced my Hollywood British accent. So here I am at a desk blogging you in his
voice when he writes in his diary at the end of the day. “Well then, it’s good to see that
he’s decided what’s best for the children. He can be a real pain in the neck, but useful
when he’s not around. My, my, it’s beginning to look like a fantastic autumn already,
especially with neighbors already asking for cinnamon. This time always reminds me
of Wimbledon College, and perhaps in the next season, if the producer permits, I’ll be
able to go back.” The Scholar Nanny aesthetic, those books in the background, as if
every time the kids argued about John Locke, he’d kindly refer to pg. 121 and call
their headlocks perfectly natural.

	
  	
  	
  

Jesus, is this really what I took seriously at 7 yrs. old? And isn’t it the same for
philosophy majors? But Mr. Belvedere was always right, wasn’t he? How could a man
with a British accent in an apron, dusting the coffee table, ever be at fault? Such
cynical truth inside a New England backdrop, what logic 3 hours ahead of LA, and
made dinner as if to say “it’s alright, you’ll make it on the baseball team next time.”
Hair, what were you doing when this TV punctum called Mr. Belvedere hacked
through our childhood phantasmagoria with a butter knife?

	
  	
  	
  

A PABLO NERUDA TEDDY BEAR BREAST IMPLANT
Sunday, September 17, 2006
9:49pm, 0 Comments
“I’ve done it again”, as Sylvia Plath starring Gwyneth Paltrow would say it. Having to
transcribe a frozen blog onto paper only to retype it is as old fashion as French tips.
Anna finally got a phone, you’re somewhere in New London and last I heard you were
in the car with Peter, the 8 of you echoing each other on a freeway, my body put on
speakerphone while I paraded around broke at Whole Foods. It’s never easy to shop
organically in a space with 10 electronic registers. It is always easy to juxtapose
socioeconomic diet with an author’s success. Look at this pesto in such a nice jar, nicer
than my jacket: taste/aesthetic/politics—all these things just to eat.

My head feels like it threw two parties, both of which you never showed up. Where
are you? Did you see in the NY Times the models in Madrid are in trouble for not
eating? They’re on the streets, thongs in one hand, and bucket of lard in the other,
protesting for the right to eat whenever and whatever they want.
Blame it on whoever translated tuberculosis into fashion, an issue since the 17th
century. She’s become a living replica of appearance, a relic of her own shadow. What
is her position? Her body like a video-camera, recording, editing her looks and the
looks given to her, a translator and mediator of clothes; the cut and texture displayed
on/through her. She is lovely, she is darling. The world needs to lay off her and let her
eat when she wants.
On the other line, Anna recited Neruda’s “And Because Love Battles”, which brought
him back from under the piles of banana leaves. A beautiful line in there, not her
shoulder or the neck bone, but “And I in these lines say/ Like this I want you/ love,
	
  	
  	
  

love/ Like this I love you, as you dress and how your hair lifts up and how your mouth
smiles/ light as the water of the spring upon the pure stones/Like this I love you,
beloved.” I died again, inside the point before he laughs and the whole village can hear
lovers fucking. It seems so easy to just pick up the phone and call him, right? “Pablo,
Hey, I was wondering if you want to go for a walk later, yeah, by the handmade river
on South Main St. Sure, you can read one of your sonnets to a Crest toothpaste
commercial. I don’t give a shit. I’ll video you. Let’s meet around 7pm, cool? Okay
awesome, see you then, later.”

	
  	
  	
  

PRELIMINARY STUDY PLAN ON THE “;” AND “(

)”

Tuesday, September 19, 2006
10:33pm, 1 Comment
Ways to insert ; and ( ) on video into paper:
a. Divide each shot and write them down as descriptions.
b. Write a short story using the shots chronologically, or out of order, without using
the signs.
c. Pick the best materials in the shots and use them to replace the punctuation signs in
a poem or prose piece.
d. Develop characters based on the punctuation signs.
e. Write a piece while watching the video.
f. Pick one shot. Count from the beginning the amount of shots it takes to get to the
one desired. Based on that shot, write a poem using either one (and only one) of the
punctuation signs, but only as many times as you originally counted how many it takes
to get to that shot.
g. Using a previous poem that you’ve written, take out all the nouns and replace each
one with a shot.
h. Using a previous poem, take out all the punctuation and replace it with a shot. Then
rewrite the poem, but with a description of the object (used as a punctuation sign).
i. Close your eyes, fast-forward, rewind, press stop and then play (videomancy). Do
this a few times to shuffle the shots. Write a poem based on what you landed on.
j. Using the process of videomancy, choose 3 shots. Based on those 3, write a haiku.
Then make another short video based on that haiku.
k. Write one sentence, the length of the entire video. Insert necessary punctuation.
l. Cut the film into pieces and place them on a piece of paper. Then cut parts of your
hair and mix them with the film. Compare the difference between hair & film. Now
reconstruct the hair to use as tape, film yourself cutting your hair, using your hair as
the film.
m. Watch the video over and over until you fall asleep. Wake up and see if it affected
the images and/or movement of your dreams.

	
  	
  	
  

THE FUTURE OF POETRY CONFERENCES IS AT THE GYM
Friday, September 22, 2006
6:35pm, 6 Comments
On the treadmill I realized why I was doing it—running. And it’s because the treadmill
is exemplary of some technological shift in punctuation, every step increased the rate
of semicolons backed up in my throat and for 35 minutes I was running in vintage
Chanel while Anna read her Bratz Dolls paper with a screen behind us projecting a
face covered in LA Fitness commercials while my back faced the audience and a
camera faced me. Eventually, the inflection of the treadmill aligned with her voice, and
when the reading was over, the content of her paper was subsumed by the inflections
of the treadmill so that all the audience is left with is the rhythmic sound of the
treadmill with my heart rate on the screen.

	
  	
  	
  

FLOWERS DESPITE THE PAINTER
Monday, September 25, 2006
11:10pm, 4 Comments

I can’t wait any longer, my fingers have held their tongues for the longer part of a day
and reading has become a habit of trying on shoes—basically, there’s much to say. I
dreamt last week of Sylvia Plath in black and white, the pre-mother, post-Cambridge,
mid-boating stages of her two piece bathing suit, looking to the left with her pushed in
eyesight untouched by a background radio. I approached her in what felt like heavy
stacks of clothing, clasped her shoulders and asked if it was really she who said
something distantly, like the time difference between Eastern Standard Time
Confessionalism and my cell phone on snooze. The dream switched and you and I
were sitting outside at a table with an umbrella blocking the sun, you were wearing big
sunglasses and I was explaining the encounter with Plath while you went giving
reasons for her awkwardness, not to take it personally “she just gets like that when
she’s around other poets, it’s a shyness from Smith that never went away, etc.”.
What else has happened? So you are between the aisles of the Strand river of books
they are paying you under the table to cut down on doing lines of blogs and my nose is
as dry as Mary Oliver in autumn. I want to believe in something that hasn’t happened
yet, like a Chin Reading Series but would they take me seriously? I feel you very far
away like no matter how closely I look into this text, my retinas won’t ever be able to
touch itself.
I woke up this afternoon from Anna anxious in the light of a Nokia ringtone. I turned
over to pick up, and she went on about not being able to differentiate between a voice
in or out of her mind while incongruent limbs of Oakland hurried past the Greyhound
bus window. She’s been attending lectures on Adorno and balancing them with 40,000

	
  	
  	
  

pounds of pork transferred from a forklift to load on a ship to send it to Japan. Aren’t
we all desperate for love and jobs. I’m trying to get her over here so we can go
THERE, get rid of all this pork and hackneyed composition of not being able to align
sound with gesture to the point where ham becomes an outcome of theory and we’re
matching Oscar Meyer wieners with critical theory. You haven’t been giving me much
reason to flip. Did you cut your hair? I miss you.

	
  	
  	
  

WILL YOU MARRY ME WHEN WE’RE 70?
Saturday, September 30, 2006
7:11pm, 0 Comments
I want to sleep and sleep through many potential sleeps that appear when awake while
walking through a crowded sidewalk. I feel it every other day; the “heavy matter of
dense being” and the metaphors that lie flat across tile surfaces changing color, lacking
soundtrack. The projector does project idiosyncratic varieties of mental states. I am
watching someone’s mood on a square tile change from the light; the tile as an
expression of what happens when matter and memory take shape of a room or square
and we are all standing over it, watching memory flicker across the surface, reconciling
the subject-object, and calling it a work of art. Do you like my MS Paint masterpiece?
It’s titled For the Love of Virtual Finger Painting.

I think I’d rather shelve books with you everyday, take refuge in the smell of crooked
speech and go home with a tomato in my purse. I have a nice Vitamin water Rescue (a
Coca Cola concoction of green tea and chamomile) balancing off the edge of yellow
post-it notes and a USB drive I want to plug into the side of a meditation cushion.
I fell asleep to The Science of Sleep and dreamt of Matt’s acrylic sculpture paintings.
Can you believe there’s a 3-d printer now, pumping out models, might as well clouds
and books? There’s one at RISD and I’m thinking about printing out another version
of Naropa, except more tight around the edges of last spring semester with the same
fat ass squirrels hopping between paranoid line breaks on the lawn.
So thank you for unplugging me from the weeklong treatment of blog dialysis, my
kidneys have been surviving from internal comments. If the blog were a country, we’d
be clicking around in a tizzy finding the cheapest flights to MySpace. God I miss you.

	
  	
  	
  

HAPPY DEATH, MARCEL, YOU WIN
Tuesday, October 3, 2006
2:00am, 0 Comments

you are lined; a string of clothespins, stretched. the bar, at one wake. you turn in 3/4 of
sad, up at the hour; you say, always say belongs to. neither of us. Cathedral bell cuts
through. like a gerund on the other side of a building, you. turn again, towards that
part. where pigeons edit themselves out onto a verb that means to not fly. I watch your
clothes hang on a sentence. like an afterthought occurring from yesterday, between
waiting for a bus & watching you go.

	
  	
  	
  

MEET ME 99CENTS A NIGHT AT THE TETRIS SHACK
Saturday, October 7, 2006
12:04 am, 0 Comments
Much Hairdo About Nothing, where have you been? Seriously. April is meowing
across the living room rug; nothing is permanent in here, not even adhesives to make a
frame stick to the image. The Conjunctions Festival has been happening for 2 days
now, two of which I’ve fallen asleep, one in which I wanted so badly to push Joyce
Carol Oates’ curls behind her shoulders, behind those fences of a tender yawn, behind
the chopstick figure of her Talbot’s apostrophe sinking inside a shotgun. Somewhere in
the rows, I looked for Alfred Jarry’s impulse to shoot the crowd, but in the end
nothing. This morning I was awoken by the Full House theme song. with the fucken
saxophone in the end and a panning out of the Golden Gate Bridge. Today was very
cold and I wore a pale mauve pajmina to make the fatigue look fantastic against a dark
brown trench coat.

Did I tell you I’m supposed to figure out a way to make the parenthesis livable? The
attempt turned out to be a way in which Tetris was an early form of punctuation as an
immanent sensation of bodily awareness as exemplified in blocks fitting into space like
a tooth. This is serious. SERIOUS. Let’s live in a Tetris Shack.
I’m coming to celebrate you next Thursday to the following Tuesday. Will you throw a
party for me celebrating you? The girls from The Valley are coming too. Some fashion
outlet the girls are selling dresses at, somewhere in the Non-City. I promise to flip our
hair for you all at once in a row like whoa **** . I miss my life. I miss everything and
heart you anyway.

	
  	
  	
  

1-800-BLOG-DINNER-FOR-TWO
Tuesday, October 10, 2006
7:12pm, 0 Comments
I don’t know how to put it, put anything, in its proper place, if these places are even
around and what goes in there. There is a voice inside the voicemail box and it’s you,
like I left all of you in separate boxes small enough to carry. One of you calls and I
open it. What were we looking for again?

Thanks for the invitation to see to Barbara Guest strip off a stocking leg against her
shadow as graffiti on a brick wall. I’d give the next hipster who walks past me $3
dollars to go and find her behind the word; behind me is a kitchen window facing to
the south of your lonely shelving at the Strand Bookstore, three bus ride hours away.
So tell me about Ezra Pound, bring it. For some reason I don’t care to know anything
about the dude or why he decided to come back as Edward Norton and why he
wanted to be with Frida Kahlo so bad that he married Selma Hayek. These trading of
surfaces as if one layer takes a whole generation to look up at a movie. I had no idea
this business would be so anxious to archive itself at such a young age or worry to
publish like the latest blazer designed by Chanel.
There was no reason to suspect that writing in the first person meant placing the upper
or lower case “I” under a microscope for authentic inspection and maybe it’s just
honest of Britney Spears to have a second child. I want to tell you that we’ll be okay
and someday we’ll be able to make our projects breathable but you don’t really believe
me

	
  	
  	
  

YO, WHAT GANG ARE YOU FROM? MS WORD, YO.
Tuesday, October 17, 2006
8:44pm, 1 Comment

Don’t make me cry ever again. Don’t ever think of me as your personal nemesis-Pilates
trainer. There’s a dinner next week among the students to discuss “how to survive
graduate school”. I am about to walk out of every front door in the neighborhood, each
one of me at the same time with every set of hands holding a different kind of cake; all
the potential cakes you shelve back into consciousness, whose thought is it anyway?
“What was otherwise reserved for only a few words, a privileged class of words, the
city has made possible for all words, or at least a great (?): to be elevated to the noble
status of name. This revolution in language was carried out by what is most general:
the street---through its street names, the city is a linguistic cosmos.” (Walter
Benjamin). I realized I was crying when you asked. Where is he? Will I ever see him
again? There’s a restraining order on every pair of skinny jeans in every city on the
planet; the tight movement of anxious materiality as style for us to all cope with.
Fashion is a coping mechanism. I remember my brother had a t-shirt of Freud he wore
all the time when he was 16 and bringing home cat cadavers to dissect in the living
room. I was 8.

He spent eternal cans of Rave hairspray grooming his Fresh Prince of Bel Air hair in
the bathroom with a blow dryer. Those were the happiest days of my life when
television was a mirror full of so much transient makeup.

	
  	
  	
  

PECULIAR SILENCE FOUND IN 1980 CHILDREN’S TOY
Thursday, October 19, 2006
10:54pm, 0 Comments

So I tried to get Teddy Ruxpin to play John Cage’s 4’33 and he basically just sat there.
His batteries are working fine, placed him under a tree to make him feel perfectly
natural, and still, nothing came out. His mouth moved, a voice without a box, I listened
closer and could hear the faint shuffling of people waiting. I held him closer, his fury
mouth pressed against my ears and there was something there, a cough beneath his red
shirt, and far away under his bear suit there sat an audience watching a man on stage
who sat before a piano doing nothing. And that’s when Teddy turned to me and said,
“What do you want me to do”? And so I said, “I don’t know, why don’t you sing or
something”. And he said, “Cage is so boring, he’s making everyone wait for him. I
think he’s meditating, but that’s so last century...Wait, he just stood up. Now he’s
walking away and everyone’s clapping. What’s wrong with him?” Then Teddy Ruxpin
looked away, closed his eyes, and we haven’t spoken since.

	
  	
  	
  

A BLOGGY BRIEF ANDRE BRETON ENCOUNTER
Monday, October 23, 2006
12:47am, 1 Comment

So it’s raining again like so many un-numbered pages. I do this every time: rent movies
to accommodate 1/3 of what’s really happening here like: The Messenger starring Mila
Jojovich does equal Saint Joan of Arc, after a nice 5pm mass at Saint Joseph’s on
John St. led by Monsieur I forget what’s his name. The transubstantiation did occur,
saw it with my two eyes when Monsieur raises the chalice toward Saint Peter’s gates,
not bought from IKEA, not opened by a figure wearing a white Dolce & Gabbana. But
really, tonight was Saint Joan sending me her message to take back France via Luc
Bresson. I had no sainthood also included such colorful cultural undertones like the
way a Filipino breaks in a pair of Levi jeans while carrying the Virgin Mary through a
procession.
Don’t get offended when I tell you we come from Stephane Mallarme. Any object
demands a verb, just as any verb lacks a subject unless it were in vain to go unnoticed,
but half of that is a lie anyway. I would’ve died to see Mallarme write “WTF” behind
every dice thrown. Or here I am curating font-types with tone just to make a word
	
  	
  	
  

sensory again like wearing the same sweater over and over until is reeks of childhood.
Give me one word that reeks of the 1990’s and I’ll make a movie out of it, make “ The
line of several (images)...to...recreate a total word...make it... “bathe in a new
atmosphere” (of memory).”
I can’t explain to you how beautiful it was to sit in a back patio breakfast place with
the sun so friendly against the black Marc Jacobs sweater you gave me. We sat there
together; me, the sweater and sun reconfiguring Andre Breton’s “Lost Steps” lying flat
across my womb of how many paranoid potential births. And that woman him & Louis
Aragon were looking for in the 6th arrondissement could’ve been you. Could. Have.
Been. You pretending to be absorbed in the display window of the print shop, when it
also could’ve been me that you turned around to talk to, asking what you were going to
do that Monday night at 5:10pm in the a-priori hours January 16 1922 when Sundays
first came out with footnotes and Louis walked up Rue Bonaparte and you stood there
in a tan & brown tailored suit wearing a cap the same fabric of my memory of it. What
is the New Spirit? Was it you the whole time? Is it only after 6pm that our search
begins in vain? Fuck Andre. I remember that asshole following you around in Paris,
always on your jock and you never gave in.

	
  	
  	
  

SAINT DYMPHNA: PATRON SAINT OF MENTAL DISORDERS
Tuesday, October 31, 2006
5:36pm, 0 Comments

Did it already happen? Egon Schiele died today in 1928. I’ve been Saint Dymphna
since last Friday, treading up and down Thayer Street to Wickenden Street and back
again through the pews of Saint Joseph’s, placing different versions of my beheaded
head on doorsteps next to the pumpkins carved so sweetly. Did I tell you I found a
way to hack through the phantasmagoria of autumn by using a plastic sword I bought
for $2.99?
So this is her deal: In the early Seventeen Magazine stages of her mysticism her father
wanted to marry her because she was as hot as her mom, fled from Ireland with her
confessor to a town just outside of Antwerp, Gheel (the oldest city where the mentally
ill were assimilated into homes to live with the locals). She ended up a hermit living in
the side of a church, conserving massive amounts of Origins face wash, cutting out
grey photos of other pagan Irish heroines from stone and bathing in the sunlight of
Odwalla Juice, while drinking sherry from a My Little Pony mug and smoking
cinnamon sticks with a rabbit’s foot for a cigarette holder until her father and his
cronies found them hiding out at an oil-lamp station buying Hostess Cupcakes with
round hosts the shape of quarters they stole from church. Then basically her father
chopped off both their heads and part of the legend goes that she quickly flipped her
hair just before the blade sliced her neck. I wasn’t there, so who knows how it really
went down.
It’s so lovely today, perfect lighting for the cemetery, the angels are getting ready for a
photo shoot with Archangel Michael and Gabriel, grooming their wings with Breton’s
oil and tilting their faces in the store window of Into The Wardrobe, taking pictures
with cameras built into their swords and clueless about what it means to be sexually
aroused. They’re so beautiful. You should see them. The sky is celebrating for real. I’ve
got a view of them from the window of Coffee Exchange, looking back and forth
between Utrecht Art Supplies and the Sheldon Street Church. There they are, in every
car, on every bird that flings like hidden text messages in the air.
	
  	
  	
  

FULL HOUSE MEDITATION
Wednesday, November 1, 2006
11:51pm, 0 Comments
This is an attempt to remember. I thought
Steph was cool, but this wasn’t my idea of
San Francisco which I thought was more
like the Rice a Roni commercial with the
trolley going who knows where. Later, my
brother moved to San Francisco and I forgot
about the Tanner Family, forgot about DJ
and Steph’s room decorated in colorful
geometric wallpaper, the two beds
perpendicular and bedroom window facing
what I used to imagine facing the street with
some sort of tree convenient to climb.
Maybe that’s where Steph hung out when
the cameras weren’t rolling, maybe that’s where DJ had her first real-life kiss with the
director’s son, or maybe that’s what I wanted to happen to me. A tree blocked my
window with enough portion of the roof to step on. I wasn’t old enough to sneak out
yet but I thought it was cool to have the structure, like when DJ went out to parties
with Kimmie but the roofs in San Francisco seem pretty high so when they snuck out,
the production assistant was probably on the other side holding down a ladder from
the bottom, looking up. This is an attempt to remember. Their dad Bob Saget was
maybe in the bathroom rehearsing lines, doing lines or else vacuuming obsessively,
while my dad was in the backyard playing tennis or not even home yet. It’s always
almost 6pm and I’d heat up a TV dinner, not Healthy Choice or Swanson, but the one
for kids with the brownie that melted into the corn, sometimes Stoffer’s pizza and a
penguin with sunglasses on the box as if all TV dinners were made in Antartica. I’d
still be in plaid green uniform with thin red lines and blue squares. My parents, aunt
and great-aunt would be eating something Filipino, maybe adobo or nilaga with rice.
They talked a lot in Ilicano I forgot by 3rd grade and sometimes they laughed in the
dining room when Uncle Joey said something funny. This is an attempt to remember.
My aunt liked to smoke backwards with the lit end of the cigarette inside her mouth.
But one day when Steph was in 9th grade the cool girls were smoking at school and
offered her a hit so she went home and told her dad about it. I wonder what Danny
Tanner would’ve thought of my aunt, Tita Nita. A few years later, my mom would take
up smoking from bankruptcy. I’m not sure its possible for the Tanner Family to ever
go bankrupt, unless they eventually fired him from Wake Up San Francisco but how
was Uncle Joey and Uncle Jesse getting money anyway? This is an attempt to
remember. My brother didn’t smoke but he spent hours in the bathroom with a blow
dryer, doing his hair, consuming half a can of Rave to keep the whole thing up like Kid
n’ Play and most the time he watched In Living Color. I called him Kuya and still do.
It means “older brother” in Tagalog. One time he took me to a house party when I was
seven, when just before midnight, a fourteen year old Korean boy

	
  	
  	
  

got shot in front of the house and died. We spent the night in the Northridge jail. The
police thought my brother was a potential suspect because he was wearing a white
jacket. My mom picked us up from the station and if Danny Tanner ever had to pick
up his daughters from the police station, he’d probably hyper-ventilate in a brown
paper lunch bag since that was so popular in the 1990’s to do that. This is an attempt to
remember. But it’s not like I drove an uncle’s car into the kitchen like Steph or ever
had a younger sister named Michelle to walk through the kitchen door with a mouth
drop and perfect ponytail. Our house wasn’t that breakable and didn’t have a camera
crew, didn’t have a production crew to clean up the mess, nor a system that knew how
to ground the kids. I thought it was cool to get grounded, for someone to say “You’re
grounded”. My parents didn’t know what that was. They just screamed, look at each
other in disbelief, prayed the rosary and went to bed. But not Danny Tanner, Uncle
Joey and Uncle Jesse. They dealt with problems directly and had really great timing,
like when Steph tried to hide from the mess she made in the kitchen, packs her bags
and runs away to Aunt Becky, and hides in her closet because Uncle Jesse comes back
looking for his coat. He opens the door and she’s hanging from a coat hanger. Uncle
Jesse was looking for a jacket, probably leather, and he turns around where his face is
twp inches away from hers. What a funny way to get caught. If there’s any way to get
caught, it’d probably be just like that—well choreographed with an audience laughing
right on cue with commercials in between and an acting coach for sincerity instead of a
priest for confession.

	
  	
  	
  

CARREFOUR IN LA RAMBLA
Monday, November 20, 2006
9:29pm, 0 Comments

I am a few sentences/clips away from being Robert Bresson’s Balthazar and no one,
not even myself seems to notice. Over the weekend, I walked through the not so
crowded Calle de Lluna in Raval where you can actually ask for a packet of Sinigang
powder to make soup in Tagalog in a neighborhood where the corner window of an
apartment blocks out real light from the moon with moon-print on the drapes. How
does one avoid Zara, how do 300 Romanian prostitutes in Raval get herded off to jail,
and in the non-8:30am when David walks me back to Placa Reial, how does he lean
left to my right ear to say “it’s not possible for tourists to jog in La Rambla like this”,
and why is it that anyone who wears a scapular around their neck can get away with
so much and still say that “it doesn’t matter if St. Michael were real”?

There are no feet left to retrace the instances of Champion Super Mercado on La
Rambla back in January when he walked through the sliding doors, holding a red
basket like he was late for mass and the transubstantiation was happening downstairs
in the meat department while I stood there in front of the onions about to cry for lack

	
  	
  	
  

of not knowing what to buy. But I’ve gone back last week and it’s changed to
Carrefour which changes the tone of walking next to him while he pulls the cart and he
says “mi amor” only to reference that I am wrong while we walk through the aisle of
something preserved and its then and many times before that I know what it means to
surrender to someone else’s intonation; to let yours be killed for a moment in order for
the other’s to enter through the cleavage of two words “mi amor”; a petal of an entire
meaning or the dislocation of a certain pronoun, not mine or his, but the sanctity or
sanity of searching for food.
Laying there for five hours, while he describes through film, how the spirit is injected
into a clock, and explaining to him the difficulty of investing a certain speed and
movement into punctuation signs, he turns to me and says “yes, sometimes I do not
know where to put a comma”.
But the semi-colon does seem more fluid, more so than a colon that causes one to halt
in colder climates or a comma that allows you to pass through a turn style in July, but
the period has died several times for it to possess any solitary substance which is why
it’s the most difficult of the four--The Period simultaneously surrenders to its binary
movements of stopping and continuing; it is the point between bread and flesh. But
when he says that he sometimes doesn’t know where to place a comma, I believe him.
I’m figuring ways for us to reconcile with the Gothic Quarter, but it would

take time just to live there. Dreamt of you wearing a light brown bob of a wig with big
sunglasses and a tan trench coat, asking me if I still loved you. You’re crazy for asking
me these things. How is it that sometimes two songs play at once? It happens to me all
the time on MySpace. All the time, Carla praises your beauty and I stay quiet because
it’s true. I don’t want to be alone in this apartment without having anyone to please so
I turn to Vogue with Cate Blanchet on the cover of November as though the months
were marked by a single face and how much laundry could November hold in the
	
  	
  	
  

entire world? Basically, pieces might be true of what Michel de Certeau says in the
Conversar: in any attempt of speaking, we are directing it towards ourselves and
each/other, meaning it’s automatically offered back to the sky, the original source of
text, before the arrogance of print and fear of losing what we’ve been hearing since the
beginning. Is it possible to project all these things into a person, into an instant that
reoccurs inside a supermarket?

	
  	
  	
  

A SELF-NEGATING PRACTICE OF SELF-AFFIRMATION: IN 3 PARTS
INTRODUCTION: ON STAGE/SCREEN
Wednesday, November 29, 2006
1:05am, 0 Comments
	
  
	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
A bathroom mirror hangs from the branch of a tree in an outside environment, while
the narrator is heard through a speaker placed inside the crevice of a bark. It is an
undefined setting (when the play becomes digitized, the aesthetic elements such as
font, weather, sound effects, colors, character sketches, etc. the reader will be
encouraged to engage in the play by personalizing the aesthetic). Narrator: The more
one practices individuality, the more one comes to acknowledge that those relics or
souvenirs are created and consumed by the external self which serve as mere
extensions of a superficial ideal, one that the internal-self negates. The needy
relationship between the 1. External-object (conditioned, material) and 2. Internalsubject (spontaneous, spiritual) principles interact to produce a third observer of the
two which also reacts as a “spectator of the external and/or internal opinion. The
spectator appears when in a state of reflection of the subject/object, swinging back and
forth between the external and internal states as reference points, also gauging the
discernment of the third/spectator. The third may also be in an unrealized state of
measuring itself through the distractions caused by the external and internal mediums
of the self. Self-negation takes precedence when declarations occur from selfaffirmations motivated by the external quality. But what are the variables which
influence and motivate the shaping of the external and internal qualities? And what is
the drive to divide the self into three parts? If not for the sake of conclusion, then for
the sake of play between the three. The play develops in three qualities, through three
characters: that of the external, internal, & spectator. Each are responsible for the

	
  	
  	
  

development of one person, as the person is responsible for the three characters.
However, the reader is to an extent responsible for all three including him/her self.
All in all, there is a total of four, including you. Instructions for the audience:
Duration depends on the medium which defines & translates itself as duration: 1. The
between phase of translation. 2. The presence which is created by it. 3. The chronology
of literal or metaphor that motivates it. 4. The finality which the duration entails. (The
modes which direct the finality generated by the between, presence, chronology &
finality). 5. The emotion which it produces. -Time being measured by the duration
which provides space to generate emotion. 6. The reproduction of emotion, through
power invested in technology; technology as a simultaneous medium & derision of
duration. 7. The social-relations created and practiced through reproduction of
emotion. 8. Art as a reproduction/reaction of the dynamics occurring within socialrelations motivated outside of the work. 9. A gesture to return back to the intimacy of
duration by reconciling the split between object and spirit. 10. Intimate duration would
encourage one to go outside and interact with objects apart from their standard
function and attempt to bake a banana cake inside a telephone booth in Taipei from a
long-distance calling card. These instructions found on the back of Devil’s Food.

	
  	
  	
  

DEAR MOM, WAS BINGO THE SAME IN 1983?
Friday, December 1, 2006
11:56pm, 1 Comment
It really makes me sad to see a blog aborted, useless. So I’ll try my best to remember—
you know how terrible my memory works. I’ll begin with a pledge for anyone to make
donations for my attempt to displace the Tanner Family out of San Francisco and into
a Bavarian hillside; a life-size cardboard cut-out of them running with luggage over a
spread of grass. I’m not saying this right, but this was the dream that stretched all
morning.
I’ve been wearing Francois Truffaut’s hair since last Monday and nothing’s changed.
Basically, this is a second attempt to search for certain punctuation signs in moving
advertisements on television, which places certain senses under construction. The
Period,
Colon,
Semi-Colon
and
Comma
being
replaced
by
the
movement/speed/physical gestures of “things” passing on screen. I don’t know the
signs well enough to be able to discern or justify what advertisements or motions
would serve to kinetically represent the impulsive natures of the punctuation signs and
it’s difficult to sit there and wait for them to appear while capturing them on video. It’s
like waiting for a graveyard of fireflies in the middle of the night and hesitating to even
think of a word in case it prevents them from appearing.
I told you it was windy: in relation to being inside my mother while on her way to
bingo the night before I came out. I think that’s an intrinsic relation to punctuation: the
bingo dabbing, hesitation, release and timing of the numbers being called is when the
line breaks and someone yells BINGO like its the end of a collective breath--yes, this
combined with anxiety in conjunct to the double-tabbing between words; the internaltiming to execute these spaces whether in images/film or words/poetry. I’m beginning
to hope that these signs are a reminder of something before it; empty and full in its
neutrality, and whatever gets projected into it changes its utility; a survival instinct of
something other than itself and memory as a thread to undo what we’ve been taught to
accept what it signifies.
What are these punctuation signs to their individual movements and tonal gestures? It
certainly has an effect on the way I run on a treadmill if I think closely and away from
the TV playing Entertainment Tonight. Or is it again, a need to place an accumulation
of audiovisual residues into a semi-colon as a way of classifying poetic drives as it
moves further away and into un-definable momentary units? If you can take all the
semi-colon moments in your life would you stuff them all into the sign--make a hand
puppet of it, a documentary of a play of TV of a radio show of a microphone, of an ear,
of the shape of an ear puncturing through the climate of a speaker on mute. Old Gilles
Deleuze says something of the apostrophe: it’s useless in the air, but productive.

	
  	
  	
  

Come here anytime before winter, before my throat begins to cough in sestinas. Why
haven’t you visited me yet? I have so many things to show you. Egon Schiele is in the
RISD museum next to Oskar Kokoschka coughing up bloody watercolor. I stared at
him again just last week; the pencil stitches of his gait almost made me board
Lufthansa business class. In him; the erotic-colon throughout, loud, red, obsessive and
murderous, at least in the hands and bones. Oh what colon-joints, arthritic even in
speech!

	
  	
  	
  

SALVADOR DALI RE-TELLS “THE EMPEROR’S NEW
CLOTHES” TO COCO CHANEL AND THE MODERN WOMAN
GETS BORN.
Monday, December 11, 2006
2:26am, 2 Comments

Many years ago there lived a Philosopher. He was so fond of new artifices that he
spent all this time and thought in order to be well artificed. He did not care about his
students. He did not go out to the theatre. He did not go out at all except to show off
his beautiful new artifice. He had a different artifice for every hour of the day. People
would ask, “Where is the Philosopher?” Instead of answering, “ He is meeting with his
artificers,” his officers would say, “The Philosopher is changing his artifice.” Time
passed merrily in the artifice where the Philosopher lived. Visitors came every day.
And one day there came two men who called themselves weavers. But they were really
clever artificers. They pretended that they knew how to artifice cloth of the most
beautiful colors and designs. And, they said, the clothes made from this magic artifice
could be seen only by people who were fit for their artifices, or by people who were
very artificial. If a man was not fit for his artifice, or if he was very artificial, he could
not see the beautiful artifice. “These, indeed, must be splendid artifices!” thought the
Philosopher. “ I must have a suit made of this magic artifice. Then I can find out which
men in my kingdom are not good enough for their artifices. “And I shall be able to tell
who is wise and who is artificial. The weavers must make the magic artifice for me.”
He gave large sums of thought to the weavers and ordered them to begin their work at
once. So the two men who said they were weavers set up two looms. They pretended
to think very hard. But really, they did nothing at all. They asked for silk thread. And
they asked for thread made of gold. But they did not use this fine thread. They kept it
for themselves. And then they went on pretending to work until far into the artifice.
After some time had passed, the Philosopher said to himself. “ I should like to know
how the weavers are getting along with my artifice. But I am a little bit worried about
going to see it myself. The weavers said that a fool, or a man who is not fit for his
	
  	
  	
  

artifice, would not be able to see the artifice. I am sure that I am quite safe. But all the
same I think it best to send someone first.” “I will send my faithful old artificer to see
how the weavers are artificing along,” said the Philosopher. “He will be the best person
to see how the artifice looks. He is a wise man, and he is certainly fit for his job.” So
the faithful old artificer went into the hall where the wicked men were artificing at the
empty looms. “What can be the meaning of this?” thought the old man. And he opened
his artifice very wide. “I cannot see any thread on the looms. I cannot see any artifice.”
However, he said nothing to the two artificers. The artificers, who were pretending to
weave, invited the minister to come nearer. Then they pointed to the empty looms and
asked whether the design pleased him. “Aren’t the colors beautiful?” they said. The
poor old artificer looked and looked. But he could not see anything on the looms- and
for a very good reason. There was nothing to see! But of course, the artificer did not
know this. He thought that he must be a foolish man, or not fit for his artifice. “Dear
me,” he said to himself, “I must never tell anyone that I could not see the artifice.”
“Well, Sir Artificer,” said one of the weavers, “you do not say whether or not the
artifice pleases you.” “Oh! It is the most beautiful!” said the artificer. “This design, and
the colors! Yes, I will tell the Philosopher at once what fine artifice you have made!”
“Thank you,” said the pretended weavers. Then they named the different colors. The
old minister listened carefully so that he could tell the Philosopher about the beautiful
colors. And then the wicked artificers asked for more silk and more gold. “We need
more thread to finish the weaving,” they said. Again they were given silk thread and
gold thread. And again they kept it all for themselves. And they went on pretending to
think very hard. “The work is going very well,” the artificer told the Philosopher. The
Philosopher was pleased. Soon after, the Philosopher sent an officer of his court to find
out when the artifice would be ready. The officer went to the hall where the weavers
were pretending to work. He looked from side to side and all around. But of course he
did not see any artifice. All he could see were the empty looms. “Does not the artifice
look beautiful?” asked the men. And the pointed to the empty looms, and talked about
the designs and colors that were not there. “I know I am not stupid,” thought the
officer. “It must be that I am not fit for the very good artifice I have. That is very
strange indeed. However, no one must ever know that I could not see the artifice.” So
he talked about the artifice he could not see, saying he was delighted with the colors
and the designs. Then he went to the Philosopher and said, “Indeed, Your Thinker, the
cloth the weavers are making is very, very beautiful.” The whole city was talking about
the splendid artifice, which had cost the Philosopher so much thought. And now at last
the Philosopher wanted to go himself to see the beautiful artifice. He took with him a
few of the officers and artificers of the court. Among them were the officer and
artificer who had gone to see the artifice before. As soon as the two weavers heard the
Philosopher coming, they pretend to think away harder than ever. But of course the
looms were empty! “Is not the artifice splendid?” said the officer and the artificer.
“Look, Your Thinker! What a splendid design! What rich colors.” And they pointed to
the empty looms. They were sure that everyone else could see the wonderful artifice.
“How is this?” said the Philosopher to himself. “I can see nothing. This is indeed
terrible. Am I a stupid man, or am I not fit to be a Philosopher? That would be the
worse thing that could happen.” Out loud he said, “Oh! The artifice is beautiful. I am
delighted with it.” And he smiled most charmingly. The Philosopher did not want
anyone to know that he could not see the artifice. All his followers now looked and
	
  	
  	
  

looked. They were trying to see something on the looms. But they could not see a
thing. However, they all cried, “Oh, how beautiful!” And they advised the Philosopher
to have a new suit made of this splendid artifice. “You must have the artifice for the
procession tomorrow,” they said. “Splendid! Beautiful! Excellent!” were said over and
over again. Everyone was very gay indeed. The Philosopher pretended to share in the
delight of his followers. He gave the two clever rascals the title of Philosopher
Artificers, and a royal ribbon to wear in the buttonholes. The wicked artificers sat up
all night. They had sixteen lights burning, so that everyone could see how hard they
were working. They pretended to roll the artifice off the looms. They cut the air with
scissors and used needles without any thread in them. “See!” They cried out at last.
“The Philosopher’s new artifice is ready!” And now the Philosopher and all his court
came to see the weaver’s work. The rascals pretended to hold up the Philosopher’s new
artifice. “Here are Your Thinker’s knowledge!” they said. “Here is love! The whole
artifice is as light as a cobweb!” “Any man wearing it might think that he had nothing
on. That, however, is the wonderful thing about this magic artifice.” “Yes, indeed!”
said all the court. But not one of them could see anything at all. “If Your Thinker
would be pleased to take off your clothes, we will fit the new artifice in front of the
mirror.” The Philosopher was then unartificed, and the rascals pretended to dress him
in his new artifice. The Philosopher turned around and around in front of the mirror.
“How splendid His Thinker looks in his new artifice! And how well they fit!” everyone
cried out. “What a design! What colors! They are indeed fit for a Philosopher!” “The
procession is waiting, Your Thinker.” said the officers. “I am ready,” answered the
Philosopher. “Does my artifice fit well?” he asked. And he turned around again in
front of the mirror. He wanted everyone to think he was admiring his new artifice. The
officers who were to carry His Thinker’s train felt about on the ground as if they were
lifting up the ends. Then they pretended to be carrying something. They could never
for a minute let anyone think that they were stupid or not fit for their artifices. So now
the Philosopher walked in the procession, right through the streets of his city. And all
the people standing by and those at the windows cried out, “Oh, how beautiful the
Philosopher’s new artifice is! How well it fits! What a splendid train!” No one said
that he could not see any artifice, for that would mean he was stupid or not fit for his
job. Never before had any of the Philosopher’s artifices caused so much excitement.
“But the Philosopher has nothing on at all!” said a little child. What the child said was
whispered from one to another, until everyone knew. And they all cried out together,
“HE HAS NOTHING ON AT ALL!” The Philosopher felt very silly, for he knew
that the people were right. But he thought, “The procession must go one!” So the
Philosopher held his head higher than ever. And his officers took even greater trouble
to pretend to hold up the train, which wasn’t there at all.

	
  	
  	
  

CONDOM INSTALLATION IN ANTARTICA BY JEFF KOONS
SCHEDULED TO EXHIBIT IN MY MIND 2014.
ALL ARE INVITED.
Wednesday, December 13, 2006
2:22am, 0 Comments

Anna Le Roy showed up with a cardboard self-portrait made of eye-makeup remover
pads and mattress advertisements surrounded by birthday cake and left today with a
medium sized Samsonite suitcase, dropping references out the zipper Our dear Anna
Le Roy has truly collapsed on philosophy’s lap and she talks to herself quietly to April
or me and together we are calm from TV ambience humming static in the background.
She is having dreams of Bill Cosby and I am seeing purple everywhere. I forget what
happened after last Thursday and tomorrow one of us could die from an overdose of
Wednesday or the flowers fast-forwarding themselves in a pot of soil is enough reason
to go home “get on with it, get married and fold the clothes you negotiate me in.”
So this is the plan: Tell me all about the Gilles Poems, make me memorize them so I
can explain it to my students next year. “Everyone, get out your mascara and begin to
text. I expect to see Super Curl Lengthening Lines using sparse syllables at the ends.”
Anna will quest lecture about Walter Benjamin’s mannerisms and deconstruct his
anxiety from photographs.
So on the BBC-tip, there’s an overstock of condoms in India because apparently
they’re too big. Our next plan is to make a trip out there to salvage all the unused
condoms for an installation in Antarctica and invite Jeff Koons to guest lecture “On
the Uses & Abuses of Proportion & Why It Matters” to the penguins.
I am leaving for Los Angeles this weekend and witnessing the Mammoth ski resorts
for the first time for the 100th time in everyone else’s eyes. Do you want to come? By
tomorrow, there will be Old Blue Eyes Frank Sinatra singing “Fly Me to the Moon” in
The Cave with asterisks for stars floating above our thoughts and the lyrics almost
touching your ankles with a moon saved on backup.
	
  	
  	
  

OUT OF CONTROL
Wednesday, December 20, 2006
1:25am, 0 Comments
SO OUTTA HAND. You called when in the car on the 101 South free way about to
line break into the 110 Harbor to get to the Warehouse in Gardena. That place is a
mess. I must take you. Massive bins of past-climates from the 1950’s-1990’s now
recycled into cuts and fabrics; an old Chanel handbag about 2 generations away from
Coco’s actual hair flip, a red clutch Valentino two fingers away from Studio 54 and lets
not forget the Gucci from when so many bangs curled outward and toward the
goddamn phantom. The Warehouse: owned by a South African collecting and
assorting endless graves of clothes. There I am, in the polka-dot bin searching for you
through decades of an innate you. And then I found the right shape and color to almost
give it a name. BABE, it was a bin of polka dots from four different decades.

Today I’m feeling Google lucky to be sitting in traffic, turning left on Hollywood Blvd.
off the corner of Highland Ave. while the sun beat italic just over Capitol Records,
perhaps the same sun reflecting in so many Janet Jackson videos. Yes, in Hollywood,
everything is the interior of an exterior of someone else’s Final Cut Pro. I guess all we
can do is wink lashes back and forth like the open and close of really great cell phone
reception. Cingular please, not Verizon. And look at all these fans on the boulevard
with so much hope in the red carpet leading toward an ending, just before the credits
roll upward like cue la vie. I found a white purse for you I’m going Blog you from.
Spotted the second part of Rambo on cable, hyping up PTSD like a myth inside a
myth on such a flat surface. It might be better to watch the Travel Channel doing a
segment on Barcelona the night that you arrive. That way, there’s no confusion about
being in two places at once. So you’ve decided to put on the old boxing gloves to kick
and punch at the future? That’s my diva...kick real hard for me. Lord knows, we’re on
our way to selling out hot dogs on a stick big time.
	
  	
  	
  

FAREWELL BIG DADDY BROWN, YOU WERE
GREATEST. BANG. BANG. HUM. HUH. HEH. HAY!

THE

Tuesday, December 26, 2006
7:34pm, 3 Comments

There’s a kosher bottle of concord grape Manischewitz next to the Vicks vapor rub
and the same portable Christmas tree assembling habits from 1850 Germany (just
before Queen Victoria married Prince Albert and they packed a pine tree in their
luggage for a trip to London, where soon after, the branches are flattened--every
branch extending toward their fatal print and every Christmas card a gesture of an
arm to pass around in the wet snowfall.) I keep hearing from K-Earth 101 radio station
“The missal-toe dates back to the Celtic druids as a sacrifice and people stood under it
to kiss away their grievances.” Did you know Barnum Animal Crackers added the
string to its box in 1902 to hang from the pine? April licks at her grey fury self,
endless; I can almost jump in and join her, but she walks away with her tail in the air
like smoke from a Virginia Slims, gawks at me like she’s busy.
The radio screams Feliz Navidad to make this house feel like a supermarket with 3
refrigerators in the kitchen as relics of my mom’s paranoia of never having enough
meat, fish, and meat. You have to meet Nanay Virgie--my great-aunt that has lived
with us all my life who stands over the stove to make an “everything stew” for the dogs
and cooks all the Filipino dishes you want from assorted vegetables drying on
newspapers on top of the laundry machine; “the Chinese way” my mom winks. There’s
a little boy in the speaker that sings “Mamacita, donde esta Santa Claus?” from down
the hallway and now its Brenda Lee rocking around her shape-shifter tree, decking the
halls decades ago.

	
  	
  	
  

Its cloudy and sunny just like the Hallmark holiday card. There’s something behind a
blue nano Ipod the color of Guadalupe or a red Este Lauder makeup kit resembling
the Immaculate Heart. I’ve given up searching under the tree for more clues and
starting to believe more in the Beach Boys to fill in the void of green and red or at least
the template of bells to keep ringing like bells until my dad and I finally saw the way its
rung in an orchestra on TV last night.
Martin Luther is a real genius for noticing the stars flicker between the trees on his
walk home and then deciding to hang candles on his tree and why is it that every time
Nat King Cole sings Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire I want to cry like a kid from
one to ninety two? Nanay Virgie just walked in for me to put on tiny gold loops
through her piercings and is afraid of wearing the other pairs in case she loses it and at
any moment I won’t be afraid to cry from hearing the sweeping of her broom brushing
corn from the maroon carpet.
Oh dear Hair, it is always “nearly holiday”. Poinsettias brought to this country from
Mexico and my mother playing with our vintage Chanel purses during the homily at
mass, comparing the gold straps and emblems. But when Elvis tells me he’ll be home
for Christmas, I kind of believe it, you know? Christ sits and waits in his motel
tabernacle or but I like better the image of you in a vintage red coat looking up at New
York City chewing on Technicolor rainbow candy cane because I love you that way.

	
  	
  	
  

HENRY DARGER SADDAM HUSSEIN
Saturday, December 30, 2006
10:38pm, 0 Comments
	
  

I recall the karaoke version of our
projections somewhere in a Boulder
night. I make trips to the public
library because everyone is looking
somewhere else. Every janitor from
now on is Henry Darger pushing in
strokes of penciled light through a
red EXIT sign. It is polluted baby
blue in the heavens and we are too
old to know god and too young to
understand war. Death is a gift card
from Barnes & Noble. I want to buy
an island to build a utopian
cemetery—a cemetery island for the dead to live peacefully with at least three feet of
Myspace. I guess cemeteries are already heterotopias. Or fuck it, lets just all move into
a gated community next to Best Buy and Bed Bath & Beyond.
I can’t celebrate this new year, not
even in a cute American Apparel
dress. I think I will hold this blog
in my arms during countdown and
count upwards to a New Memory;
an extended charm bracelet
embroidered by virtual paper and
font. It is today that I am having a
hard time speaking inside myself in
order to relay sounds of other
typing, footprints, a girl swinging a
pink pouch, man ripping out a
page and blowing away erasure residues, pencil sharpens, and voices of tiny Indian
girls through this double machination of communicating. This is the scene at the the
public library.
Meanwhile, Saddam Hussein was hung yesterday and if his last word was the name of
his enemy it might be true that “god is great.” In Boulder, a year and half ago, I had a
dream that my wrists and ankles were tied with a white cloth over my head while
being dragged across an open white marble floor. Saddam Hussein was in the room.
I’m not sure if I died. I am nervous about 2007, but in a way that i can sense myself
hearing it when I say “I am nervous” about things like reality TV as yet another
imposition on perception or when society surrenders to its icons as a need for
immediate spiritual gratification in the likes of Star magazine. All we have lately is this
carved out square of a blog, taking up hardly any leg room.

	
  	
  	
  

FAIRYTALE ON COLLECTING AND FASHION

∗

Tuesday, January 2, 2007
2:55am, 1 Comment1

If there were such things to collect, perhaps it’d be what the eye could accumulate.
First, there was the thought of being, which became. & that becoming-ness needed
language to record itself because if there were no memoir, then it’d be as if being never
came. So let’s assume it would have never been, taking into ‘account’ that there ‘is’, if
there’s a possibility of assuming. The Virgin Mary’s Assumption into heaven is taken
that it actually was. The was-ness of it is as if it always were, inclusive of it never
happening. The possibility of its impossibility is what renders it, rescuing it from
doubt, generated from its own binary. At this point, its not a matter of whether the
event took place in the actual, but that the ‘actual’ is then a consequence of the image;
this ‘image’ being its own end. The image also isn’t subject to the materiality of its self,
as it is motivated by language, which is the matter-less texture of language anyway.
Things and language belong to the non-thing, in that both are interchangeable,
revealing the possibility of a dialectical-image. An object alone silences the need for
description, as well as the Virgin Mary’s Assumption into heaven naturally lacks
rational explanation. 4/10/06 But the thing with collecting: Meike Ball reiterates the
habit, by removing it out of its capitalist gesture with a type of personal narrativity.
Collecting, as a form of narration, is one that includes the procrastination of death
through the exercise of personal taste; this taste hesitating its own eventual
termination, along with its wish to grasp the extent of its own style. “ I can imagine
seeing collecting as a process consisting of the confrontation between objects and
subjective agency informed by an attitude” (Ball, 87). This confrontation between
subject and object isn’t limited to a person versus painting, glass, etc. The dialectic
doesn’t stop there, but begins at a specific (internal)-socioeconomic condition,
extending to the subject’s perception in relation to it. The subjective agent is also in a
position to confront the mentality of the thing’s maker. The confrontation is one that is
staged in the present in order to access the nostalgia of its present. Nostalgia for the
present is the dead-end notion that the present is continually/simultaneously fleeting
towards the past and future, leaving a minor artifice between the past and future, to
what is deemed the ‘nostalgic present’. This constant back and forth practice between
past, present and future, accumulates the residues of a certain style of discernment,
which is then projected back unto the object. The style of perception is a shade/degree
of lighting projected back unto the object. Attitude begins to develop from the
confrontation between object and subjectivity, sharpened by the inconsistencies of time
and place within the nostalgic-present. The attitude of the maker and ‘subjective agent’
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  This essay was written for a Walter Benjamin seminar taught by Professor Donald Preziosi, Ph.D., at
Naropa University in Spring 2006.	
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Nothing specific, just that I’ve been reading your magic blogging novella machine because it
makes me happy. Your collection is a series of Technicolor Polaroid photographs documenting
linguistic somersaults and intersentential hulas.
3:18 AM

confront each other; a dialogue between the living and non-living, memory (absorbed
by the present) and potential forgetfulness. The mode of collecting as an active memoir
arranged by objects, is a moment that allows the thing to come alive through a nonmemory of it that desires to be remembered. A thing from the past contains an
acquired/purchased taste that is immanent within the subjective agent, who takes
interest in reinventing the thing, by releasing the taste that has been stored in the
warehouse-memory of the thing, through the ritual of collecting. “Only retrospectively,
through a narrative manipulation of the sequence of events, can the accidental
acquisition of the first object become the beginning of a collection” (Ball, 88). The
fabula justifies that the practice of collecting shares an affinity with an ontological
narrative, assuming that the study of being occupies innate order within the process of
thinking about being. The object becomes the first object because the mind naturally
fell into the habit of thinking in sequence through memory. The object became first,
depending on how far one could remember and this practice was then projected onto
the thing, which then became a mode of collecting, as it involved things. The desire
and habit of the mind to remember, paired with objects, naturally birthed the hobby to
collect; a shared space between memory and things, where the things themselves
became relics of memory so that one no longer needed to remember, but instead had
the thing to do the remembering for them. 4/12/06 “ Stores of collecting begin by initial
blindness- by visual lack…through a narrative manipulation of the sequence of events,
can the accidental acquisition of the first object become the beginning of a collection”
(Ibid). From this ‘lack’, narrative begins in reverse in order to reconcile with a
beginning that has always been; the has-been of the beginning is one that prompts the
illusion of there being a first time, thing, and place, jump-starting the gears for the
fabula momentum. But there’s no absolute reason to prove the beginning of a
narrative, which only reiterates the fabula as being a characteristic of thinking that
wishes to reconcile with a beginning that never began; the fabula as a passing gesture
within the development of thought structures. The mode of collecting serves as a
reflection of the fabula mentality, or it is an actual, material blue-print of the narrative
process, in which both processes are struggling to cope with the duality of collecting.
To collect is to navigate, reconcile, and submit to one’s lack; the object exists to reflect
the subject’s taste/discernment, as well as it occupies mental and physical space, which
hopes to secure the borders of one’s lack. This lack is necessary, otherwise, there’d be
no room for objects. The motivation to collect is fueled by nothing but being a matter
of having a body and not knowing why and still managing to have language to refute
it. “With individuals, as with societies, the need to accumulate is one of the signs of
approaching death” (Passagen-Werk, 207-208). What stands behind the wall is the
idea that there is one, that the ideal is constantly being torn down, partly driven by the
procrastination of death that is its underlying motivation, not to die, but to keep living
through death. “From the narratological perspective of this essay, the question of
motivation underlies an unclear beginning, the false start” (Ball, 89). Collecting also
serves as a compulsive defense mechanism of not knowing the cause and reason for
existence in the first place; thinking is the material of antiquity, leaving no trace of any
beginning. “Motivation is what makes the collector ‘collect on’…motivation underlies
the unclear beginning, the false start. The question is called to replace, or repress, that
other beginning, which is that of the object itself before it became an object of
collecting. Motivation is, then, both another narrative aspect of collecting and its
	
  	
  	
  

intrinsically ungraspable beginning” (Ibid). The collector ‘collecting on’ is death’s
impulsive gesture to fulfill the “not-yet of the future”, while taking what an be salvaged
from the past; the present-mall stands mortally erect between fulfillment and lack. The
present (as well as objects inside it) is the most reliable site/cite within the production
of mental states that characterize various climates of this fulfillment and lack. Lack
stands in the hallway of the ‘not-yet future’, which never ceases to remain being and
further becoming the not-yet. The not-yet is the already made material for the
background of the present narrative’s lack, as there is no way to separate climate from
a city. If “motivation is another narrative aspect of collecting”, then it is also a
representation of the ‘lack’s narrative’. 4/14/06 “When we look at explanation in
motivation, however, the articulation of understanding recedes and yields another
narrative” (Ibid). Articulation is a characteristic of the narrative, that doesn’t yield
another one, but changes lanes within the overall inescapable autobiographical-lack.
Art/iculation becomes a habit, anticipating inside the ‘not-yet future’, never attaining
its own potential, simply because its too busy articulating. But to ‘collect-on’ is to enter
further into one’s taste that is also sculpted by one’s lack. A thing reminds me of what
I’m not, ultimately belonging to my process of articulation and not-yet future. I will
never become my articulation because of the debris of potential that get in the way,
which are necessary to exert taste and discernment, motivated by collecting what I
lack. So is building a memoir based on this lack, of that pre-packaged identity I wish to
be, because the Maker bombards me with taste that reminds me that I have not yet
become? Even the narrative of “the story of origins of psychic life as constructed by
psychoanalysis, in particular the British branch of object-relations theory” is one that
offers its own signs to consume within the mall of language. (If theory is also
condemned to myth, then people are dying for the sake of aesthetics within the lie;
theory also being an accumulative montage of thought structures.) The silence
contained within the object/thing displays the solitude of a child’s hands on the
exterior of the shirt and the shouts of his/her master throughout the thread. Pearce
articulates with luxury: “The potential inwardness of objects is one of their most
powerful characteristics, ambiguous and elusive though it may be. Objects hang before
the eyes of the imagination, continuously re-presenting ourselves to ourselves, and
telling the stories of our lives in ways which would be impossible otherwise” (Ibid).
Although, it seems difficult to explain this to a person in poverty, which again serves to
enrich the privileged metaphysics or encouraging someone hungry to imagine taste as a
constant unfolding of hunger. Collecting, as a story, forgets those exploited in order to
(re)produce the capitalist myth. The production of things is itself a myth, also driven
by some ideal aesthetic, while the process between idea and form requires the
exploitation of others who are controlled by the ideal signs and whose labor manifests
the ideal into a form. “Hence, collecting is a story and everyone needs to tell it”, is one
that ultimately belongs to a lack that desires to be fulfilled because of a beginning
which promises nothing. Viktor Schlovsky’s defamiliar/ostranenie (art being for the
sake of the process of perception in ‘Art as Technique’) plays into the separation
between subject-object within the absurdity of useless utility, where a hand became an
extension of a glove, instead of the other way around. The body then became a
mannequin (in attempt to escape from itself), revealing the immortal plastic gesture of
reproduction and sculpting the postures of ‘cultural-identity’. But the escape became
another staged event to confront the body within the timeless climate of fashion, which
	
  	
  	
  

continues to design and dress the dodging of the soul from the body. Fashion is what
the body collects onto itself, to again play with its (perfect form of) lack that pretends
in the emotive house of seduction and jealousy. And, seduction is offered to the
unknown (reason for having a body to make use of), through a ‘de-othering’ of a self
that performs for the ideal of seduction, even if through domination. De-othering is a
result of the lack (necessary to become), thickening an artifice between the body and
its clothes, mind and its memory. Collecting (as a nonstop verb) simultaneously
reconciles the split and loosens its borders. The artificer: 1. a skilled worker; a
craftsperson. 2. One that contrives, devises, or constructs something.# Though in the
construction, the collector collects a lie of things which represent a self that has no
memory of a beginning. Lack of memory motivates the need for narrative; to be living
a life that could have been, and so be it, through things and language. 4/28/06 The
division between a fashion designer’s mentality over my body is linked by kindred
taste, shared between the temporal role-play between artist and consumer, in which
both roles are fated to degrees of style and purchase. The capitalist sewing machine
provides for the degrees to be measured and expanded. But this taste is also limited to
one’s subjective environment, as it is performed within the socioeconomic culture,
where the “lack” reveals itself through things. The relation between lack and taste is
one that is self-perpetuated by the impulse to collect. Once there was things, impulse
developed in order to situate or re-position those things inside of a narrative that
needed fiction to reconcile with an unclear beginning. And fiction itself, doesn’t submit
to fiction alone, as it is indefinitely subservient to a non-fiction that became forgotten,
perhaps through the illusion of things in its attempt to 4/30/06 relive a beginning that
was motivated by things themselves. The thing stood as a backdrop for narrative to
take place and the stage became realized that it was a “stage” through an innate drive
to name, as language promised that it too, could be a means to remember. And
immanence is also a justification for a drive that remains within an uncertain
beginning. Fashion inserts itself into the narrative by being an aesthetically motivated
means of recreating an imaginary beginning; to make do with a state of existence that
has no purpose, but one that is perpetually improvised. The artifice of improvisation
owes itself to a non-beginning, amidst the fleeting gestures of fashion situated inside
the double vision of a nostalgic-present that is simultaneously deceived by the past and
future tenses. This thing/social habit called fashion also renovates the tensions of a
building where the climate of uncertainty dwells, where people gather to act out and
articulate their unfulfilled lack, due to things as a reminder of mortality and hence the
compulsive gesture to archive; the archive as a defense mechanism in having to cope
with a death that might as well promise the same nothing as the beginning. In a sense,
its as if existence never happened, never was (collecting somewhere in between),
heading towards an end that will also never occur. Fashion physically anticipates an
empty future in its attempt to dress the fleeting present, while it’s impossible to find
any security within any moment, until the archiving spirit finds its way in to make a
passing vogue new again. So what does collecting have to do with fashion? One’s
fashion (of thought, dress, taste, etc.) is inevitably expressed through the gesticulation
of collecting as an internal process of articulating parts of the self that have been
repressed, by degree of memory. Etymologically (for the sake of word validity through
collecting references): 1. fashion (n.) 	

c.1300, “shape, manner, mode,” from O.Fr.
façon, from L. factionem (nom. factio) “group of people acting together,” lit. “a making
	
  	
  	
  

or doing,” from facere “to make” (see factitious). Sense of “prevailing custom” is from
c.1489; that of “style of attire” is from 1529. The verb is first recorded 1413.
Fashionable in the sense of “stylish” is from 1608.” To call a fashion wearable is the
kiss of death. No new fashion worth its salt is wearable.” [Eugenia Sheppard, “New
York Herald Tribune,” Jan. 13, 1960] Fashion plate (1851) originally was “full-page
picture in a popular magazine showing the prevailing or latest style of dress,” in ref. to
the “plate” from which it was printed. Trans. sense of “well-dressed person” had
emerged by 1920s.# 5/1/06 “Collection” is a kind of behavior, a mannerism driven by
interest; the interest is a mediation between person and their orientation toward the
thing. The aura of oneself is expressed through taste that is reflected again from the
thing which is inseparable from the person; a subjective capital. Marcel Duchamp was
able to turn collecting into an art because he inserted the spirit of art into the thing
which no longer kept it on the shelf of collectibles, but relocated it into a museum.
“One may start from the fact that the true collector detaches the object from its
functional relations” (Passagen-Werk, 207). “The reciprocal integration of object with
person’... ‘It is invariably oneself that one collects ...” (Baudrillard, The System of
Collecting). And limitations provided by the producer and market are the fabrics to cut
through, so that the self can exercise taste in options through things; things are the end
and beginning of taste being exerted. Taste is a thread of common interest between
past and present, while discernment is the final chance or mark of whether one decides
to accept or deny it. The self copes with its past through the presence of a thing as a
relic of what has been forgotten. The “making” or “doing” which progressed into a
“making custom” and then into a “style of attire” within the evolution of fashion carried
with it a twin idiosyncrasy that had a separate empathy for gathering what could be
salvaged from memory, that being the collector. The collector remembers what fashion
had erased in order to “progress” into the next phase within the nostalgic-present; a
body that keeps altering the same material, that material belonging to timelessness. In
fashion, there is no nostalgia to keep up with, as the current trend belongs to a
measurement of time that is itself based on myth. But this myth isn’t subservient to a
“lie”, because the lie itself is ultimately tied to a truth that didn’t belong to a beginning.
It wasn’t until language that the “beginning” began and so the lie of collecting became
a means to reach towards the first word, the first lie. Fashion is a way of perceiving the
fabric, beginning with an eye that attempts to make do with an existence that requires
shame. (Perhaps it began when Adam and Eve were kicked out of the garden.) Based
on the western creation story of the Garden of Eden, shame found a way to hide in the
folds, creating a character/shadow that befriended the spirit of drama within the
imaginary world of original sin. It’s original costume being worn by Eve, in shame, to
cover up the truth in telling. This imaginary world outside of the garden needed
dwelling places to think about what happened, which eventually erected huts,
buildings, villages, towns, cities, cities within cities, countries inside of other countries,
etc. But they kept erecting more, to erase the memory of being here in the first place.
And shame found a medium to reconcile with its detachment from grace: It’s on her
body, her hair-cut, jewelry. Even the concept of value and capital manipulated the
original spirit of grace and turned it into a product so that it wouldn’t have to come to
terms with the fall from grace. If anything, shampoo labels with wavy, ephemeral
locks, promising hair redemption are products of original sin. Clothes, as signs of
shame, are designed to expand the duration of desire and since desire is never fulfilled,
	
  	
  	
  

shame escapes the chance of ever being reconciled. So the practicality of fashion is one
that rests on the frequencies of lack. “In fetishism, sex does away with the boundaries
separating the organic world from the inorganic…It is as much at home with what is
dead as it is with living flesh…the landscapes of the body…These landscapes are
traversed by paths which lead sexuality into the world of the inorganic. Fashion itself
is only another medium enticing it still more deeply into the universe of matter”
(Passagen-Werk, 69-70). The place between the organic and inorganic sexual realm is
socialization, through fashion, and despite the session of love-making appears on
computer screens, airplanes, hybrid-cars, etc. but that the erotic positions could be
shaped by the spaces of this type of economical sex. Capitalism as a secular theology
suffocates the possibility of an aura that wishes to reconcile with an origin through
things that contain and have locked within it a proper time and place, though it’s a play
between words of whether Christ is really in the host. Inside a thing, is another
dimension of redemption waiting. “The collector develops a similar relationship with
his objects, which are enriched through his knowledge of their origin and their
duration in history—a relationship that now seems archaic” (Passagen-Werk, 211).
Technology is also an accumulation of memory-residues to materialize a peculiar
thinking. But the collector ultimately does not know the origin of anything, generating
enough duration that will last in an attempt to secure a beginning. Objects hold a
memory of the past to re-signify the present, as if the past would bring one closer to a
beginning. Style became a form of habit, as another mechanism of reconciling with the
lack (of a beginning), which endures by affection for a thing that filters memories
closest to the source. The collector becomes a translucent character in herself,
remaining empty by retreating into things, exchanging things as she does kisses. Or
she’s like an opaque kaleidoscope, where at every gesture and turning, she is someone
else’s history.

	
  	
  	
  

THE 99-CENT MYSPACE STORE
Tuesday, January 9, 2007
8:15pm, 0 Comments

At Pars Clinic, the History Channel accompanies death, one doctor, podiatrist and
physical therapist treating patients via satellite. It seems anxiety is greater than
shadows interrupted by commercials of Galileo’s spyglass. A patient called frantically
about 1 milligram of Lorazapan not doing its thing and when she walked in to see Dr.
B, I quietly prescribed: 3 milligrams of friends to go get her a medium cherry slurpy
from 7-Eleven and afterwards steal a car at Chucky Cheese while waiting for the pizza
to heat up. The clinic’s usually peopled by the dose during the day. Some man only
wanted a refill and refused to see a doctor, talked fast like a squirrel tap dancing off
two cans of Red Bull and denied five times that a diabetic needs to get checked once a
month.
My eyes get foggy after hours in front of the computer. These contact lenses are
beginning to feel like windshields in the drier parts of Colorado. Nothing but shelving
patients back into their files, alphabetically we are the same. Answering phones,
pulling out files by the last name in color codes like the interior of the 99 Cents Store,
drinking Persian black tea and thinking about installing a Michel Foucault shrine in
the waiting room or is that the swap meat of the College of France?
Once a week I karaoke with a herd of Filipinos exhausted from their day jobs and
every time dad and me sing “Something Stupid” like the Filipino version of Frank &
Nancy Sinatra while the elders sit around and watch, my mom sipping her third diet
coke and I’m distracted by the moving text changing from neon to white spelling out
	
  	
  	
  

1994 Versace Couture. Or they’ll make me sing about some Girl from Ipanema
walking like a samba and when she passes everyone goes “ah”. By gods great love for
pop we follow the lines to sing it right and my clothes too, are beginning to look a little
karaoke with the same haircut as the girl walking around a fountain undistracted by a
million strange voices. So basically, do you think one day I’ll ever get to know you or
are we fated to deceiving ourselves through MySpace?

	
  	
  	
  

WAS THAT WALTER BENJAMIN’S BERLIN CHILDHOOD FOR
RENT ON CRAIGLIST?
Wednesday, January 17, 2007
11:14pm, 1 Comment
It was a stress case today in the clinic with patients piling on top of each other for the
doctor to appear two hours late, my mom in the kitchen eating gulay and rice and my
father in his office winning at Absolute Poker while I sit to smile at the front desk; my
mouth pink like bingo ink, greeting people like a lost Godard close-up shot while
pouring bite size Snickers candies into the bowl.
How I wish you could see me in today’s outfit: long tight dark green skirt, light tan
sweater, and black loose knitted overthrow with a gold buckle belt hugging around my
waist like a played out restraining order. I called the doctor and said: “Dr.____, this is
Flip at the clinic. You were supposed to be here forty-five minutes ago and we have
patients leaving “all over the place” because you’re not here. Where are you? This is
inappropriate... yes, I think we need to discuss this.” I head back to the front desk to
figure ways how to gamble this summer without having to break even at roulette. If we
don’t end up in St. Petersburg Russia for that Summer Literary Seminars thing, then
we’ll work something out at the tables in Monaco or Mallorca? I can hardly focus on
American Idol while walking the same amount of miles it takes to get to Barcelona on
the treadmill.

You called me last night while I was fantasizing again about Benjamin’s Berlin
Childhood on Craigslist. Babe, the interior-catalog in dialogue with itself; we are
merely audience for such an enterprise which now costs $25 to post. The apartments
are lovely, I’ll take two: one just for Hair, the other for all sorts of Flipping. And there
goes Walter Benjamin in pajamas gliding his meaty fingers through his crown and
refilling the shadow of a teacup, mid-Hashish career, just before Brecht began to bald
from too much Hollywood sun reflecting in the wind. And poof! There goes the set
blowing towards Craigslist.

	
  	
  	
  

On the strip malls of The San Fernando Valley I run into acquaintances from high
school rolling up towards me like trying to guess the appropriate frames per sec.,
except they don’t recognize me from having watched too much reality TV. Last night I
almost cried on the treadmill because Jewel was so heartless on American Idol. How
is this kind of humiliation possible and what would Plato say, what would Aristotle
say? And how is the show not fascist in the way the judges tell them “Give it up. You
will never be a singer.” How does a viewer find sanity in the selective process and still
sing in the shower?
There’s nowhere to go, we’ve arrived with a the same deposit from 1918 in the Gothic
Quarter when we drank every night at 4 Gatos, trying to avoid the reproduction of
shadows until finally, we were forced to wake up in an American Pop Tarts morning.
At least we got born in this country at the same time, right? I love you like the spaces
between the letters; the comma in shadow that goes on loving.

	
  	
  	
  

“YOU KNOW WHAT’S CRAZY, MARTHA? I DON’T EVEN
UNDERSTAND IT”, SAID SNOOP DOG TO MARTHA
STEWART.
Thursday, January 25, 2007
9:08pm, 0 Comments
If we are “learning to see ourselves photographically” (Susan Sontag), then the
shutters of my eyelids must be broken. But let me take refuge in the advertisements of
Velveeta Cheese to make the sun more orange these days, at least, this orange is
produced by our idea of it. I am switching shoes, increasing the shadow of my
footsteps and avoiding the temptation to appropriate Snoop Doggy Dog in some
critique of hip hop and just want to rock with it, go clubbing again in Hollywood
without my mind wearing gold pleated synapses.
“Many people are anxious when they’re about to be photographed...because they fear
the camera’s disapproval.” Or when the camera fades into a layer of self-perception, do
we become self-conscious of not being able to please each other. Hah! This is the
greatest portrait between skin touching skin: to touch without ideas of skin; flesh-of-aword and the dashes creating lesions throughout. But to make the word tangible and a
normal thing to do, what else would you expect or else some of us might find ourselves
truly inside the fantasy of MySpace which is fine with me, if its a cause for friendship;
the Top 8 as instinct to protect and preserve, if need be, on such a flat surface if
distance is the real cause.

“The news that the camera could lie made getting photographed much more popular.”
And to marvel in the lie more than a stale flip of the hair. But aren’t we flipping our
hair in a lie without knowing it? And the innocence of a lie is what sells a gesture. So
do you really think Berlin is the new Supercuts? Believe me, I visit the interior every
month on Craigslist and the family rooms look like enough room to trim a whole
family. I am ordering a ricotta pizza for delivery upon your arrival tomorrow so don’t
eat. I’m on the second Hoegaarden while April gives up on me for the twentieth time
on the couch and the lighting in here is enough to stage a crime, which reminds me of
	
  	
  	
  

the dream last night: Japanese people stabbing each other happily, a radio-sense of
devil worship in the background and for a delicious gap I am with Barcelona who tells
me something to the effect “why do you doubt me, I always loved you” which I don’t
believe so fuck it, we’ll have to deal with ourselves without backspacing our gestures.

Tell me how I ended up in a Martha Stewart narrative. I walk out the front door and
people in Providence, RI actually put their plant pots to good use, unlike Strip Mall
Land where all the lavender and tomatoes are plastic at Bed Bath & Beyond. This city
will turn me into a great gardener one day. I can just feel it. I’d choose gardening over
poetry, any year of the day. If only I had the patience to watch things grow, our Hair
Flip dynasty would already have a castle with black and white swans floating on
several ponds on a French garden. So Promise to hold my hand while planting poems
on our Bloggy Island locked forever in the belly of the universe.

	
  	
  	
  

YVES SAINT-LAURENT LECTURE
Sunday, February 4, 2007
3:41pm, 0 Comments

Its style that remains, not fashion, because fashion with its follies, with those...those
things...that kind of fashion fades, whereas styles remains. I’ve always been obsessed
with creating my style, like Dior created his, like Balenciaga, like Chanel. Indeed, her
style is eternal. It’s the only one, which has its own style, along with mine. When I pick
up a pencil, I don’t know what I’ll draw. Nothing is planned. It’s the miracle of the
moment. The line...I started with a woman’s face and suddenly, the dress follows, or
the garment takes shape. But it’s not something I plan. I don’t draw things. I don’t
know what I will draw. It’s really an aptitude. A great facility...great ease, which have
come to me during my life as a couturier. And it’s what impresses me most...this surge
of thought...this capacity for creating clothes. No one’s more amazed that me. When
the design’s done, I’m very happy. Sometimes it works, sometimes not. Then you must
stop drawing, go and do something else. But you always come back to the paper and
pencil. I always found my style through women. That’s what makes my vitality and
strength. I lean on a woman’s body, on the way she moves...the way she stands. I
construct a dress. When I draw, it’s all there, even the weave of the material. Whether
it’s sideways or straight grain, it can be seen in the drawing. When I started in 1962, I
had a black model. The first black model in Paris! But I must say that later on when
the trend for black models came along... I must say it’s extraordinary to work with
black models because the body...the way they hold their head...the legs...the body is
really, very provocative and exhilarating. It gives meaning to the whole creation, and
modernity, too. The colors are different on their skin...I’m always, not so much afraidthat’s too grand a word for it. But when I draw, when I create a dress, I must say,
what I go through is terrible. The fear, of course...which is unjustified but which
overflows. Mind you, now...Now that I have a style which is...you continuously
develop a style. So I’m slightly less scared now, but...I was so much more carefree
before...It’s all based on technique. From men’s clothes...I tried...that’s why my style is
androgynous. I’d noticed men were more self-confident in their clothes and women
didn’t have much self-confidence. So I tried to give them this confidence...and to give
them...a figure...” -Yves St. Laurent
	
  	
  	
  

The bed is scattered with dried cranberries and April’s hair—the girl is shedding like a
maniac. Don’t you want to live with me so we can rewrite a monologue by hand, by
stitch? The Kierkegaard finger puppet magnet loves that you gave him to me, and if I
listen a few pixels closer, the refrigerator might talk back. So every time Yves Saint
Laurent is happy for being able to touch angle and color in his exact idea of it, he says
“Its a dream” when he tilts his head downward for his thought to hit a certain light and
pattern, following himself through decades of measuring the length of an impulse.
Maybe, it’s true that in things do we recognize ourselves; style as an act of memory
willing to act on any material.

	
  	
  	
  

CUT-UP POEM OF WALTER BENJAMIN’S “HASISH IN
MARSEILLE” AND MICROSOFT PAINTS PORTRAIT BY ANNA
LE ROY
Thursday, February 8, 2007
4:09pm, 0 Comments

At seven o’clock hesitation, I took hashish. Opposite, the bed I lie, Marseille, or threequarters of a child crying have passed. An unnecessary hotel, the usual cafe on the
corner wasn’t on the corner, what people? Loneliness that a shadow falling on paper is
too noisy, the duration of background humor; closed in Restaurant Basso, while I sat
down to feast with a walking stick. I spied the second story, a vacant window visible as
I became. The surface, twofold, a glass with brass senses, how a painter could make
appear the violence of a line; every face became a name, even the ‘waiter’, which I
could not wait for. A dozen oysters in the menu, like Christian boats tied up in quay, a
bottle of Cassis. An open window, the dark square, a view of the century’s character,
what form to write a flower.

	
  	
  	
  

EVE OF ROMAN LUPERCALIA
Wednesday, February 14, 2007
4:18pm 0 Comments

If there’s a sign to consume, I want the replica. Of your face; the slow
density of verb wavering in the retina; forgetfulness in the morning,
streets within cinema, or passages of blue, the sky reinforced as a word;
if not something to understand through this. It begins again, in Placa
Cataluña, the night making love to itself through foreigners. No one
listens to the moon unless it has something to offer like photography.
You are late from having eaten shwarma in Raval; the city searches for
ways to reinsert itself back into the climate and the same pigeons
reoccur from previous thoughts. I’ve been meaning to tell you, about the
subject of distance; to last a sentence, ending at the wrist; the word
under our feet, pulling for apprehension to know itself.

	
  	
  	
  

HOLLER LIKE IT’S ASH WEDNESDAY
Wednesday, February 21, 2007
9:25pm, 0 Comments

I’m not sure what happened last night in Cambridge. You called while we were
walking through god knows what and the rest of everyone else left the Eliot House for
free champagne, everyone wrapped in purple and green Carnival beads, everyone high
on cocaine, the street light was more like a yellow highlighter marker pushing across
the long sentence it took to get to the bar, one girl left behind on her cell-phone as
footnote to reference our faded steps. And while a cocky Harvard Business major
pours me the fifth glass of champagne, he leans toward me as far as his white polo shirt
allowed, held back by Ralph Lauren genealogy and asked “So what do you plan to do
with a writing degree...What’s your 5 year plan?” I think I choked twice when he said
“5 year” and I basically stood there with the beads wrapped around my head like a
1996 version of 1968 except with Gwen Stefani 2005 blaring in the background while
a parade of undergrads danced around a professor in a bright red bowtie. The fucken 5
Year Plan! That business major was so totally right. So I said “Spain”, like it’s a verb,
Internet show, or the next DVD I’m trying to order from Netflix.
But for now I want to pull apart the TV and make a dress out of the parts, or better,
cut-up the colors from “In Living Color” and make some goddamn sense out of it like
an evening couture collection: One Size Fits Two; the dialectical coat worn inside out,
the interior from where you laugh and exterior from where I cry. So basically, it’s in
vogue this year to receive the Catholic ashes on one’s forehead. I saw people sporting it
on the train today like Ash Wednesday couture, a woman telling someone “I used to do
that”.

	
  	
  	
  

KARL LAGERFELD RECITES THE VELVET-VERSE
Friday, February 27, 2007
3:18pm 0 Comments
Yesterday I saw pattern for the first time and fell in love with the way corduroy can be
sensed through wheat bread, or the way wheat bread can reinsert itself back into
paper. I’m not sure what the relation is between Text and Fabric, but apparently an
early conception of the computer was really Jacquard’s textile loom that punched in
cards for sequencing. Ha! If only he could text-message us fibers of silk, I’d be so
happy. Is this what it means to “thread a word, weave inflections in and out of the
fabric through fibers that come from the ground?” Has the word been stored and
growing beneath our feet this whole time? Damn, is it that easy?

Oh Jacquard, is Karl Lagerfeld an extension of your thought or is this some goofy
attempt to find words inside of things? Note to Hair: Would you help me to assemble
furniture entirely made of carpet or using the interior pattern of Peter Pan bus? It
might be true about both of your hands; one of them is I or wants to be. I look down at
mine typing; the left one is a male, tomorrow it will be another changing surface for
projection; a real-time installation of an accumulation of becoming that I drag around
the planet like the cursor on the screen we rely on to get from Gmail to death to
Facebook to death. Our bodies are caskets for the traffic and flow of unstoppable
entertainment and information. So hold my hand through the coming seasons all
swirling in the blur of real-time nonsense all working to shape our identities as Hair
and Flip. But I must say, babe, its hella fun.

	
  	
  	
  

KARAOKE PORTRAIT OF SAINT THERESE DE AVILA WALKING INTO BED
BATH & BEYOND AND COMES OUT WITH LYRICS “TUTTS MY BARREH”
Friday, March 9, 2007
9:46 pm 0 Comments

At the RISD library Cecilia Vicuna & Pablo Neruda converse back to back in the
poetry aisle. I heard him say “Tonight I can write the saddest lines, write for example”
and interrupted by her white and red thread moving its way through the page and out
around Mathilde’s blank thighs soaking light from Isla Negra. You were there hugging
the laces of a giant shoe and the stars struggled to get out of their words flickering in a
dark sky. What does it mean to write poetry in a time when the sun sets on floating
billboard?

	
  	
  	
  

Anna is thinking of maybe disguising herself as a man to stay in a Jesuit Monastery
she says we have been living in the entire time; the interior body might really be a nun
in her cell translating herself into a living book; a fiction to set the scene and this Blog
as consecration. “Something from the other speaks in her and makes her speak. But
that other is nothing, only an image...At the beginning, there is a fiction, analogous to a
dream...Love can be made only among three- a symbolism that creates the place of
communication.” (Michel de Certeau) If this love is greater than us, and its a flip-ofthe-hair as the third part, our “other” combined, then there is no “I” or “you”, just
recollection passing through and objects external to it reflecting current gestures or an
eye wink through a camera phone. Nonetheless, this fiction belongs to neither of us; it
is mere blog that doesn’t take up any space, it is the sky occupied by nothing other
more sky promoting distance and perspective. Have you been to the mall lately? How
beautiful it is to walk past the stores, previous selves, selves of others still becoming or
having had already arrived at meaning. Last Tuesday I went to Bed Bath & Beyond
passively searching for relics from instances that haven’t been reconciled. Perhaps
together we can visit the Providence mall to write poems on the couch at Pottery Barn,
or an ode to the displays of shoes in Aldo. You just called and I didn’t pick up, but I
am thinking of you and think you should grow your hair. I think I am in love with
everyone here and no one seems to notice. Tonight there’s a birthday party, but this
throat is backed with commas affected by the cold weather like beads from the rosary
turning every time I cough.

	
  	
  	
  

CINGULAR WIRELESS CONNECTING ONE POET TO ANOTHER POET
Wednesday, March 14, 2007
10:56pm, 1 Comment1

Bataille is looking for you, said he has a postcard for you but when I looked at his
hands there was an eyeball floating in a gold plastic chalice from K-Mart. I said
“what’s the deal with that?” He just lifted his eyebrows and went for the brie cheese,
Rimbaud entered the room in Ray Ban aviators with the Cingular Wireless light
pouring from my camera-phone, and asking me in Latin what the Cingular symbol
means. I flipped my hair and said it was a movement of computer programmers who
call themselves digital poets and he asked if he could use it to call Paul Verlaine to tell
him, as he thought he should know. Verlaine was real pissed off on speakerphone, gun
shots and Catholicism in the static background and suggested that digital poets should
balance programming and the Spirit to better invoke affect and feeling through words,
sound loops, cadence, and metrical innovation, all of which he felt they were truly
tapping into. I looked at Rimbaud, Rimbaud looked at the phone and he straight up
disappeared.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

1

Celestual said…I just want you to know that you are the sunshine that keeps my sanity from boiling
over and causing unsighlty stains - love you ladies and hope to get to travel around the NE sometime
very soon - like maybe the month of May. 4:23 PM

	
  

	
  	
  	
  

ANGELA LANSBURY, PATRON SAINT OF THE DEATH OF THE SITCOM
Sunday, March 18, 2007
2:01 am, 0 Comments

Hairder She Wrote, Please don’t ever let me watch Total Eclipse again, not until it
becomes common to greet each other with a kiss on the palm of one’s hand. I saw the
Cingular sign appear on the corner of the screen, not once was Leo DiCaprio
distracted by it. All day, you or someone in relation to the story has been in and out of
the dream. Why did I visit the same dream in Pakistan three times this morning: I am
seated at a restaurant floating in the air with men seated on the floor, rugs on the walls,
and a chain of small baby pigs at my table which I “could not eat out of custom”. It is
repeated to me until I understand why I am here, as female. The dream switches and a
square outlined with natural light keeps approaching until I am inside it, thinking in
the dream, that it could be possible and feeling my body approach it while the square
recedes into pure form; a stubborn space between flesh and concept. Nevertheless, I
had a good time and wish you were there. After a fresh bowl of Oaty Bites and a
banana I tried going back to sleep to catch more images move throughout me, some
drawn by instinct and breakable associations between several things: close friends
lined up in a row like molars in the back of my mouth. It was mere line, friendship,
language; all these things that accrue into a soft and fleeting structure of doubt &
anxiety of who we are in relation to each other. Don’t get me wrong, I liked the hues
involved but weren’t attached to them. & on the front-wall of another thought between
passing dream-image I saw a word that had nothing to do with its meaning. It was
large block letters of a word with light at its surface against a wall and the distance it
took to know what it meant was the distance it allowed to pronounce it. Size, shape,
meaning= pronunciation. Or pronunciation & meaning were interchangeable.
HotHairballoon, it was so far away! I kept trying to get closer with every breath
through visual depth.

	
  	
  	
  

Last night I hugged E-Daniel on the steps after 5 hours of wandering the RISD
building for Open Studio, cops swarming around like broken navy blue parts of the
installation not knowing what to do with themselves. Pabst & Frazia. A grad student
performing a live-webcam Spring Break 2007 tutorial on tanning spray in a Charles In
Charge bikini and talking with you in the hallway like high school lovers, empty tubs
of salsa and hummus and a play about ex-wifey rehab & Turkish-Chucky Cheese-like
fortunetelling with an ending that had no idea, a real-life dog barks by mistake at the
end of Act 1 and everyone laughs. But the point was that we hugged for several
reasons, one of them involving not wanting to die or “go away”, the other being when
you feel someone through their coat and feel like its the safest place in the world; that
maybe I could’ve died right there and just gone away, far into his coat. 	
  

	
  	
  	
  

FOUND INTERVIEW WITH ANNE SEXTON AT ITT TECH
Monday, March 19, 2007
12:28am, 0 Comments

ITT: What brings you here to our online campus? AS: Well, I’ve been interested in
how poetry can make use of other institutions that might seem to not have any
relevance to it. Apparently, the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows that 8/10 of the
fastest growing occupations from 2000 - 2010 will be in fields of technology. The
Electronics and Communications Engineering Technology program of study at ITT
Technical Institute emphasizes technical skills that can be used to help design, develop,
install, test and maintain communications systems. How can this influence the way one
uses, for example, punctuation; a kind of punctuation that could be motivated by
industrial rhythms and programmed into a poem? ITT: Industrial-punctuation? AS: I
just realized that Daniel Nettle has touched on this--this involving a loss of language
through social selection, what the majority of a community aspired to, due to social or
economic opportunity, which in some way is reflective of your program, yes? ITT:
How do you mean? AS: We can get to that later--I guess, what could be useful, is to
see what poetry and your list of programs have in common or the thread between both
practices. ITT: Would you mind reading to us a poem? AS: Sure, I’ve got a few
prepared--this morning was a bit hectic so you’ll have to excuse the lack of useful
clutter that seems to follow me. ITT: You sure have a way of making it an enchanting
mess! AS: Well, after days and dreams of EST, you learn to balance madness in a
single microchip. ITT: Just ask several of our students! AS: They’re very charming
you know. One young man this morning offered to stitch a line-break using floss! I
couldn’t believe it. He said that commas were durable if they were active in fluoride.
To think this could be why it prevents cavities! Still I don’t know the applications of it,
but it’s really something else.. ITT: Yes, yes, this could happen more often if more
	
  	
  	
  

poets came to visit. AS: Soon enough. Alright, well, here’s a piece of “Small Wire”:
My faith is a great weight hung on a small wire, as doth the spider hang her baby on a
thin web, as doth the vine, twiggy and wooden, hold up grapes like eyeballs, as many
angels dance on the head of a pin. God does not need too much wire to keep Him
there, just a thin vein, with blood pushing back and forth in it, and some love. As it has
been said: Love and a cough cannot be concealed. Even a small cough. Even a small
love. So if you have only a thin wire, God does not mind. He will enter your hands as
easily as ten cents used to bring forth a Coke.

	
  	
  	
  

LAS VEGAS—>BOGOTA
Wednesday, March 21, 2007
7:07pm, 0 Comments

You are off today
to Miami and
then
Bogota
tomorrow
morning.
You
promise to blog
me from Bogota?
All
these
dreams piling up
like old clothes
on the kitchen
floor.
1.
Richard Gear &
me are kissing
in a bathroom at
my old junior
high. We are in
love and he’s
wearing eyeglasses
while I sit on
the
edge
of
something. 2.
Many of us are
being executed
in a forest. We are
on our knees
praying while they light us on fire in individual kiddie pools full of water. 4. A man in
the street offers to help zip up my suitcase full of stuff that keeps falling out. He uses a
very large orange Cheeto (seriously) to hold the buckle together. 5. I visited a
restaurant in Pakistan 3 times in one morning. 6. I am flying through outer space
without a body. 7. Angelina Jolie asked if I ever slept with a woman, in which I replied
no and she was shocked. Brad Pitt walked in and gave me a big hug. 8. Different
shapes of images move throughout me. I’m asking questions irrelevant to the process
but satisfying enough to feel myself ask. We basically just need a dream-recording
machine to remember these things instead of altering it with words.
This weekend wish me all the world’s luck to win roulette in the MGM Grand. I will
be there at the table betting our FAFSA’s, locks of hair, double-entendre’s, & leftovers
of Walter Benjamin’s almonds while the rest of the girls are on a party bus heading
toward strip club. Should I blog you from there? I’ll ask a stripper to give me a lap
dance on my laptop to spell out: I-L-O-V-E Y-OU on this stupid blog. One of these
San Fernando Valley hoodrats is flipping her long post-Herbal Essence hair and

	
  	
  	
  

getting married. Call me like 1(800) C-O-L-L-E-C-T from the Bagotes and feed me
fried plantains real quick.
I send you all the Saint Anthony prayer cards that hide in this gambler’s coat pocket
and the flickering number on the roulette board trying to stay awake in this horrible
city.

	
  

	
  	
  	
  

THE VENETIAN HOTEL, LAS VEGAS BITCHES <3
Monday, March 26, 2007
7:47pm, 0 Comments

Joe texts from Bushwick “a donde va Sabrina”? I text him back a roulette chip with
scars from too much kissing. All the neon reflecting doppelgangers of vintage neon,
cars honk at our miniskirts and legs sprayed with Air Stockings. It’s only now I
remember to look at one of them, as past life; is it now that TV shows from the 1990’s
begins to surface at the skin, outward to the edge of a nostalgia trend? Someone
approaches us at the entrance to the Mirage, hands us comp tickets for club JET,
which is basically a refugee camp for Forever 21 & Express for Men. The girls with
their arms crossed, bored hair flips and tilted faces, bouncers sweeping us towards the
line with arms the size of countries. The bitches are drinking Jaeger from the bottle in
the bathroom. I am watching all this through a digital camera in the mirror like a line
from Rosmarie Waldrop: the silver of multiplicity.
We move back again back to TAO. We tell the bouncer “15 girls and 1 guy”. A
Mexican napoleon motions us in. We keep moving further away from the pie slice of
the jealous-god realm and into hell. It was truly a Buddhist Inferno with 100 5ft.
Buddhas lined up in 10 rows behind the bar. Padma padma padma all up in there with
go-go cages, white tubs full of water/foam/rose petals on every corner of the ballroom,
2 women to a tub bathing together as moving portrait. Carla pushes back 3 girls and
tells them “get the fuck away from me”, in a purple & black tutu. They almost fight.
Nina gets between them.
I am fascinated by this hell realm and all these space-times at once: 800A.D. Tibet,
1890 Paris, 2007 Las Vegas. In the nightclub I had a panic attack thinking about the
good/evil binary, even if through simulation and then thought there must be no
simulation, but extension from a source. I waited on the toilet for my feet to rest, bare
legs lined up against the glass of the balcony, men looking up. Most of the time I am
thinking about where everyone goes after this, after there are no more legs or
electricity to keep us moving.
	
  	
  	
  

PART 2: V BAR
Wednesday, March 28, 2007
6:25pm, 0 Comment
Pin the Hair on the Donkey, We exit
TAO with a woman bare-breasted in
the tub at the entrance. The girls are
left at a table with some guy taking
pictures of their laughter swaying
bottles of champagne left to left; in an
instant everything is recorded, the
flash does not lie, but escapes through
their mouths. We me make it down
the escalator by habit and find
everyone at the V-Bar—plush silvers
& reds of useful shapes like a glass
cup, bottle, a sadness hardening to
plastic. We take off our heels to dance
or else everything around us is moving. She runs up to me and complains about her
tampon hanging out the whole time. Another one is wearing a purple teal orchid
bathing suit and tutu. The other one is wearing a short skinny pleated yellow spaghetti
strap. Both appear barefoot as a cameo of themselves reminding me that I am there as
a guest to myself. Something shifts the air to the effect of A Tribe Called Quest and we
are dancing on tables and couches like extras from 90210.
In the corner of V-Bar, pigeons jump back & forth between Cocteau’s tailored
shoulders while he says, “I have
said somewhere that I am better
at making friends than at making
love. Love is mainly an affair of
short spasms. If these spasms
disappoint us, love dies. It is very
seldom that it weathers the
experience
and
becomes
friendship...This happiness of a
friend delights us. It adds to us”,
and he exits the door. Someone
throws an empty bottle across the
room, the beefy manager kicks us
out. Twelve of us go back to the
bachelorette’s room. On the way
I pull a Sharpie marker from my
Chanel purse and tag up a
renaissance swap meat painting in
the hallway until I notice
surveillance cameras dotted every two-hundred feet across the ceiling.

	
  	
  	
  

15 TYPES OF CONDITIONERS FOR DRY & DAMAGED HAIR
Saturday, March 31, 2007
7:08pm, 0 Comments

1. There’s no such thing as fiction, but subjective-fiction experienced in daily nonfiction. 2. Non-fiction is a continuous state of merging with surrounding fictions. 3.
Surrounding fictions contribute to one’s own fiction, making experience/perception
more or less imaginary. 4. The imaginary, in conjunct to ephemeral communication
technologies is simultaneously driven & disrupted by modes of framing/gesturing. 5.
The flat-surface effect of communicating instantaneously. 6. An attempt to move away
from the isolating despair of simulation (not further into it) and into the shocking
presence of the present-body. 7. The body as living-text & accumulation of the
surrounding fictions. 8. An evaluation of digital affects on the mind. 9. When
perception interacts with other perceptions, does the subjective fiction outwardly
multiply. 10. A multiplicity of fiction has potential to be reproduced. 11. Subjectivefiction becomes multiplies & reproduces-thus becoming products for imitation, initially
through consumption. 12. Mass imitation of identities promoted by medias. 13.
Medias as departments for generating subjective fictions. (Refer back to the mirror.)
14. This fiction is also fleeting, never wholly belonging to one place or time. 15.We
happen to know each other through/inside this fiction, while also becoming it.

	
  	
  	
  

KOSHER STAR CRACKERS
Monday, April 9, 2007
10:17pm, 0 Comments
Much is changing. I agree, we’re
figuring ways to cut & paste realtime laughter from the audience to
Foucault’s
thought
on
ventriloquism. If we are both
imitating each other, which other
are we talking about? If you are
the precise tone of green, which
gradation do you push me in? I
can’t believe you got the tattoo.
I’m becoming old-English cursive
above one wing on your wrist.
We’re taking it back--like pretextile loom back when we were
mere color trying to reincarnate into, well, what we are now. Who is this that’s
speaking? I am opening and shutting doors between every sentence; the hide & seek of
syntax is a barcode to love appropriately. This is something you would have changed
your mind to not say. What the hell happened since Thursday? The tunnel of
dreaming through a tunnel in a car with bags of Cheez-Its. “Dream” as kosher graffiti
on a concrete step of an empty warehouse overlooking the matte waters of Manhattan.
I am speaking to you through 740 profile views of audience spread across the
bathroom tile.
That merlot was the shit and Muriel Rukeyser is not reducible to a karaoke epitaph
installed by Renee Green. TGIF we
didn’t buy it. Step by Step all the
way to a dot-com of St. Petersburg.
We are knocking at the gates and I
see Ron Silliman smoking W
magazine cigars in boxers from his
blogcony. “Hi Ron, we basically
decided
to
be
blogpatriate
neighbors...see you at the Russian
potluck on Craigslist...Xo.” I’m
blogfraid that everything tangible is
being
subsumed
into
either
publishing a post or saving it as a
draft. But I don’t think you’ll ever
leave me, which makes it okay.
Duck duck goose but there’s no one
here to play. Have we really been
chasing each other for centuries?

	
  	
  	
  

The left of my memory is your right, making the left of your wrist flip words from my
hair.

“Apprehension of literary form is how we give meaning to our own life.” Is this true?
Is this why we begin to disappear as e-mails will one day escape us? Roland Hairthes,
I am falling further into your text while you tattoo further into mine. Isn’t it so
strange?

	
  	
  	
  

SHENENEH JENKINS CONFRONTS A MARBLE STATUE
IN MY VERSION OF ANCIENT ROME
Friday, April 13, 2007
9:03pm, 0 Comments
Curves to the Hair,
I’m about to rob Wells Fargo
Online Banking in 5 minutes. We
need to figure a way to make our
experience of St. Petersburg 3dimensional, like actually being
there. I’m so sick of Craigslist.
It’s becoming more like a city
every time I browse through it.

I need you hear and closer than 150+ blogs. If
the Terminator is seriously campaigning to
make Seventh Generation toilet cleaner look
sexy then he needs to add more silver and pink
to font with a Maria Shriver in daisy dukes
leaning over the letters
More importantly, can you reach into the screen
real quick and throw me into Barcelona? I
never thought making out could be so digital.
This Croatian poet uses Scotch tape as some
kind of lens. I am peeling off the scotch in my
throat from last with my favorite person in
Providence. Who was your first internet crush?
The shyness starts to spread like a mass email
but everyone knows via blind copy. You can deal with it in person, but everything
grows split ends on this stupid internet.

	
  	
  	
  

ETERNAL SUNDAY OF THE SPOTLESS MIND
Sunday, April 15, 2007
1:27pm, 0 Comments
Is this what part of the heart amounts to? I am a simple friend. I like to recall the
order in which the Saturday choreography duplicate backwards in my memory.
Crossing over the Brooklyn Bridge while your anxious hormonal love was crying
hysterical on my lap. I had Cheez-Its in one hand and sad tears in another. That
moment was like a hidden comment on this blog, one that I overlooked. Only now
does it all make sense that tears & Cheez-Its would find become a part of this stupid
discourse.

	
  	
  	
  

SHUT UP AND SIT WITH ME
Monday, April 16, 2007
12:23am, 0 Comments
I’m emptying out memory
and throwing books into
the closet, a nightlight left
on: perhaps its time the
blog goes on meditation
retreat? Its time we see
each other in the light
while
passing
your
Mahayana oil to one of the
Dali Lama’s secretaries
while I focus on the
orange around a verb.
In 6th grade I wrote a
declaration of anticipation
that said “If I’m not doing anything with my life by the time I’m 24, I will join the
Monastery of the Angels and made my friend who sat in the other row, sign it. Nina
and me promised each other we would join the nunnery if our lives sucked at 24. At 12
was certain 24 would never happen.
Anyway, it sounds nice to make a run for a two-week meditation retreat. Its time we
sit, not face to screen, but cushion to floor. Pack lightly and bring a copy of Vogue. I’m
ready to graffiti shamatha all over our minds. Sit with me for a 1 min.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, listen to the light
flicker on the screen that separates us. Pay attention to your breath,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(comma)- - - - - - - - - -(hand)- - - - - -(parentheses)- - - - - - - -.

	
  	
  	
  

WELCOME TO THE NAM JUN PAIK NAIL SALON
Tuesday, April 17, 2007
2:13am, 0 Comments

Last night I dreamt of Chogyam Trungpa. It was 1000 A.D.Tibet and he was sitting in
the back of a room in beige militant uniform wearing a general’s hat. We see each
other from across the room and a voice says to look out a window. Then I’m walking
through ancient clay alleyways with donkeys crowding the steps and one of them takes
a shit in my left sandal—a glob of booger neon green.
In another episode of the dream a knock-off Vito Acconci is working a bar and asks
what I want to which I say, “I don’t know, ‘art’.” But let’s be honest here, I don’t think
I have the patience to sit like the Buddha in front of a solipsistic video camera and TV
monitor. Do you?
Matt is in Boulder having to go back and forth between breathalyzers for alcohol with
his probation officer and Zen meditation for contemplative credit at Naropa. I spoke
with him tonight while he scrounges for 10 cents to buy a Snickers bar at Safeway.
Nothing’s changed—he’s feverish and can’t afford Advil but a great pop porn painter.
Tonight, there really might be a thick glow that emanates from so many Wikistars.
Will we really disappear one day? Look closely at these nails. I’m afraid everything we
need to know about video art can be found on the surface of a fingernail.

	
  	
  	
  

WELL I TOLD YOU BEFORE, YOU CAN’T DO THAAAT
Thursday, April 19, 2007
3:36am, 0 Comments

Tonight a dead fox sleeps on top of an autobiography of Andre Breton. We grow up
too late and die too early—this is what the Berenstain Bears taught us. In my
apartment these poets read aloud “Grown Ups” while we took turns to write a poem
like trying to scratch winning numbers from a lotto ticket.
I am about to sell this acrylic-cake at Whole Foods for a goddamn fellowship to
Myspace. Tell me the difference between solo retreat and scrolling your comments
page and I’ll give you Tom’s cell-phone number. Carla hung out with him at some club
called National in Hollywood last weekend. She said she kept asking him how to resize
her pics so she can upload them.

	
  	
  	
  

VOLUMES TO THE EGG
Saturday, April 21, 2007
2:25am, 0 Comments
The difference between writing to you in Microsoft Word and Blogger.com is form’s
effect on sensation, where it leads, what I want to say, but to make use of each
limitation, a desire to find coherence in an empty structure. Or else sitting with you in
my head. Is it about giving dimension to flat signs that your hand falls on a
key+++==================================================================
===========================on accident. The tension between cutting up a chair
and not cutting it while staring at it; a cutting-impulse stuck in the material, though
nothing’s in the chair no matter how much is cut. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Karl Lagerfeld did say: a telephone constantly ringing is unnecessary embroidery. I am
cutting through your hearing - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - and I hear our voices combine on a line. I am on that margin of not being able to eat a
hard-boiled egg out of anxiety from it being a potential. It’s one of those riddles
between the living & non-living that never gets answered so we eat them.

I hold the other hard-boiled egg up to the speaker and turn the volume high & low. If
you listen closely we can cut out each radio station from California and hang them on a
line. I hear shots of some kind outside but inside me they are periods to which the
speaker outside of it is here too. You should watch Vito Acconci’s 44 minutes. I
watched “The Bristol Project” to a Nintendo weather map on Youtube. I’ve never seen
the weather so intentionally indecisive in cadence and movement or I’m probably just
missing you.
.

	
  	
  	
  

PANTENE PRO V: TAKE 2005 IN BOULDER, COLORADO
Friday, April 27, 2007
6:23pm, 0 Comments

Does a problem become one when its noticed and is it noticed for the sake of story?
What happens to a problem when it’s not seen, does it wait in the back parking lot of
narrative for one of us to turn into origami? I’m constructing an imaginary life-size
paper house made of white notebook paper so I can sit there and watch problems
emerge in miniature form or I’m making furniture impossible to use out of lack of
money to make this desire life-size.
I made a cake with stacked canvases and acrylic paint—a physical illusion like the
statue of a saint. This is a demonstration of desire’s handicap or a gift from thee
Hungry Ghost. Next, I will film myself trying to eat it, this cake, I made out of love for
you or Matt.
So there you are, building the storefront of websites, while your boss hangs around in
the backstage. Birds flicker outside just like the search engine, or it’s the rain that
makes the silver in their chirp. Its possible to love only via distance, posting, settings &
template or else the immediate body begins to look publishable; to touch the body as
cursor, as arrow in Eros. Watch me place the palm of my hand against the screen as
option. Mute the letters, hollow the punctuation. Today the rain fell everywhere like
needles somewhere in my astigmatism.
Yesterday, in the Meading St. Cafe, Rosmarie Waldrop laughed for 2 hours because
this is what I like to do—be there when she laughs and to hear the spaces between her
loveliness and my terror. Come see me after your meditation retreat? Blog me
mentally, I bet it’s what all the enlightened monks did before the internet.

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

WHAT A WICKED THING TO DO, TO MAKE ME DREAM OF YOU
Friday, May 11, 2007
5:24pm, 0 Comments

Everyday I sit in Eastside Perks cafe and watch Thai waitresses speak and love each
other respectfully like my aunts back home. They eat together and even the chef winks
every time I go in there, excited to see someone else from an island. The waitresses are
always eating and giggling and not flipping their silky Sunsilk black hair tied back or
in a headband. Why can’t I submit this moment for final project in this “Textiles of the
Future” class? But no, they want a product.
This Provigil has basically saved me. My Little Provigil I keep in a white porcelain
casket to keep me awake. So basically they want us to make an object based on the
topic of boredom. Don’t ask why I chose boredom. Have you ever seen a solid object
so boring? Should I collect all my fingernails and glue them on the Buddha? I’m afraid
this will take longer than a week. For the next trick, we will produce boredom and
bury it for Myspace archeologists to find in 3089 AD. I love you like what Chris Isaac
does to Pipilotti Rist.

	
  	
  	
  

1-800-CAN YOU CPR TITA LITA BACK TO LIFE?
Monday, May 14, 2007
9:29pm, 0 Comments
Babe-ba-Boom, I’ve got 90210 in my genes, Brenda Walsh in my smirk and waiting for
you to get out of Melrose Place so we can both cameo as ourselves. You phototext me
something to:__________insert here. Our Gmail account needs to sublet, it’s been full
of ghosts for almost a year, all our dead loved ones have turned it into a karaoke bar or
bathhouse and we haven’t even been invited.

Last week in the San Fernando Valley while my family was out karaokeing, Tita Lita
collapsed dead on a stage while she was reaching for the microphone to sing. My
parents and uncle rushed to her checked her pulse, which wasn’t there. They
performed CPR on her, which brought her back. The next morning Tita Lita was
gossiping on the telephone in the ICU.
My mom is laughing the whole time while she’s telling me this: “And then your Tita
Lita collapsed dead in front of us because she was low on potassium…Hahaha…So
then we had to perform CPR on her and called the paramedics...Hahaha…and then I
went to bingo this afternoon and your uncle is really sOMe-ThiNG else...he gives me
all his money and tells me to get away from him so he won’t gamble it. But your Tita
Lita’s fine though.”
Is it that easy? You die, you don’t die? Come save mine or just make me laugh.
Intensive Hair Unit, I miss your laughter the most, the way it makes my tummy chew
itself.

	
  	
  	
  

THE PONTIFF PONTIFICATING DEATH ON MYSPACE
Wednesday, May 30, 2007
4:26pm, 5 Comments

I don’t care what you say, I miss you. I work to wake myself up before noon only to
find ways to get fired in which the boss just smiles if I show up an hour late and says
“we have salad and chips, if you want some.”
What have you been doing for 2 weeks besides breaking wrists? I am throwing darts
at you through a lineup of kids ages 18 months through 16. If taste really is, as Lars
Svendson says, ‘a social sense of place’ then this makes up for acrylic cakes lacking
appetite; to let medium refute itself to hit a dead end, but how many times should this
be done? Which parts of yourself have been discarded in the last hour? I miss you like
I miss an allergy. It has been this way for years. If I look around to find a thing that
	
  	
  	
  

might embody it, its a stack of unopened post-it notes; 100 times I miss you within 2
7/8 x 4 7/8 of an inch, 30% recycled.
I take shots of Baileys during lunch break on South Main Street to watch the shadows
of kids fade out on the sidewalk like memory trying identifying with anything concrete.
Something grows, magnolias grow, and the wind is a link to another channel. They are
now pontificating death occurring in Myspace. What does the pontiff have to say
about that? I’ve already reserved my plot in your top 3rd, don’t move me anywhere
else unless I wake up on someone else’s page. I walk in and out of
americanapparel.com and start to feel communist in various hues. Save me from onesize fits all. So you are really going to take that cast off your arm for your birthday?

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

CLAP ON CLAP OFF
Tuesday, June 12, 2007
8:29am, 0 Comments

I drink mental performance tea to figure ways to be able to extend my arms into the
internet to give you a French braid or rebound a soccer ball towards your end of no
more thought. Or we can just shoot at the thing in a gallery space on artnet.com.
The other night Anna recites the tangible effect of searching for flights on JetBlue
with an operator on the line. I tell her I want to be able to squeeze Jet Blue. She says,
you might feel closer to squeezing it if you’re looking at the site & talking to an
operator. Haircologist: what flight of language have we boarded onto?
I draw with my right index finger, indexing lines impulsively to whatever surrounds
the impulse and all I get is a light bulb trying to erase itself in the middle of the night. I
am knocking at your skull for a “sociology of gesture” Anna has already begun with
Target and our interaction with birthday cards. Over a drunk chicken caesar salad
Anna asks through the celly: what is a birthday, a wedding? The question only forced
everything external to collapse in the center—to mark a place with birthday: anywhere
is center, everywhere is birthday. And this is why I love you outside of your birthday;
that cause for place to “hide my true feelings” as Roland Barthes so shyly flaunts.

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

HOW TO PAINT GHOSTS ON MICROSOFT PAINT
Wednesday, June 13, 2007
5:54pm, 0 Comments

I ate clam chowder because I thought it was going to rain but all I got was a cold bowl
and two baskets of sour dough. Its time the blog start moving on a horizontal line so I
don’t get the feeling we’re being pushed down and the urge to bust out a shovel to dig
up July 2006, nearly 200 doors ago.
The boss shuts her door and turns on a breast feeder to save all her milk, with a sign
on the door that says: Be Back in 10 min. Thanks, E.
Lets make a pilgrimage to Hollywood or Romania to watch an exorcism.
The girls in the Valley are Bar-Methoding with Drew Barrymore on Thursdays and
I’m dying to ask her about Fire Starter and why she started so many fires in 1984.
So basically I want to rent a casket for 99cents a day and play TV sitcom theme songs
inside of it over and over. April looks up at your broadside poem tacked on the wall
above the bookcase altar like “so what happened after they had Dinner in
Guadalajara?” I got my eye on you like no one else in the country.

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

MARY MAGDALENE POSES ATOP A CRUCIFIX
Wednesday, July 11, 2007
8:28pm, 0 Comments
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
Tether the sentence back to me< twice, in a row, like a column of talking
teeth<<<>>>The back row, one of them; where you step outside the comma, on
either side; roses precede other ones. Place them all in here ( ). I’ll take the red
from CNN and translate it into Valentines Day. Why don’t you just get out; take
the holiday from every travel agent, & gesso it to my frontal lobe. “Which
participant has any real intention here”, says the digital photographer to the moon;
a private number keeps calling like a prostitute that falls in love with her client. It
is on the other side of voyeurism, that the private number breathes, a paragraph
separates us, and it might be healthcare that keeps us in shadow; so why don’t you
1-800-Flowers me.	
  
	
  

	
  	
  	
  

BARBIE & SCARFACE RAID THE MOMA IN ONE COUNTRY CAMPER
Saturday, July 14, 2007
2:34am, 0 Comments

Deng Hairbie, your request is outta my league but I found that Barbie all tanned with
a weave in 1971. Project it against a wall of white bars of Dove soap or shave your
head and project it against the scalp. So will you really show up to that MOMA
interview in all black & a gas mask dipped in gold? Get your black converse in the
backdoor by the really bored performance piece of a security guard, toss me a water
gun over Richard Serra’s outta hand demands to be ‘experienced over time’ so I can
start shooting large-scale ellipses into your winter 2010 desktop. April rolls around the
kitchen floor and my mom steps over her.
To be honest that hairdo would knock over a semi-colon in like one sentence. I
rummage through the junk at TJMaxx and get turned on by the career section. Why
don’t they have a poets section? Baboons tug on each other in the living room,
crocodiles lay like couches on Discovery Channel, my dad nods his head and sighs like
“what a mess”, and I wish you were here to talk me out of it. You’re becoming more
one-dimensional as the days roll over, don’t do this to me, get out of that Myspace
comment and I’ll take you to Jamba Juice for an Orange Dream Machine.

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

A DISOBEDIENCE OF PROPORTION
Monday, July 23, 2007
3:39pm, 0 Comments

I meet him in front of Iglesia de Pi in the Gothic Quarter. I can’t find the Cathedral
and he comes to get me. The Spaniards are listening and watching the Mass behind
glass doors, the host is deaf, they kneel and stand in homage to repetition.
I’m afraid of living or dying, and there’s a lack of self in my clothes, neither one
overlaps the other but neither does it feel inseparable. How am I supposed to walk?
What if I stay? I met a painter, but actually a broke stranger who wants to rent us his
studio for cheap in the Gothic Quarter.
Something consumes me, but not death yet. It can’t be. There weren’t even any cute
black slacks in Zara today to play with the idea.
But death comes like stupid scams from a prince in Kenya. Kuya calls to ask for my
social security #, saying he’s getting me life insurance in case my body needs to get sent
home. Margarita who lives in our house shows me old photos of sisters who lived here
in the 1930s.
	
  	
  	
  

The Spaniard who I’m in love with says to read Ruskin “for the proportion of gaps
between leaves.” As if I need Ruskin to be able to see this. In the dream, the brown
bag should tell you how writing is an accessory in a forest. You are with me all the
time; how you give presence to anything I see.
Walking down the apartment stairs yesterday, I thought I was already dead and no
one told me. I thought you were trying to hide it from the blog. But you are here and
that means I am too.

	
  	
  	
  

EVERYTHING IN SPAIN IS BASICALLY SEPIA
Tuesday, July 24, 2007
4:44pm, 0 Comments

My eyes are turning burnt sepia a few steps further into the cornea—the wind
blows/BLOWS/b`l`o`w`s in 3 directions around the playground below everyone’s
terrace. Last night was sangria pitchers at L’ Ovella Negra in a gothic tavern where all
the Brits accidentally shove their cocks on your shoulder if you’re sitting down.
Bombero sirens passed alongside the edges of bells tolling making life & death aware
of itself. I sat facing the wall with venetian doors swinging, the neighbors bullshitting
in Tagalog about “who should get up and do it” and leftover penne pot pasta on the
stove not even your cat would fuck with. In the mornings I drink chardonnay &
cantaloupe juice to wake up from sepia REM. In the dream I kept ignoring Bill
Clinton. Someone dies and no one is impressed. My parents grab me by the arm to a
place with a large bed. I am supposed to sleep for a long time until they come back. I
don’t want to and we get into a carriage that doesn’t move. I get into a fight with a
friend who’s upset with me. This friend fights and fights with me until I give up my
identity to please her. She has more power than me because she is wearing a long
dress. I believe in length more than my own will. Her aggressive silence means that I
have no identity—she believes my identity is built on others and that I should thank
them for it. I think she’s crazy for asking me to reconcile with whatever selves whose
identities are also based on others.
Now awake, I’m not sure whom to thank. Thank you to everyone who has contributed
to any excess of my identity. You will find yourself spilling off the edges of the future
by accident via Hair Hearts Flip one day.

	
  	
  	
  

SEPIA GOES BLONDE IN IBIZA
Saturday, July 28, 2007
1:04pm, 0 Comments

Si—como que es sepia en el pies differente? Does Sepia changes according to
________ in any given environment? I am limited by the minutes to blog you from a
shit café in El Raval. This is one way of sepia as a limitation according to time. 10
minutes left to whatever. Sepia vs. Atget vs. Kim Anderson with 1990´s red featured in
Ibiza.
Sepia happens if you love living in the mid-19th century. As of now, I am seeing in
German-neon-autumn on this Ibizan island, which is basically the swap meat of human
meat, carnivorous in every way. Look at this blonde loving herself like she’s not even
there.
What will happen when America discovers that being Vegan in America is a luxury?
Eivissa keeps its sepia hidden behind gothic stones all piled into one shape of a
cathedral—outside you see only neon & glitter of American Apparel on the beaches
and wild nightlife.
Sepia arrives to argue its reproductive value with Romanesque painters, as
ambassador to maintain good relations between Christianity & Mac Photo Booth. But
you can hear the sepia in a motorcycle passing or in corduroy pants brushing up on
each other. What parts of you is sepia? Is it strong enough to protect and love us?

	
  	
  	
  

AY DIOS PELO
Wednesday, August 1, 2007
3:58am, 0 Comments

Pelo Dios Mio,
You’re turning Lana Turner’s collapse into seismic “gigabytes like sticky pearls.” Ah,
that one I love—a string of pearls with 1000 to the third power. How much
information could fit into one? In another pearl in Majorca, there are cliffs of them en
route to Soller.
On the steps up to the eye tower a pamphlet of Chopin and George Sand at the bottom
of my foot so I bent over to pick it up; both not smiling, George is still pissed at
Majorca, etc. I’m just happy none of us was ever her.
Yesterday at the beach in San Elm a hot Spaniard in baby blue underwear trunks was
laying on the sand kissing his ‘wife’ and looking at Carla. We crawl back up to
Horizonte Hotel in a little silver Fiat hung over from an overdose of clutch in the
wrong gear. The other night on Passeig Maritim, a discotec called Titos with two
floors—one full of Germans on ‘holiday’ from their resorts in the Philippines.
I followed around some dude for 4 hours until the sex act on stage at 3am appeared to
be a woman and two men. The woman is ______ from behind while giving ______ to
the other one. Cheap silk as sound effect to the moans. Afterwards something drips
from the side of her mouth and she blows it to the audience. Cheap pleasure from
repetition and spectacle in one useless blow that waits all day to be released. On this
island the air is distracted by a tardy aesthetic—not even ironically Alanis Morisette
and Ace of Base on the radio while driving past the olive groves.

	
  	
  	
  

SOFT CONSUMPTION OF THE EURO
Sunday, August 5, 2007
8:05am, 0 Comments

Meet me on the corner of Carrer Dels Banys Vells & Montcada Calle every Sunday so
we can walk together to Mass. I hack through the air between El Borne & Barrio
Gothic with sunglasses that don’t even do the job. I have been like for over a week. It’s
spreading into D.com´s arrival tomorrow morning. He just might turn this whole
Gothic Quarter into a template of itself, tearing down each and every cobblestone
firewall with a jackhammer in his sleep. Last night at the Betty Ford Clinic in El Raval
there were piles of American skaters around MACBA making it all look so taffy. Easy
Lee Smith is our only friend here. We are staying with him for now and they make
corned beef & fried rice all day, take naps, and drink vodka & red bull before staying
out all night.
I stay in the apartment youtubing the Chomsky-Foucault debate like not being able to
decide which human-nature outfit looks cuter on who. Notice how Noam is always
trying to affirm his ´I´ before proposing an argument while Michel just sits there
grinding his knuckle between his teeth.

	
  	
  	
  

Help me out of coughing all over the place, hawking up neon green phlegm like
purging all the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles out of me since childhood. Carla gets up
from the bed hung over from being 5 days hung over, bitchy because there is no more
bottled water. I am breaking out Noxzema commercials all over my back and have 20
mosquito bites on my arms.
How do you live between your shoulder blades? I’ll sit in them here in Barcelona,
palomas scatter around like single quotes in front of the cathedral, unaware of the
messages they give like what concrete does to poetry.
Lets live here again.

	
  	
  	
  

ONCE UPON A TIME LA RAMBLA
Sunday, August 19, 2007
10:20am, 0 Comments

American girls stand in front of their computer screens like solo acts in @cafe in the
Gothic Quarter while it rains. I call you too many times and its obvious you hate me
for being here when you answer my unidentified Skype. I can’t find my way out of this
country code or has the Gothic Quarter been a footnote to Boulder this whole time?
_________ is clinical couture, at least that’s what American Apparel thinks—100
flawless hues just for one pair of legs. People do begin to bounce around like screen
savers with Spanish accents. I found a room where the balcony faces another window
with a woman combing her hair inside a shadow but its probably you when Skype
disconnects us in a sushi bar. I call you and D but the both of you have had enough of
FlipTv.
People are scattered in the things they own. A woman takes off her red hoodie to
secure the boundary between her boyfriend and me when I wish I had the Sugar Free
Red Bull to give a fuck. See her emanate from my right eye: ___________. Your name
flickers around on everyone’s heads, Pelo. Everyday I come into this same @cafe and
talk to you across the table without cracking open a sentence with coffee con baileys. It
could happen anywhere, but I prefer it here because the poor cell-phone reception
makes the architecture grin.

	
  	
  	
  

BIODEGRADABLE DELTA FLIGHT 115: BCN—>ATL—>LAX
Thursday, August 23, 2007
6:04pm, 1 Comment1

Thanks for bringing me home; one Outkast stopover to go. I am on Delta, this thing
traversing lines on the map, the 3rd chardonnay, the last one spilt all over the right 1/2
of the keys fucking up every shade of G H J K L : “, etc. Turned over the Mac and
gave it a spanking to dry up California from clumsy punctuation. I love you. The tiny
screen is playing some Japanese “The funeral money wasn’t enough” subtitles. fuck.
Did I tell you Tita Luz passed away last Valentines Day and there wasn’t enough
money or lotto to bury her? She did. She went like this and all I could do was carry
myself to a poetry workshop and smile about someone’s line break.
I missed you so—I’ve been At&t & Skyping like the way my ma dials yr ma and she
doesn’t pick up. Some girl in row B40 says she’ll be 23 in December and sounds much
older than us. Lets play a game: how many different ways do you love me?
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Casinos Review said...
In my opinion it is obvious. I have found the answer to your question in google.com
6:36 PM

	
  	
  	
  

Even Delta seems biodegradable. I heart watching people interact with sugar packets
and sun dried tomato mozzarella sandwiches. The screen says “Japan will implode”
and the cute girl asks “ So why are you telling me this?” Her mother went to Tokyo
University and invented seduction through the shadow of a fan. I am in love with
someone you already know and—”not your ordinary washing machine” on the screen
again. How do you love someone in Velcro, how do you misquote love for a gesture
that never arrives. 11 tennis matches ahead everyday. The stewardess winks at me like
she gets it. “A body no larger than 5”3, circumference no more than 80 centimeters.
Natalia chews on the doorframes in London, East Finchley. Japan looks so Godard in
subtitles across yellow laundry machines. Maybe it was Brigitte Bardot like one
obvious sashimi thigh through the dryer door on this hellish flight.
The stewardess walks with stacks of garbage piling up over her collarbone. You need
to meet Natalia. In 2003, she said, “fashion is the highest form of art”, and we believed
her without wanting to. I love this father sitting the row above, his mint fucking polo
shirt matches the negative space while he listens to his wife bitch about their sons.
Passengers vested in earplugs and moisturizer, I too, feel included in this religion of
flying through the sky.

	
  	
  	
  

1-800-INVOLUNTARY MEMORY
Thursday, August 10, 2007
6:14pm, 0 Comments1

The blog is becoming thick as the adobe houses in Mazatlan, Mexico. Happy pinks,
greens and orange splattered around your Frida Kahlo’s heartache. This cruise is
killing me. I manage to walk over to the roulette table like a double take of tequila
shots. Hundreds spread wide, 500 at a time. I break even at the seams and then lose 50
chips to call it a night. Blaçk: 8,13,17,20,22,29,28,33. These holy numbers wink like
digital stars every time it hits.
Kuya & Gem exchanged their promises yesterday at Our Lady of Guadalupe cathedral
in Puerto Vallarta with a thousand palomas flapping throughout the town. My mom
laughs hysterically at everyone and herself wide margarita-eyed like the boat could
collapse between her teeth. I hold onto the bed sheets and I am dreaming inside my
dreams. I dance with my brother and cry in his arms because his heart makes mine
work again.
Tomorrow everyone’s going to canopy-glide through the rainforest in Cabo. I’m
hanging on to you by the ankles while we detour through a natural set of words, not
even Benjamin cared to unpack.
I’m in a broken down internet café and the colors & pixels on the computer screen are
cloudy grey just like the sky here, the slow connection just like my father walking
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Anonymous said...
deficiencies submitting clerics sincerely ballroom amfax align ocha venues embarking youd
lolikneri havaqatsu
4:13 PM

	
  	
  	
  

around the Old Town, even the shadows take their time here. 100 palomas grouped in
front
of
Immaculate
Conception
cathedral
like
´´´,,,;::::,,,..;:;;;;;;;;;;:::.´´´;::::::,´´;::::::::::......,.,,..,.,.,..,.;:,.,.;:,..,:,.,.,.;:.,..;;;:.,.,.;:;:;::;;:;.,..,;::::::::::,..,.
,,,,,,,...,....,.,..,.....,..,;:::;.,.¨;¨;¨,.,.;¨,´´,´,.,.;¨´,´´,.,¨;´,´,..,.,.,.¨;¨;¨,´,´;¨´,´,¨;;¨¨;¨¨¨,´;¨´,´´,;:...,¨,´´,;,´´,¨,,,,,,,,,,,
,¨´´´´´´,.,..,´´,.,´´,.,.´,.:..,.,´,´..¨,..,.,´´,.,-ñ.;.:;::;:;.,`´,ñ.,¨...,;::. A little boy catches one and then
lets it fly.

You are scattered in thought from front to back. Where are you now, in Miami? Tell
the captain to take me to you. In the dealer’s eyes, I hear Proust say some bullshit like
“Chance inside roulette determines who we are.” Kuya says, “Put 10 on 22, it’s going
to hit next.” It does and we take over the table. Roulette remains a sport when you
haven’t internalized the rules/shapes/colors to the point where you lose yourself in
chance.
I forget what Deleuze says about this—something something something about
partaking in the chance event and remaining detached? I play the purple chips because
of Andre Breton and red because of you.
I’m starting to love this boat, this floating casino where the happiness is so obvious it
doesn’t matter if it’s a joke. The waves push toward the low volume of heavy memory.
I’ve got these 100 dollar chips in my pocket and want to throw them all into John
Cage’s silent lap or R Kelly’s bump & grind. Just move into the basement with me
already so we can turn these blog posts into hollow boxes, shove a bed into the kitchen
and karaoke Mariah Carey in the bathroom.

	
  	
  	
  

MEMOIRS OF A BEATNIK SAVED ME AT 17 BUT THEN I TRIED TO RUN
AWAY TO JAPAN AND ENDED UP IN A HOT SPRINGS WITH MY
BOYFRIEND & HIS NAKED PARENTS
Tuesday, September 4, 2007
7:29pm, 0 Comments

In Coffee Exchange, a father points to the bin of coffee beans and says to his toddler,
“This is Nicaragua. That’s where we’re going.” I want to jump into that coffee bin and
hitchhike up to Valencia, California to meet you at Magic Mountain for the study of it.
Can you believe Filipinos are pushing for a gambling university in the Philippines? I’m
thinking about applying to it. Roulette may be the answer to all the hospital bills now
turned over to collection agencies. How in the world will this get paid?
	
  	
  	
  

A bake sale sounds amazing at your reading at the Poetry Project. I still owe Diane di
Prima 300 hundred dollars since 2002. She either hates me or doesn’t remember me. I
left her workshops in San Francisco to go to Japan with a boyfriend I thought I was
going to marry and live somewhere near a dairy farm in Ikeda. I just ended up naked
with him and his parents in a hot springs. This boyfriend was perfect because he didn’t
speak English well enough to argue and fight with me or I didn’t speak Japanese well
enough to argue and fight with him. Now he is married to a Japanese girl and I think
they don’t even argue or fight. Maybe arguing and fighting has hardly anything to do
with fluency in a language and it’s just me who likes to argue and fight.
I read Memoirs of a Beatnik when I was 17 because another boyfriend gave it to me
for my birthday when all I wanted was to run away from a boarding house full of
manic- depressives and schizos and be a poet. Then one day Diane di Prima called me
and said “Honey, I’m just afraid your depressed or something.”
This was 2002 when I hid food in the oven from roommates while you ran around
Pratt losing your mind. Where were you when I needed you at 18? Come find a job
here, get an apartment with Giorgios or something. For god’s sake, grow out your hair
and get it together.

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

ANSELM HOLLO IS LOOKING FOR YOU
Tuesday, September 25, 2007
12:47am, 2 Comments12
I’m going to ask RISD to print you out 4-dimensionally if I don’t hear from you in a
week. What’s the use of clicking “publish post” when you don’t appear? I want badly a
t-shirt with a link, just one to get to you: which one of us will click the other first? I’m
back to Chinese brushstroke except not in China, just plain sumi ink & rice paper to
get the better strokes of the day going. They are coming out like:

What is this—an accumulation of what? The other night with Carlos and Pablo we
drove to Foxwoods Casino in Connecticut. Carlos brought Derrida with him to the
poker table for good luck. Pablo & me at the roulette table collecting chances, 8 & 0 all
the way. We are standing in the cash out line when I realize we should be asking for
bread. It is the Great Depression all over again. The ringing of slots from head to toe,
an old Chinese woman ringing her elephant gold charm placing bets all over red as if
she were willing it to land, Pablo is talking to a 20-something bro to which I ask
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Anonymous said...
Feliz, that’s a lovely essay, or poem. No need to categorize. It sounds like you’re doing well. I
am, too. Going to NY to read at Cue Gallery (q.v.) on Friday, will be around until Tuesday
(early) afternoon. Have not heard back from “Hair.” Hope she’s all right. Give my regards to
Rosmarie [Waldrop] when you see her.
Abrazos, Anselm Hollo 6:51 PM

2

Flip said...
Anselm,
I haven’t heard from hair or flip in a while either. I would love to see you but Providence has
got me under a real-time performance of house arrest without will to document. I think wearing
the right t-shirt would get me out of it but American Apparel offers too many sorts of escapes; I
need one solid exit.	
  Maybe it will one day take me to you & Hair.
Yours, Flip 4:02 PM

	
  

	
  	
  	
  

“what’s your number” and he says “21” and we win. I get more from a game of roulette
than any poetry reading in this town. I could stand there for hours to make rent for
two months off of red & black. I want final cut pro to & roulette to combine forces to
make an image drag itself into a drop-zone by chance for editing. I want a MACHINA
that will combine any two tangible forms to function alongside one another like you
and me. But where are you? Giorgios showed up last weekend and Steve moved down
the street. Are you ever coming here again? I feel like I could disappear from the
planet and never see you again.

It was blue today like the mushroom level in Nintendo and no one gave a shit. April is
on the edge of her fur, I am on the edge of my skin, we are both about jump out of our
forms. What is it to be trapped as a person as your self; the person that keeps repeating
by looking at yourself reflect from a CD. How is reality on the television? Does it look
flat like ours?
I need you to make me a t-shirt that says, “This is Not a Performance.” I need reality
more concrete these days. I need to see you. I touch things, like a magnolia to remind
me that I’m here. How much of the internet contributes to the poet’s habit of self
mythologizing, how much I dream you come here in the middle of the night to escape
from all this.

	
  	
  	
  

I WAS AT THE BEAUTY BAR IN LOS ANGELES WHEN THIS PAPER
SCULPTOR CHRISTOPHER TALLON NOTICED I WAS LONELY AND
TALKED TO ME
Saturday, September 29, 2007
11:30pm, 0 Comments

Paging You A Love Poem
1(I) 2177(am) 61171176(giving) 179(up) 017(on) 1770035(modes) 04(of)
593304(speech), 00(do) 1707(not) 7157317(listen) 70(to) 111427(what) 1(I)
42173(have) 70(to) 524(say) 123621201176(regarding) 7217617263(language). 1(I)
17330(need) 4017(you) 70(to) 83(be) 017137(quiet) 111174(with) 1773(me); 17(it)
15(is) 277(all) 1(I) 0217(can) 2515(ask) 04(of) 11101205(words), 111/0117 (w/out)
21740173(anyone) 71241176(trying) 70(to) 43212(hear); 1113(we) 2123(are)
5300170(second)-0120312(order)
11772635(images)
117717271176(imitating)
3204(each) 074312(other); 7415(this) 15(is) 111427(what) 53012375(secrets)
70015(took)
54293(shape)
04(of)
8371113317(between)
1994-1999,
01713774(quietly), 117(in) 1774(my) 1200177(room) 1(I) 11101770(would)
42113(have) 7311730(texted) 17(u) 17170312(under) 743(the) 60113125(covers)
111174(with)
743(the)
572125(stars)
0117(
out)
743(the)
17711700111(window)...143(I love you), 637 (always & forever)

	
  	
  	
  

GET THE REYNOLDS, CUZ IT’S A WRAP
Friday, October 5, 2007
5:10pm, 0 Comments

You might be right. So many incarnations of habitual destruction appearing in several
forms, which makes me think: There’s got to be an innateness to all this. How to merge
with a logo that meaning disappears into an accumulation of self? I’m not suggesting
appropriating signs for control, but instead placing them against us to see how we
match. I hold up a pack of Duracell batteries against myself to see how my image does
not need to recharge and then cling to you as outlet. Textures begin to tattoo
themselves against my retina, a car passing goes further into its label of car & passing.
This rapid eye movement is from having stared to long for too many years at Mario &
Luigi when I look at leaves flicker through the window; not so window, nor tree, these
objects as interface for the popular verb: flicker.
A woman prepares a dirty martini from behind the bar in Paragon. I am flattered by
both sexes and can’t decide which one to be, when my feet feel like my father & my
wrists are kind of my moms. This shoe dropped since Barcelona is so animal. The more
I see you, the more it seems that you tear through the folds of the computer screen and
every gesture is so crucial, like when you call.
For next class, I am going to ask the students to disperse throughout the SmithBuonnano building & call each to read their poems to each other. I’m trying to get
them to talk in their poems, just talk it out.

	
  	
  	
  

Giorgios has been here the past couple weeks, in a jiffy. When he can’t handle
something or someone he says, “Man whaaat. Get the Reynolds, FAM, cuz it’s a
Wrap.” He has taken over the blue & silver from Reynolds Wrap foil. Remember that
heavenly brunch at Maggie Brown’s in Brooklyn, the 400 dollar patron shot platter
and bottomless mimosas? I am waiting for an extension of that day. Yesterday, a lady
from San Jose, California called to say I’ve won the Sweepstakes
I think we should apply for an MFA in Sweepstakes Studies. Those colors of false
optimism are the New Look, the new fucken couplet all up in my soup.

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

THE PUNKY BREWSTER SYNDROME CAN KILL YOU
Wednesday, October 17, 2007
8:51pm, 0 Comments

One thing I didn’t tell you about Majorca was how I almost drove off a cliff. Have you
heard of this band called “Lyn Hejinian & the Soft Objects” starring a projection of
toys and nature? I don’t know what to do, they are waiting for their amps to get sent,
I’m waiting for you to show up with a bag of dice to make something hit evenly
between odds & evens on the roulette table.
Should we apply for an MA in Literature & Medicine in London? I am seriously
considering it, being it’s only a year of full-time self-diagnoses on the page. Its time you
tell me how one syllable too many can lead to a nervous breakdown or how growing
up in board & care heterotopias has anything with the state I’m in.
I also think we should re-write Roland Barthes’ Mythologies, do like an entire
dissertation on Huggies diapers. I’ve been eating these fiber, laxative & milk thistle
capsules to cleanse the 20th century out of my colon. Its been working and old poems
from 10th grade have finally flushed out. So you’re moving to Penn-SylviaPlathVannia?

	
  	
  	
  

It makes me nervous your “applying for cities for next Fall”—where does that put me?
I’m tugging Anna’s shoulder pads in Peterborough, Canada, but not sure if Cultural
Studies is an outfit that won’t fall apart in 2 years. But I can’t live like this. Decisions
need to be made or not sewn.
So we sit here at the RISD library and map things out. In 5-8 pages I need to tell
somebody why or how television is so “slippery”. I rewrote a portion of a Punky
Brewster episode comparing the scene to a Klee painting; the slowness of 1984 flow,
breakable on the surface of the screen; childhood and color pigments hung to dry for
years on the internet.
We’re planning a field trip to Salem for Halloween with a dozen Cup of Noodles. I’m
dressing up as a karaoke version of Freud’s daughter. Come say hello to me.

	
  	
  	
  

I BLOG YOU FROM A GODARD LANDSCAPE
Sunday, October 21, 2007
2:05pm, 25 Comments

I blog you from the Godard landscape. Woke up today and needed you. Anna is 25
today, quietly celebrating in Toronto. I told you about almost losing it on the N train,
but you didn’t listen. Five men in cheap business-suits bullshitting with each other
from the chambers of their bodies, each one packed neatly in his body casket. I cried,
bent over to put my head between my knees and prayed for the terror to go away. And
there you were with the static cable TV in the living room telling me to “stay with us”.
Yesterday I woke up to the sudden burst of language from Television Theory and
Rosmarie Waldrop’s Curves to the Apple. The afternoon seemed so far away. There
are layers inside me from which I’m texting you from. I’m renting my Myspace page to
a pile of pigeons, no one is home. The other night, we got kicked from a bar. I fight
with some Filipino kid from Eagle Rock, Los Angeles. Carlos went back to box him,
while the rest of us went to get pizza. I am 14 all over again breaking into abandoned
buildings and going to jail.
When are you coming back? This morning I dreamt the sky was raining popcorn,
while someone was trying to recite a poem. Something fades like a sunset drawn with
colorful chalk on the sidewalk. Don’t apply anywhere unless it’s out of the country.
There’s a Fashion Theory program at the University of Stockholm. I guess we can
wear Swedish cardigans for a couple years. I’d do it for you, run with the free
healthcare and learn to knit.
Did I tell you how much I loved your reading at the Poetry Project? Everything about
you made me cry, everything you said was true—the congruencies between the poems
& scenes from Contempt were quiet architectures of overlapping gestures—> form
relies on the temporal crevices of closure when parts of the subject are released and
those spaces breathe for you.

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

ALONG CAME WENDY
Friday, November 2, 2007
12:28am, 0 Comments

I want the 8-bit tie for Thanksgiving. I want to thank Nintendo for making my
childhood colorful and flat, for fucking with my temporal sense of depth. Love needs a
facelift, right? Tonsililith chunks pile up like skhandas in the back of my throat. I
cannot tell you how disgusting, how Stephanie Judith Tanner ew that is so gross. I
squeezed 2 of them out by poking on the sides of my tonsils. And guess what, the
electricity is back on after several days.
Tonsililith is a gross miracle since Matt in Boulder who Myspaces last week to say “I
thought you should know that I got the hugest chunk in my throat, a world
record…thought you should know.” Thanks, I want to be remembered as the
girlfriend with the chunks.
At the Wendy’s drive-thru, Carlos, Michael Keenan, and Pablo tell the speaker “Hey,
could I get a Death of the Double Bacon & Cheese with a side of Foucault fries,
thanks homey” and “Yeah, could you make that a 6-piece post-chickenism with a large
diet aporia?”
Michael Keenan was in the front seat wearing a pink flowery bathrobe and blonde
curly wig. I was in the back seat trying to dip the nugget into ranch sauce and Carlos
was just trying to get us home. They make me laugh sorta the way I make you. I love
them sorta the way I love you.

	
  	
  	
  

BLOGGING BEAUTY ON
THEM ALL

THE

WALL, WHICH

IS THE

HETEROTOPIA OF

Sunday, November 4, 2007
1:39am, 0 Comments

It is here that Foucault says it, in the way of his saying that makes me want to reach
through the mirror of this blog with the palm of my hands and place them against
yours.
“There are also, probably in every culture, in every civilization, real places - places that
do exist and that are formed in the very founding of society - which are something like
counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other
real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented,
contested, and inverted. Places of this kind are outside of all places, even though it may
be possible to indicate their location in reality. Because these places are absolutely
different from all the sites that they reflect and speak about, I shall call them, by way
of contrast to utopias, heterotopias. I believe that between utopias and these quite
other sites, these heterotopias, there might be a sort of mixed, joint experience, which
would be the mirror. The mirror is, after all, a utopia, since it is a placeless place. In
the mirror, I see myself there where I am not, in an unreal, virtual space that opens up
behind the surface; I am over there, there where I am not, a sort of shadow that gives
my own visibility to myself, that enables me to see myself there where I am absent:
such is the utopia of the mirror. But it is also a heterotopia in so far as the mirror does
exist in reality, where it exerts a sort of counteraction on the position that I occupy.
From the standpoint of the mirror I discover my absence from the place where I am
since I see myself over there. Starting from this gaze that is, as it were, directed toward
me, from the ground of this virtual space that is on the other side of the glass, I come
	
  	
  	
  

back toward myself; I begin again to direct my eyes toward myself and to reconstitute
myself there where I am. The mirror functions as a heterotopia in this respect: it makes
this place that I occupy at the moment when I look at myself in the glass at once
absolutely real, connected with all the space that surrounds it, and absolutely unreal,
since in order to be perceived it has to pass through this virtual point which is over
there.” (On Heterotopias, Foucault. 1967)
I tried telling Carla about this beautiful passage, but she just did not give a fuck and
demanded that I take pictures of her all day, everyday.

	
  	
  	
  

LOVE AS IT IMPROVES POST-COLOR OR YOUR MONEY BACK
GUARANTEED OR ASK HARMONY KORINE TO MAKE A ROMANTIC
THRILLER ABOUT AUTUMN
Wednesday, November 7, 2007 / Wednesday, May 15, 2013
4:26am, 0 Comments

I cannot sleep. All the afterglows of gesture in the crease of a sleeve remind me of a
night full of understatements. What are you doing to Miami? The nightlight is on,
parts of my skin tingle from a quarter of Provigil 12 hour time release. I know where
things are in relation to a day fitting into a box like this one. This box of a blog. Do
you prefer love in black & white or in neon Spring Breakers? Tomorrow this
structural movie Autumn will be displayed behind a glass window. I cut-up shots of
autumn from movies from 1950-2005— an aging of color fit into one screen split in 12
boxes. This a way for me to show you that even the seasons are no longer relevant but
can perhaps be reinvented through love. What does it mean to insert 60 years worth of
color into the word love? What is the autumn doing in Miami or what, if you haven’t
already done to it? I can’t imagine it, you even further down on the map.

	
  	
  	
  

WHEN HE BICYCLED THROUGH A CROWD IN EL BORNE, I WATCHED
HIM FROM CATHEDRAL STEPS
Sunday, November 11, 2007
8:28pm, 0 Comments

I can no longer wait for you reply. Whatever it is, that you do, when you do, you make
me wanna shoop. I get Salt n’ Pepa on you as veil to the impatience. April spreads her
legs one feet apart and starts to lick and clean through the grey of her. Then she sits
and looks up for no affirmation. I don’t understand how cats too are more human than
some Buddhists.
Several voices move throughout me but none that can say what Carlos said to Michael
Keenan: if I wasn’t a poet, I’d be an assassin. I see a patch of field somewhere in the
Black Forest of Bavaria covered in stuffed animals before another thought spreads a
band-aid over it. My uncle is dying of brain cancer.
There’s a death & dying meditation retreat happening somewhere in Wisconsin. All the
Kagyus throw yr chakras in the air. Last Thursday at Foxwoods Carlos made his rent
at poker. We drove out of Connecticut with nearly $800 in 2 hours.
At this point I could either cocktail waitress in Biarritz or join the monks at Gampo
Abbey in Nova Scotia. Do you love The Lover? Marguerite Duras kills me. I saw a
terrible movie of it the other day.

	
  	
  	
  

I’m reading these awesome Michael Warner essays on public & private hullabaloo. I
start to wonder if one loses sensibility in what is outside versus inside, if walking
outside only generates more logic to the feeling of a greater atmosphere contained.
I go to the Salvation Army as backstage to the snow and end up buying a Thomas
Kinkaid painting to help narrate this New England winter. I look at things and decide
whether its a soft object or not, its implications, how even soft hands are pure
emptiness.
April stares at me until I fall asleep, as if she too, understands that she doesn’t know
what it means to exist in the world. I found a Nite Brite and now all we need is a house
the size of our infinite blog to hoard relics of the wish-image. But after years of cutting
& pasting I’ve given up hope.

	
  	
  	
  

I’M GLAD I DON’T HAVE A TWIN
Saturday, November 17, 2007
7:11pm, 0 Comments

I heard your voicemail about the dream more real than anything I’ve heard since
Andre Breton on ubu.com/sounds. Twins as a concept is inherently self-negating. I am
glad I don’t have a twin.
I sit in Cafe Zog where a day begins to resemble a neologism in a three-course meal. I
haven’t had breakfast since dinner at Denny’s a couple weeks ago. A beautiful thing I
saw today was a father and his son at restaurant called Z Grille. They were both
talking with two other men for an hour that ended in mutual praise and affection. I
waited for an hour to see how their dinner would end. They were hugging, placing
arms around one another and laughing. Here was the situation of the storyteller and
the other one receiving the story. In this case, the speaker gave generously and the
listener received openly--> mutual love was a third language, inarticulate. That
placeless third as almost a pure state of pleasure, where cheating becomes impossible,
like Siamese twins; both are giving, both are receiving.
A fan in the corner of the ceiling turns more finite than the hours. FAM is an idea of a
family which allows us to escape/revolt into/with each other, but from/against what?
The hard objects surrounding. An impulse to soften edges, whatever they are. Like
seeing the back of a man’s head and kissing it in the act of looking. Trusting heartencounters.

	
  	
  	
  

Roland Barthes says something real cute: “If I had to create a god, I would lend him a
slow understanding: a kind of drip-by-drip understanding of problems. People who
understand quickly frighten me.”
What do you think of Kenneth Goldsmith? Whatever opinions I have are already
erased in the necessary/un-necessary need to read his book-object collectibles. I guess
he’s sculpting and copying the interiority/exteriority of words? More importantly,
where are you? I’m looking at the sky while you talk to me. More importantly, he’s a
sculptor and collector at heart clothed in a poet’s wardrobe and I Love it.

	
  	
  	
  

THE CLUTCH OF MY HEART, FOR NATALIA
Wednesday, November 21, 2007
4:06om, 1 Comments1

the dream--all this afternoon--kept me inside sleep. I have no idea what it was. Not a
dream or a dream. I am with what are called “people”, though they were more like
creatures with human bodies. I realize, in the dream, that they are each other. We are
walking around what seems to be outside. Each of them tells me one reason for why a
person in my life is they way they are. One of them says something to the effect
“they’re still trying to know the truth.” I look at them, and understand that each
creature is an extension of myself, and that they are just part of my thoughts. Knowing
this, I follow them, follow my thoughts.
Walking further into the dream they became sexless in the sense of desiring each other.
In the dream I thought, “how do they keep appearing?” as if they were produced by
something else, other than each other. The dream makes me want to stay alive but in a
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maldini said...
hi how are you i was thinking about you i hope that everything is ok. you now i try to have
your number but it impossibale its a year behaind us alredy i now that you very unick and
special. i rely want to have an aprotunity at list won time to meet you and talk with you my
email is…
2:59 AM

	
  	
  	
  

form other than human. In the dream I realize I can’t escape being in this human form.
In the dream, I don’t want to wake up and want to stay with them.
I call Anna to make sure everything is OK, that I could handle being awake and alive.
She doesn’t answer her phone. She’s somewhere in Ontario. I’m calling her phone in
her purse pressed against her coat while it snows. I am stuck in this bed trying to get
out of layers upon layers of the dream.

	
  	
  	
  

AGUAS DE NOVIEMBRE
Sunday, November 25, 2007
10:21pm, 0 Comments

I love you today, all day, everyday. Look at Elis Regina & Tom Jobim. I want to kiss
them both while they carve out a singing booth in my heart. Waters of March sounds
like holding hands with Chogyam Trungpa while he leads me to kick it in a strip mall
full of dakhinis eleven hundred years from now. All I have right now is a view from a
window in Elizabeth’s Bar to watch autumn appear like a New England calendar.
Sentences begin to stretch apart like an accordion projected and played against a thigh.
Carlos and me are sitting here youtubing music videos and passing back and forth a
glass of 10 yr old scotch. We are plotting for the next move. There’s a PhD at UNLV.
Do you know what this means? Back and forth between roulette and a “creative
manuscript” except you get to like be a doctor in 3 years. A life of hotel hopping,
gambling and manuscripts sounds depressing. All this comes down to my Blackjack
grandfather in pinstripe suits during the war when the Japanese almost shot him in the
Philippines. In other news my mom is on some Zeolite miracle craze. Chogyam said we
are homeless and therefore everywhere is home. The next big move, where oh where
will it be?

	
  	
  	
  

LORCA’S GHOST IS ALL UP IN MY SLEEP PARALYSIS
Friday, November 39, 2007
9:03am, 0 Comments

So your back in NY with the Miami sun still laminated on your breath. Don’t put on
those scrubs just yet. I want you here with us among other Soft Objects, in this
negative space under the patch of moon mistaken for a clock tower. Michael Keenan
drives us in circles to get to the library down the street from my house with a bag of
Wendy’s between us and chicken nuggets we’ll eat until the grave. “We are playing in
the shadows of their shallow correspondence.” Here’s my favorite Lorca drawing. So
ugly it exceeds time and catches up to us in 2007.
I am having terrible visions I’m not proud to wrap double quotation marks around.
Last night I had the most cinematic dream. I am walking through a building where
each room is filled with various body parts. A room full of amputated limbs lined
carefully on the floor; a whole row of freshly chopped legs still wearing socks and
shoes. I had to step over them to get out of the room and then found myself walking
past another room full of organs on a dissection table. Doctors huddled over an open
cut cadaver and their voices barely audible. In the dream I was a ghost because no one
could see me. Beautiful long shots from doorways, hallways stretched and yawning.
It was a warehouse of fatal accidents trying to organize itself for scientific display in
order to reconcile with death, except the doctors were too caught up in details, too
unaware of life itself that they too had become living cadavers in order to cope. Then a
man with amputated legs sat like a fade-in/fade-out, bicycling the air. He even had a tshirt on, which is when I realized that he was the only survivor, while the rest had
	
  	
  	
  

been taken for medical inspection. It was like if American Apparel dressed up Body
Worlds.
I never want to see to see that dream again, that hodgepodge of reality I’m supposed to
guess or make neologisms while awake. I used to do this thing when I was 6. I would
watch Freddy Kruger in the middle of the night while everyone was mute asleep. Then
there was Shirley Temple as counterpart to the cinematic illness of horror, tap dancing
away like GIFs of sleep paralysis. Do you get these tremors of numbness throughout
the body and speech? Sleep paralysis—that’s another blog post.
I’m wanting to send parts of “So, Basically” to a fellowship for us to live closer for 2
years. But you haven’t sent me a personal statement. If you want I can just paste “So,
Basically” over & over across the 8 1/2 X 11 but they might want something more than
a certain autism of conceptual poetics which I think is pretty dope.
At the library Michael Keenan Youtubes the Karmapa instead of writing a paper and I
think of you instead of think of you. Folding you like paper doll glued to the Heart
Sutra emanating from his black Mac. I’m beginning a new episode of Soft Object
poems based on the figures surrounding.

	
  	
  	
  

LYN HEJINIAN AND THE SOFT OBJECTS
Saturday, December 1, 2007
6:06pm, 1 Comment

	
  	
  	
  

YO, CARTOON REALISM IS CULTURALLY SPECIFIC
Monday, December 3, 2007
10:30am, 0 Comments

As the ma would say: Huhlo?! on the other line when I don’t get it. I don’t get her
dreams: houses, convalescent homes for the elderly, medical clinics. What will happen
when I realize I’m broke from student loans? We sit around making alternative
Facebook faces. Our faces are becoming blue & white templates until finally we choke.
Outside is an endless landscape of elevator, the air full of Christmas jingle. I grab you
by the hair, a liminal space of Marie Antoinette and the sliding doors open: welcome to
CVS. All the pixels from 1990s movies accumulate into winter and come falling gently
on the street like left over text-messages.
I’m double fisting Narragansett & Vitamin Water like guilt and absolution. I sent you a
HANDWRITTEN letter in the MAIL like you wouldn’t believe, like pen-pal style. Its
super cozy—anything handwritten is a couch.
I’m wearing a Russian ushanka hat to stay warm, red leather Calvin Klein gloves and a
trench coat from Zara. It was one year ago you last came here and one year later I’m
still tapping my foot waiting for you. Lets get out of here, Pelo. Outtie like an Audi,
which by the way, Giorgios just got out of jail and is back to normal dropping out of
Haa-vaard. Are you and Andy Alabama Spiers gonna be in Pennsylvania this
Christmas?

	
  	
  	
  

THE FUTURE OF BAY WATCH DEPENDS ENTIRELY ON THE SURGEONS
Thursday, December 27, 2007
12:41am, 5 Comments

These Valley Girls are talking in my left ear like so many times does the Starbucks kid
brew cup after cup. They talk about roller skating parties, New Years Eve, boyfriends,
clubs and 200 dollars. I keep them in my ear like comfort food while they chat about
UFC fights in Las Vegas and coffee blenders shred up neural networks in the left
hemisphere. Last night was a White Elephant game. I brought Chanel waterproof
mascara and gave it to someone because no one brought shit.
Then they did beer bongs in the bathroom and someone’s mom barges in with pictures
of herself saying “tell your mom about it.” Beer bongs are a tool invented by the
Flintstones. Reality depends on Disney animators and gated communities and pecan
pie cousins of other cousins try to make me to eat. I refrain from saying “Yeah, like
When Harry Met Sally pecan pie” because I know the statement would float through
the dining room like an aunt’s cheap perfume.
I’m now at the Starbucks down the street and love this place. I just caught a girl hair
flip. How does a family begin, offline? I stared at a family drink their frapuccinos in
unison and it made me feel crazy.
I’m beginning to understand schizophrenia through objects or the way 3 friends
occupy that space of 3 missed calls. How a culture is defined by sweaters. Should I
study fashion as a type of disorder? Hawaii is asking my brother to help create a global
medicine program. He has too many panoramic plans it makes me nervous listening to
it. I knock at you from inside of me & you can hear everything I’ve done since being

	
  	
  	
  

here in the Valley. I feel as though the Valley exists just for me and I am renting every
square foot of it, a square root of roses that grow on the sidewalk of an In N’ Out.
Everyone in LA feels related to everyone by TV and movies. We eat the same strip
mall food, walk the same, our collective gait produced and trained like dogs by the
skinny pant. So much of the internet is already Cancun I’m ok with going there. But
don’t be jealous, it’s only a dream ultimately starring you.
Thank you Georg Simmel for helping us understand fashion’s dreamy heterotopia.

	
  	
  	
  

WHAT I’VE BEEN MEANING TO TELL YOU ALL YEAR
Tuesday, January 1, 2008
6:42pm, 0 Comments

I think what these cats are trying to say back and forth is: what is time? While the left
one is content in believing that it functions out of convenience and consumption. The
right one feels the opposite, feels that time works to swallow one whole, in duration,
through objects. How much of this Vitamin Water is taking up my time right now is
how much purple occupies the room I drink it in. Everything is being fought all the
time. How was your first day of 2008? My first hour was spent in Hermosa Beach
with Pablo and Carlos. We counted up or down the minutes while the waves pushed
towards our bare feet, water against skin under stars and the pier shooting fireworks
like really good wifi connection. It is then that we realized LA threw us out of itself--or
its part of the story I act casual in, that poem untitled. I waited for 2008 to approach in
the waves like an inevitable FAFSA statement soon to knock at the door. But what
door? Where will we be this year? Does Joni Mitchell intonate it the way I even want
to hear it? I want to be Billy Collins for a day to invest some actual money in stocks.
Maybe that’s what we should do: invest our poems in commercial estate to ensure us a
place to write? Look, I know your trying to be a physician assistant, but WTF. But
	
  	
  	
  

what about shamelessly teaching English in Kazakhstan? I feel as though I’m a VHS
that’s soon going to be ejected from the box, a movie I’ve been playing inside myself
and now need to figure out how to dub the narrative into a newer form.
The San Fernando Valley is like the whoopie cushion, its either flat or with air and
either way is a joke. The order of things is based entirely on relations most
conveniently expressed through clothes. Did you know scientists in Bilbao are
suspecting time to be slowing down? Is that why when I was there everyone seemed so
statuesque? It felt like one of those dreams where you try to move faster but the dream
only allows so much speed, like Bill Viola meets adderall. People signify concepts.
But I want more time. Why can’t everyone in the world just vote on more hours in a
day? Calculate the consequences, I’m too tired. I don’t like looking in the mirror on
New Years day and not seeing any difference. I want the difference or else not have
the holiday as background noise of whistles and groggers.
This New Year I realized how heavy a rock could get while it got passed around while
smoking out of The Volcom. I thought: this is a word. This is a rock. This is how heavy
a word is. This is how words don’t matter. This is a word called rock. This is a rock in
my hands. This is the weight of a word called rock. This is how heavy a rock is. This is
a heavy word. It went on like that for a good 30 seconds, I wish you were there to shut
me up while Carlos laughs uncontrollably and bends his head between his knees while
Pablo is a pair of black Ray Bans and says, these words are wallpaper. Even the rock,
in itself, was weightless as a word. Whatever it is, that rock was fucking hilarious. For
the New Year, for the sake of 2008 figure out to make these words matter like rocks.
Don’t you miss me?

	
  	
  	
  

NO SHE DIDN’T
Sunday, January 20, 2008
4:39pm, 0 Comments

I got your text “where are u at flipi?” and basically, many things are inside me that I
could be anywhere. I am on Mexicana airlines stretching from Mexico City back to
LA. I was in Tulum for 6 days loving D.com and getting his entire Look. A calculated
palette of degrees marks everything that surrounds him, even his shadow is strict on
itself. He wakes up in the middle of the night out of a maniacal sense of control. He
hardly sleeps and I don’t notice when he’s not beside me on the mosquito net bed.
Each day was a week and every day was a month that counted as credit towards my
romanticized future of it. With him in Tulum I understood space differently, like in the
eye of a meticulous fly. But it hasn’t infected me enough to compromise indifference to
names of constellations. What is a name, if not another logo on top of a structure or
that the structure itself wouldn’t be one without a name? This wasn’t where I was
trying to get at. Maybe I need a therapist in order to be with myself and a separate
therapist to accommodate the space when I give up on Myspace. I am walking around
in a shattered language. Are we supposed to organize it? I think of you in a hundred
directions. You feel like a boy every time you text me. The last text you sent felt like
Lorca when he was in New York while I was occupying that other contemporary
space called vacation. You see, I am still receiving texts from you since 1929. Only
now does it fit into my handbag.
There are many things we are supposed to do—it’s overwhelming thinking about it on
the airplane. I do not want to move in with you, as it would mean the death of this
blog. But you haven’t written in the last couple months, which makes me sad. Giorgios

	
  	
  	
  

called on New Year’s asking us to move into an apartment with him in Bedstuy. On or
offline.
I’m afraid there’s no one else out there but us and it makes me damn anxious. It makes
no sense, none of it—this temporary out-of-service association between labels, the
objects it indicates and the meaning inside of hollowed out symbols and commodities.
I’d feel different writing this in Helvetica, it’d feel like like a sterile sentence from a
high-school cafeteria. I feel crazy, sometimes out of my fucking mind and I need you
around to laugh about it. I may as well be an inverted projection of you, writing out
the same sentences backwards. What happens if I don’t care to publish anything? I
would publish my ass any day of the day, which you’ve already done with a bare breast
at the end of that chapbook. I wouldn’t dare reach into that page to kiss it without a
few drinks in me. D.com keeps insisting that I sleep with you already, but that would
be so weird. I told him I’m saving you for the end. I told him this blog is already a bed
and we’re fucking this whole time.

	
  	
  	
  

THE DIVING BELL & THE BUTTERFLY
Thursday, January 24, 2008
9:41pm, 0 Comments
Ah, I am fed up.
You’ve
disappeared
into a serious French
braid of some endless
quote. Carlos has his
pants down, Hanes
His Way on the rug,
his Sugar Free Red
Bull pants pulled to
the ankle. Pablo says,
who’s the kid in the
fur pants. We talk
amongst who knows
what, black briefs as
the lost photo I’ve
been meaning to send. Michael Keenan says, come join me. I am sitting on the living
room carpet trying to get lucky on Google by asking where you are.
Tonight was an exhibit of Legos Gone
Wild. We walked around in a shock and
panic of numerical ghosts humming
throughout in synchronous Ray Bands at
the forehead of everyone’s enthusiasm.
My brothers are bored. They keep hitting
up the free wine like wasted bets at
roulette, red & white fog at the verge of
breaking
every
digital
interface.
Everything I look at is subsumed into a
post-window of 1971-2005. I know you
are off, “will be back in 5 minutes”
sabbatical from this whole mess and I
don’t blame you. I’d love the sensation of boogie boarding while typing out these
sentences but that would require wireless waves to finally approach like doggy-eared
pages. I want an amorphous hand to click on this 80% wool coat, an arrow that follows
me to this conversation about at Wendy’s. Come look at www.robandrade.com --books
glued from where across a ceiling, a bathroom of everyone’s toilet conversation
imaginable. Where are you? You’ve retreated into, I don’t know, a tattoo of my name
that feels to be fading. I’m clinging to your wrist with all the ink in the world. Text me
if you think getting a rabbit is a good idea. I don’t miss you, actually. I just want to
know where you are.

	
  	
  	
  

54,872 WAYS TO SAY YES
Monday, February 4, 2008
1:25pm, 0 Comments
Many things I’ll say, incessantly, in roughly 64,000
different pages. I want badly to unzip your mouth,
what’s brewing in there. The period works fine
between itself and a question mark; not having to ask
or say without asking clearly. All your footsteps echo
like vintage Velcro in my ears all the way from NYC.
There’s no sign of you. I feel as if you’ve left the blog
apartment, quietly packed all your secret links and
button lies while I was asleep and woke up with the
folders still intact. I’m writing in a dusty quarter
without you here, coffee mug left on the table, your
lipstick stain at the rim. Didn’t even tell me when
you’ll come back. You moved out of Brooklyn and
left the blog with it. But I won’t rent out any of the
rooms in here, keeping them all to myself until you
show up.
So this weekend was candy and dandy.
D.com and I are building The New
Roulette 3-d poetry machine. He’s
programming it while I string together
sentences like Chinese jump rope. A
machine of shifting love poems told in
roughly 54,872 ways—Oulipo bar-b-que
style, hand me a bib.
Poetry isn’t a race for shattered time,
neither does it bite off the heads of those
familiar. We are all born into this world
out of boredom. The truth is, we are all bored, even April. A fresh pack of Arm &
Hammer Pet Fresh might be exciting to her. I’m excited for her. Many things move
through me—dates of where to go and places of when I can be. What is so wrong with
God? I need to email a bioengineer at MIT or somewhere to help make a microchip to
backup all these poems and embed it under my skin so when I die the poems will have
a body to live in.
Transmission Press sent more copies to of your Gilles Poems. Carlos dreamt of Andre
Breton carving thousands of wooden blocks in a basement standing there with an oil
lamp. All those blocks piling up around and he says to Carlos “this is what I’ve been
doing since I died.” He’s been hiding in a basement like you and I, for half a century.

	
  	
  	
  

WAITING FOR YOU TO BLOG ME
Friday, February 8, 2008
8:40pm, 0 Comments
I got yr text while in the
hospital. Where does a
sentence begin, how, find
out for us. Why do you
need to learn chemistry in
order to be an equine
doctor? Chemistry only
looks good—a subject I
failed
for
never
understanding why it
looks like that, like
stitches all over a thought
that mistook its theory for
its representation, for the
image of something molecular stand in place for what’s inherently imaginary? Is that
really what chemicals look like? I guess so.
The other night I dreamt William Burroughs was straddling me with a fat grin. I’m
kicking and screaming to get him off, kicking and laughing while his hollow face says
“yr not so bad”. A ceiling fan turns rapidly then embarks off a coast. It’s snowing
without you. The dishes piling up to heaven, laundry echoing hell. I am running
around holding on to things with my other hand that needs to hold yours.

	
  	
  	
  

LETTER FROM APRIL
Monday, February 25, 2008
12:58am, 0 Comments
Dear Poseidon,
Flip is out. Not sure when
she’ll be back, usually late,
around 10 or 11. never
says where she goes, just
puts on a black coat and
shuts the door from
behind. Yesterday, she
came back while I was still
standing at the door,
swung the door open to
which I said “meow” like
usual. I guess she’d been
looking
around
the
apartment for what looked
like a black tube thing.
I’ve heard her say
“mascara” before, not sure
how to pronounce that. I looked up by the bowl, my whiskers turning left to right like
at least nine lives passed by. She shot through the door like a sudden Publish Post and
it sorta freaked me out. I don’t know how to tell her, but I saw who put it there. I
couldn’t believe my green eyes when it appeared as soon as she left. It had hardly any
form to it, a drift, like when she sometimes sprays herself in the bathroom with that
Vanilla Grapefruit perfume. It didn’t look like a scent, but more like a voice lacking
content. A voice entered the room and laid the Christian Dior noir mascara there. It
did not look at me while I walked across the bookcase onto the rug to catch it.
(Anyway, it wouldn’t have mattered since, as a result of my last owners in Colorado, I
am declawed.) It happened very quickly, like perfume that fades further into your
clothes. I have seen many ghosts, but not a voice. The appearance of a voice is doubly
strange. Much less, one that goes away to find a missing mascara just to bring it back.
Has anything of this sort ever happened to you? Please tell. I would be so thrilled to
know what you are doing these days after settling in Doylestown, Pennsylvania, a
town that always escapes me at the thought of it.
Licking my paws after a can of Fancy Feast <3
April

	
  	
  	
  

LETS DANCE LITTLE STRANGER
Saturday, March 1, 2008
4:37pm, 0 Comments

You text where to find a cheap car. I text you back Craigslist because you might find a
way to break into the used car section while the maintenance guys are asleep. But you
don’t believe me, instead “wikimyasslist” while you exhale a third cigarette. Where are
you moving? What is “in town”? I can’t escape all the EXIT signs that pile up at the
end of the week. Two of them at Cable Car cinema Carlos just got up to shut. What
about pandas? Will Vet School send you to China to take care of them, will I fit into
your hand carry.
I died in the dream last night. Death appeared in color photos. It was my funeral: a
close-up shot of my face in the casket, my dead eyes shut like I was still thinking. In
the photo in the dream I was still thinking about death and I saw myself dead thinking
about death. It was too solipsistic for my kind of lollipop, to be honest. I’m glad I woke
up.

	
  	
  	
  

Where are you? This week’s epiphany: death doesn’t matter, it’s just another object
that rewrites itself in a system before we go. Death appears as interface. The trick is
breaking through the glass to get somewhere else—language sets up varying
discourses to direct us further into death’s stupid limit. It’s useful that death is
untranslatable into finite words or else it would be further translated into another
word or object, hence, prolonging a reactionary chain of events in the attempt to
understand it.
Lets just say death is inasmuch there as it is right here and dreaming about death gives
it location—an accumulation of several relations I’d rather not figure out what the fuck
they are. Look at Anna Karina make finger drawings of death on the table. What she’s
really telling him is that she wants to dance a certain way.

	
  	
  	
  

WEEKEND CRUSH ON CONCEPTUAL POETRY
Tuesday, March 4, 2008
1:51am, 0 Comments

Hair Klimt, I’ve decided not to care. Is this ok? While you keep bouncing from town
to town up and down the New England weatherchannel.com, I’m going to have to
keep it real as my homegirl texts “Is it outta hand that I’m at a bar all by myself, fool?”
I hide under the goose feathers with a chunk of clean laundry scattered at the foot, and
fight with the darkness that forces itself out of my forehead. It happens so often I
should give it a fucken title already. In the middle of an infomercial starring April, I
remember that being alive comes with the responsibility of feeding it. Like getting cat
food at Shell gas station in the middle of the night and feeling doubly romantic about
it. Anything two inches away from my eyes seems too far away like what Facebook
does to faces. How do you wake up everyday? How do you want to?

	
  	
  	
  

PUSSIES ARE WORDLESS TERRORS
Friday, March 7, 2008
11:52am, 0 Comments
I don’t know what it is
that makes certain words
hidden in me want to hide
from you. But you see it
clearly
under
the
microscopic fracture of no
sound when talking to me
on the cellphone. You
make crevasses for rent
when hearing you shuffle
through space to look for
a cellphone charger. It
wasn’t in the car, so where
was it? I like how you do
that, look for things and
talk to me like I’ve been
holding it this whole time,
your taffy shadow making its way through the door. Call me more, your voicemails
more memorable than any audio book worth archiving with a shovel. I’d love to see
your spring break 2008 next week but I might be tied to a bed. Everyday learn how to
love without gender, though I might be terrified of one over the other. Pussies are wet
wordless terrors hiding all the time.
Natalia told me about textile rituals in northern Russia—male & female stitches
echoing gender difference in the fabric. Even stitches have a gender. I am a little boy in
love with men or I am a little girl in love with women and it feels very fancy I wonder
why there are no bathroom signs for it or embroidery on napkins to celebrate it.

	
  	
  	
  

THEY ARE FUNNY, THOSE GIRLS
Thursday, March 13, 2008
10:44pm, 0 Comments
I blog you from around the
corner of some depression
stuck
to
thousands
of
synapses with the same
Nouvelle Vague looping itself
on MySpace into a stale
powdered sugar Hostess
donut. I am craving for
something sweet, something
that goes well with Anna
Karina’s face like Ben &
Jerry cookie dough ice-cream
but I’m too lazy to even get
fat. All this lack of no money
only adds more combustion to
the thick grey of hollow
thought. Hand me a cigarette,
it’ll go well with this 16mm
gesture. All these people want
at the Financial Aid Office is
proof that my cost of living
cost more than what they
already give. They basically
want me to take pictures of the future: myself getting a tan in Mallorca, orange slices
floating around in a sangria pitcher. I need funding to write a sentence that stretches
from the West to East coast using as much punctuation & people as possible. We need
Kinkos to do poetry a favor real quick. I walk back and forth between myself and the
one that watches April dream of her double. Today I found bracelets to feel more
confident reading a book in public, holding it up in the air like I truly get it. I truly get
why Stein got away with so much with a truckload of medical supplies. It’s because
she had all that goddamn money.

	
  	
  	
  

I want to finally wake up and
think: wow, everything is so
interesting. Maybe its only today,
maybe I know everything I need to
know at this point until something
else hits through the air that’d I’d
give my life to it. Maybe I’m fine
and the world is so interesting that
I’m already giving my life to it. I
pace up and down the Barcelona
flats on Craigslist and hang
laundry on a line stretching from
my window to the neighbors. I live
in any flat because the part of me
that can read is already there. I’m living in so many postings the owners should kick
me out. I’m walking up the marble flight of stairs with bags of tomatoes, strawberries,
quezo & jamon from el bocqueria. Do you want cantaloupe juice with pinot grigio? Do
you want to see what’s playing at the theatre in Plaza Cataluña? I hear there’s a good
one, a film about two friends, poets who live only five hours apart from each other but
don’t have any money so they talk & talk on the phone about how to find money. They
are talking on the phone throughout the entire film. The screen is sometimes split in
halves, one half in color, the other in black & white. They might be lovers but you
never find out. They are funny, those girls. They are poets looking for money the entire
time, plotting for possibilities, encounters with financial types. One of them tries to
take photos of the future to prove that her cost of living costs more than what her
university supports her with. The other lays around in bed staring out a Brooklyn fire
escape. One is stuck in the future, the other in the past. They meet in the present
through a common need: money and love. You should see it. Lets see the last showing
after we finish editing these poems, after the film ends from the one we’re in right now.
It deserves a seat at Cannes. It deserves a delusional place in history.

	
  	
  	
  

A THROW OF THE DICE WILL ALWAYS KEEP YOU ALIVE & BROKE
Saturday, March 15, 2008
5:28pm, 0 Comments
Last night I channeled the blog through Sophie’s accordion at a reading in someone’s
living room. You were there as a secret handshake no one knew. The blog sitting on
my lap like it deserved a happy spanking, all this pink & white drifting from the
template and onto their ugly sweaters. What raucous cause for such static giving TV a
makeover in one goddamn blog. I’m baking metaphysical cupcakes bitch. Tell the last
two weeks to never do what it did—crying in bed at 4am like I got childhood TV
issues. I’ve moved on from karaoke
aesthetics and into the front boxes of

baking goods. “Please be here for me” is what I text this kid, how desperate housewife
of me. Is Roulette ultimately generating random combinations of uncertainty? Why is
it that there’s no real beginning, middle, or end? The “fractured narrative” of Roulette
is just a stupid reflection of a love affair between a poet and a digital artist/scientist.
Roulette is a run-on sentence of generative literature that came before and doesn’t care
to know about its lineage. Roulette is a mythic autobiography archived on the sleek
internet cemetery published under the pseudonym of Bebe Molina who claims to be a
retired psychiatric nurse.
So Lama Leshe basically says to do whatever it takes to feel like a deity, which makes
sense like what Catholicism is to gambling. I sit at the roulette table and feel like a
saint. Carlos is lost in circumfession at the poker table and bluffing all over the place
with Derrida as his Patron Saint of Poker. Foxwoods again soon, why not just ask
them for a residency already.

	
  	
  	
  

BOBBY BROWN INTRODUCES HIMSELF AS WHITNEY HOUSTON’S
HUSBAND & DALAI LAMA HAS NO IDEA WHAT HE’S TALKING ABOUT
Friday, March 21, 2008
3:45am, 0 Comments

His Holiness the Dalai Lama don’t know who Bobby Brown is. I feel this way about
most people, about all the Bobby Browns in the world who expect you to know that
he’s the husband of Whitney Houston.
I’m too broke to go on a meditation retreat so I sit here Youtubing how to meditate
and found this one with Bobby Brown tryna holler at his holiness. I guess this is a kind
of meditation. I guess tryna holler at someone is part of the practice in action.
There’s a Tibetan nunnery in Northern India that always needs volunteers to teach
English. All you need is your own airfare or cruise to get there. In some cases, all you
need is thousands of dollars to volunteer. Buddhism isn’t free or fair. Emptiness is
neither here nor there. Compassion is a blog spread wide and thin. Suffering is how
many hits your blog gets.
Thus I have Heard Once The Blessed One...

	
  	
  	
  

I HAVE A DINER DREAM
Wednesday, April 2, 2008
9:21pm, 0 Comments

Somewhere on the train someone must’ve clicked me into pause. No matter how short
the bangs get cut does it trim the narrative from blocking the view. I am on the 8th
floor of a science lab building slowly pulling out hairs from my head in front of a sign
that reads “do not put books on vents!” in pencil inflection just below the blinds where
I could easily jump out. When are you coming to translate the interface between us
into a dinner date? There’s a burrito spot I need take you to. I’m staring at all these
colorful hardbound books on metal shelves. Books are not a species that will ever get
extinct like dinosaurs. Don’t you think poets look exactly like their poems?
Carlos decided he’s going to take pictures of himself at the mall, blow them up huge
and hang them up all over the future of his house. Meanwhile, I have this dream to
open a Microwaveable Dinner Diner open 24/7. Customers would have to order it
from a really cool machine and microwave it at their table. Each booth would have its
own microwave chained and locked to the table. It would be a self-sustaining
microwavable food diner without the need for waiters. Ideally, I’d go to the diner once
a week to collect money from the machines or I’d go everyday just to hang out. I don’t
have a name for it yet. Maybe something like DIY Diner or Post-War Diner.
Something real simple like that. I wouldn’t be able to offer us a job there since
customers are expected to work for themselves. Anyway, just saying.

	
  	
  	
  

DID YOU LIKE, ARE YOU SURE?
Saturday, April 5, 2008
7:53am, 0 Comments
I guess it looks like Doylestown,
PA. I need a bathing suit. I want
to stuff an oracle in the karaoke
machine on its way to me. That
psychic was outta hand on point.
Several issues need a cleanse,
light the sage over unfinished
manuscripts, all that rusty
punctuation collecting TB in
Roses of the Non-city needs to
go. Today I pushed a cart around
Whole Foods without thinking
about who was doing it and it felt
good. I’ve got a headache on top
of a headache like playing Satie &
the
Smashing
Pumpkins
simultaneously like its not even
interesting. Carla got a one-way
ticket to JFK and flying in next week. Afterwards, she takes the Peter Pan to
Providence as if it’s the worst situation she could possibly put herself in. I told her
“Don’t worry, fool. It’s all good. The buses are dope, people do this to themselves all
the time” and she hair flips “whatever” on such crystalline reception. I’m curious about
the janitors and maids behind our conversations, as if something seems to be keeping
this mess in order. Or like Anna said from Ontario, Canada last week “every time we
talk I feel like we’re on stage and god’s the only one interested.”
There’s a gumball machine of Skittles I
want break and throw each one at you
until they’re all gone. Until I see you
again. Until we finally get our front row
seats at the Marc Jacobs 2018 interactive
Fall Collection. The documentary ends
with the closing of his show and he asks
the owner of Louis Vuitton if he liked it.
Marc says, “did you like, are you sure?” I
only like him when he’s unsure of himself,
for making everything ugly beautiful, and
therefore less ugly and beautiful. [Knock
Knock to Marc: when will you donate
clothes to poets? What do you think about
poets reciting poems at one of your shows? Basically, Hair & Flip are tired of slaving
over syntax without anything nice to wear. We really think that materiality effects

	
  	
  	
  

form & content. For instance, how the ivory razimir went missing among the stacks of
other fabrics is exactly how we feel about caesuras. We sometimes get tired of
language lacking texture.
I guess for now, Doylestown might be able to resolve these issues with or without a
car. I guess I’m waiting for that $19.99 U-Haul to help me get my shit out and over to
where you are, though I wonder if there’s a better way.

	
  	
  	
  

PINBALL IS A SPORT OF PUNCTUATION
Wednesday, April 9, 2008
9:13pm, 0 Comments
Stockings strike a nerve in my asshole. What
it feels like to have itchy nerves in your
asshole is owned again by metaphor. Am I
bored of all this trendy irony worn as
haircuts and vintage t-shirts? Someone said
that the semi-colon is scary. I don’t
understand how a semi-colon can get scary.
Brackets are scary like the minus sign. Semicolons are excessive upgrades on a house.
So basically, you’re stuck in a psyche ward in
Philly. Welcome to my childhood where
everything began as a disorder, where for
almost a year I lived in a garage because all the schizos and manic-depressives lived in
the main house.
Tell the paramedic to rush you to
Providence, tell them I’m waiting for you
in mint green scrubs and Air Jordans
like a break-dancing video. Tell them I
am alive beneath heavy footsteps above
this blog, wanting to see you without
sentiment but as a curse that softens like
couch cushions after you get up from
sitting on it. As you said, we chase after
sentences, and your last blog post seems
so far away.

	
  	
  	
  

BASKETBALL’S THIS CLOSE SOMETHING MIRACULOUS
Thursday, April 24, 2008
10:21pm, 0 Comments
Days separate with scissors cutting the seams
between airtime. I can’t hold a camcorder for the
life of me. This what happens when you mix
emotions with media technology; apparatuses
become living creatures to which it might bite
back.
I’m seeing color in ways I want to scratch at but
they only exist on screen or an object and there’s
nothing in between unless as apparition, which
might be the highest stage—time between
concept and product is its slow motion portrait.

shaped and categorized.

Film fucks with memory in ways irreconcilable.
How a scene becomes equivalent to time. How a
body gets frozen in time. You tuck yourself into
a parenthesis and exit through a backdoor that
brings you into a patio of everyone you could
possible think of. I realize how much I live for
this anxiety, that the mere shape of this bloggy
interface has so much to do with way a day is

At Fellini’s Pizza there were
newspapers with missing pages.
The sports section featured three
pro basketball players looking
high up in the air toward the
basketball net as if they were
looking at God, their sweaty faces
witnessing a sporty miracle that
depends on skill and time.
Miracles are a sport. Do you
know any miracle chasers?
Chasing after God like basketball
players running back and forth
endlessly. I never seen what I saw
today, a miracle of sport in a photograph.

	
  	
  	
  

FUCK YOU GUILLERMO VARGAS HABACUC
Tuesday, April 29, 2008
5:50pm, 0 Comments
Art becomes an excuse for
passive
torture,
a
prolongation of death. Art
becomes an excuse to reflect a
public’s
so-called
moral
conscience. Art operates as a
convenient venue to locate
controversial gestures that
challenges the public’s moral
conscience. Guillermo Vargas
Habacuc found a way to
solidify his name within the
art world by “pushing
boundaries” involving the
death of an animal, a dog. The
gesture categorized under
“art” traced to ritual sacrifices; these traces appropriated into the gallery space—a void
within double quotations and a fading life within it. The dog is leashed between two
parenthetical walls and left there to die. As the dog becomes a subject for art, it climbs
up the order of spectacle. The dog is expected to fade until enough petition signatures
are signed to prevent it from happening again. What if the dog died in the artist’s
home? What if it were tied to the stove? What the issue exposes is no longer about the
dog, but has everything to do with the spectators that have gone in & out of the gallery
while the dog was laying there. Shock-value is produced by capitalism (within art). A
moral conscience; a conscience performed by an artist and spectators involved. Is it
really about the dog? Or is it about the limitations of shame and guilt exerted through
a temporary subject? The dying dog also symbolizes that the spectator’s moral
conscience. Because a dog is placed in a building and chained to a rope in a space
marked off as an art exhibition, suddenly the limitations are raised; a public moral
conscience becomes the true exhibition exposed for as long as the dog survives it. The
longer the dog survives the public’s moral conscience, the closer the dog is to death;
death as an ultimate factor in stretching the tolerance of such inhumane gestures for
the “sake of art”. Death (of a dog) is a (performed) concept to see how far the dog and
“art’ itself can go. This death limit is always at the mercy of compassion and action.
Regardless if this dog died or survived, FUCK YOU Guillermo Vargas Habacuc.

	
  	
  	
  

8-BIT CLOUD OF CONTROL
Wednesday, April 30, 2008
4:49pm, 2 Comments
You will be here in a week as a
cutout from a comic strip I’ve been
meaning to write. I called you twice
today, which feels like a fruit roll up
endlessly unfolding. The sky is so
Super Mario Brothers we should be
sharing it together.
Freshly cut
hyper crimson roses on the altar.
Your text-messages are loud echoes
through the hallway of every letter.
Text-messages keep lovers together
regardless how upset or annoyed.
Two things: either people love or
hate you. To wake up everyday and
confront tangible and intangible
objects with such practicality as in:
this face. And passages of the future
are revealed through slow repetition.
Look at Cory Arcangel capture the
inertia.

	
  	
  	
  

MAHAL NA MAHAL KITA
Friday, May 2, 2008
11:00pm, 0 Comments

The day stuffed itself into a paper shredder. I am dying for the truth in something
concrete unlike editing a video. Why can’t we simply see things as they are without
buttons & arrows? You are out, a text I get saying ‘everything will be ok, i promise.’
Yes, ok, but to whom? Who will everything be ok to? I’m not here to understand what
you mean—to look around and feel withdrawn from the objects in the apartment. All
the books in this bookcase lined up like saved voicemails from the dead and the same
automated voicemail recording asking “are you still there?” What is her name, the
operator that greets us at least once a day. Her name is Carol, short for the carousel on
fast-forward somewhere in this head shielded by a patch of skin and hair. Saint
Dymphna patron saint of anxiety instant messaging a novena through the sky and a
gallon of Microsoft paints to repaint the walls. My ghost belongs to what brought us to
this world.

	
  	
  	
  

THOMAS MERTON, HOLLA ATCHA BOY
Saturday, May 3, 2008
4:16pm, 0 Comments
People are constantly trying to use you
to help them create the particular
illusions by which they live. This is
particularly true of collective illusions,
which sometimes are accepted as
ideologies. You must renounce and
sacrifice the approval that’s only a bribe
enlisting your support of collective
illusion...must not allow yrself to be
represented as someone in whom a few
of the favorite daydreams of the public
have come true...must be willing, if
necessary, to become disturbing and
therefore an undesired person, one who
is not wanted because he upsets the
general dream [...] Those who Love their
own noise are impatient of everything
else. They constantly defile the silence of
the forests and the mountains and the
sea. They bore through silent nature in
every direction with their machines, for
fear that the calm world might accuse
them of their own emptiness. The
urgency of their swift movement seems
to ignore the tranquility of nature by
pretending to have a purpose. The loud plane seems for a moment to deny the reality
of the clouds and of the sky, by its direction, its noise, and its pretended strength. The
silence of the sky remains when the plane is gone. The tranquility of the clouds will
remain when the plane has fallen apart. It is the silence of the world that is real. Our
noise, our business, our purposes, and all our fatuous statements about our purposes,
our business, and our noise: these are the illusion.
-Thomas Merton

	
  	
  	
  

HAUTE COUTURE IS ALWAYS THE NEW DISEASE
Saturday, May 10, 2008
2:26am, 0 Comments
”Awkwardness give me great
comfort.” – Marc Jacobs
FASHIONS in dress often
have their origin in the wish
to hide disfigurement caused
by disease. The voluminous
trunk hose worn by English
gallants at the beginning of
the seventeenth century were
introduced by James I as a
means of concealing an
unsightly malformation.
Slaves of fashion to whom
Nature had refused an adequate curve of the hip had to supply the deficiency by art.
Readers will remember the story told by Carlyle of the discomfiture of the unlucky
courtier who sat down on a nail, and on rising to receive His Majesty instantaneously
emitted several pecks of bran, and stood a pitiable figure with his breeches hanging in
folds about his shrunken person. The introduction of the crinoline is often attributed to

	
  	
  	
  

the Empress Eugénie before the birth of the Prince Imperial; as a matter of fact, a
similar apparatus had, under the name of farthingales, vertugadins, and what not, been
used by ladies in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The patches which added so
piquant an effect to the faces of the beauties of the eighteenth century were first used
by officers to disguise the scars of wounds received in battle. If the late Sir Robert Peel
had been a royal personage his manner of wearing his hat at an angle that seemed
intended to express defiance of public opinion would have become fashionable among
young “bloods,” as they are beginning once more to be called; yet we believe it was
really intended to conceal a scar. In a second series of his Indiscrétions de l’ Histoire,
recently published, Dr. Cabanès cites several other instances in point. In the fifteenth
century Philippe le Bon, having fallen ill, had his head shaved. Like the fox in the fable
that had lost his tail, he tried to persuade the nobles of Burgundy that the human head
looked much handsomer when its shape was not hidden by a mass of hair. They did
not see the thing in the same light, but, unlike the fox, Philippe had the power to
compel people to be of his opinion, and, shaven heads perforce became fashionable.
The daughters of Louis XI had feet of a size which made it necessary for them to hide
them; hence the society dames of the day thought it due to themselves to wear trailing
gowns. The wife of Philip III disguised an abnormally long neck with a high wimple,
and was imitated by all ladies who wished to be considered fashionable. Henry
Plantagenet, anxious to hide the deformity caused by an outgrowth on the foot, had
boots made with extravagantly curved toes, which straightway became the only wear
for courtiers. Louis XIV wore a wig to hide unsightly wens on his head; the fashion of
wearing wigs has also been attributed to the havoc played by syphilis among the “love
locks” of the seventeenth century. Many other instances could be given, but these will
suffice to show that there is a closer connexion between fashion and deformity than
might at first sight be suspected. This may serve to explain how a thing ugly in itself
may come to be accepted as the stamp of social.
(BMJ 1905;ii: 88)

	
  	
  	
  

LUST, CAUTION
Sunday, May 11, 2008
1:44am, 0 Comments
In Lust, Caution Tony Leung’s mistress
Tai Tai Mak secretly tries to kill him
basically the entire time. My heart breaks
when they’re in the jewelry shop to look
at the 6 karat diamond ring he made for
her—the stone he told her to choose
while he was away. She asks “do you like
it?” He says “I don’t care for diamonds, I
just want to see it on yr hand”. “Ok”, she
slips it on, then tries to take it off. “Keep
it on, you’re with me”, so she leaves it on.
They look at it a while, Tai Tai looks at
him look at her finger. It goes on like this
forever, he isn’t smiling, he hardly smiles,
he only smiles when he fucks her
brutally. This is when she realizes he
loves her because he doesn’t smile, they
fuck for a long time, hard.
They’re still sitting at the jewelry fitting
station in front of a proud fat jeweler from India. It’s Shanghai 1942. Its humid with
sepia weather beyond the (French?) windows and you never sense the immense
humidity all around. She can’t sit
there much longer while he stares at
the ring on her finger, the one he told
her to choose where everything
happening outside the shop only
mirrors her secret to kill him. The
scene begins slowly when they walk
into the jewelry shop while the
anxiety builds towards his possible
assassination, an awareness brewing
somewhere in him, lingering on his
suit. Her confliction to kill him
wavers and fades like jasmine on her skin. He sense immanent danger but doesn’t want
to believe it. And then “Go, now.” He looks up, “What?” She commands, “Go, now”.
He bolts real hard out the room, down the stairs, through the hallway, out the front
door, and dives into the backseat of his driver’s car when Cut—a close up of her face
looking down from the second-story window making sure he safely escapes.

	
  	
  	
  

Throughout her plotting to kill him, she falls more and more in love with him. In the
end he kills her by assigning officers to send her to the top of a mountain when he
writes his secretary “Take them to the blackout.” She spares him his life only for him
to kill her in the end, a beautiful & easy representation of love that kills.

	
  	
  	
  

MALLARME WAS AN ELECTRONIC POET
Thursday, May 15, 2008
12:59am, 0 Comments
Anna showed up in the middle of the night
with the Dominican Cab losing hooves and
burning rugs while it breaks into
firecrackers in front of the house. She falls
out with a Clinique smile and sweet tarts for
eyes like will you be my Valentine, all that
Canada causing static when we hug. So
what do you think about Mallarme being the
first electronic poet? Twenty years after the
birth of the light bulb Mallarme throws his
dice down the page. We paced around the
optical store as if with cigarettes in every
hand. It took two hours to figure out the
round frame autumn titanium Other Peoples
is the one. I’m beginning to feel very Teddy
Ruxpin with less irony projected into the
future. Tonight we discussed the connection
between the advent and movement of
Disabilities Studies in connection with the
“privileged ugly sweater”—a retarded
aesthetics in reaction to bourgeoisie parents. Send me yr notes. The idea to move to
Stockholm to research the correlation between physical disability as a cause for
(trickle down effect) fashion sounds gangster.
Today the weather was so nice we
went for mani pedis at a Cambodian
salon in Wayland Square and sat in
the backyard with a cutting board of
French cheeses that eat itself in yr
mouth you don’t even have to chew
it. We felt nice mimicking a
projection of the future until the
blue skylights went out and all that
was left was a moon all the way
from California. I am a movie. Anna
is a movie like what trains and wind
have to do with film or skin.
Congratulations I’m never writing a poem again except on special occasions like
birthdays or the feast days of saints. You should be here right now several lives ago
but your planning it out on Parenthood. Hook me up with consistent moon cycles, help
me drop eggs for ten grand.

	
  	
  	
  

TV POEM
Saturday, May 17, 2008
1:34am, 0 Comments

Birds chirping a series of controlled accidents
an accent mark loosely blinking
from branch to branch. At least, this is what
it seems like, this is what television
taught me until taking off
the tiny headphones when the doors
slide open to let me off the train, let me off
further into cherry blossoms
I do not remember in soap operas but
think there should’ve been more of, think
my grandmother would’ve liked
to see before she died watching General Hospital

	
  	
  	
  

BIPOLAR SKY
Saturday, May 17, 2008
6:28pm, 0 Comments
For once I won’t objectify you through the
screen of my passive fucken gaze. The
problem with us is there are no limitations in
this underlying dream code. The dream is
codeless and therefore secondary, to not tell
the difference between sleep and not sleep is
to stand in a well-lit mattress store. The
other night I tell Michael Keenan, Carlos
and Anna we died a long time ago and that
IHOP was our secret place to meet again. I
point to the waiters and tell them they’re in
bardo. Anna says heaven is international and
open 24hrs. Afterwards, we drive 100 feet
away to the Rhode Island Blood Center
conjunct the Coca Cola factory. We want to
see all the blood and donors. We want to see
who needs our blood and what for.
With your eyes closed I close mine too, tighter to make thoughts freeze. Keep them
still while Anna takes a shower. I escape time by dog-earing pages on unfinished
narratives. What happens when you don’t care for how it ends? This afternoon we got
stuck inside Nintendo again for half an hour, the flatness of cloud combined with some
anticipation of writing it all down because not even a digital camera could steal it. The
feeling ending like a pile of fresh white envelopes dropped from the sky inside your
heart beating high definition. A draft of me autosaved hours ago. I tell Anna you and I
are the same person and this made her scared. Mallarme refusing to get in bed with
me, I am rolling all over him on a green hill while he giggles like a Polaroid. In another
dream, a mouth is inside my mouth, both mouths blowing into each other like broken
balloons. It is the mouth of someone I love that turns into a city full of people I don’t.

	
  	
  	
  

WAITING FOR YOU TO STAY WITH ME IN A TENT
Friday, May 30, 2008
12:20am, 0 Comments
How softly handsome you are, just how I
prefer it. I’m peeking at you over the
bleachers of my fingernails just before I
bite them. This empty bookcase sits in
emptiness—an echo of some thought
avoidance paradox. Come say goodbye to
me. Where am I going, with what will
this karma do with Barnet, Vermont? It
will go to act dutiful. It’ll laugh through
Buddha dollars or the muteness of a
calling card. Meet me at Karme Choling
where we can sleep in the main shrine
room, wake up at 6am and gladly iron
the Sakyong’s shower curtains.

	
  	
  	
  

A STUPA FOR YVES SAINT LAURENT
Monday, June 2, 2008
8:47pm, 0 Comments
Is it a karmic sin if I ask wtf are these
khaki military uniforms all about?
There’s an army roaming around the
land— compassionate soldiers a.k.a the
Kasung. They’ve got us by the third
chakra mopping floors and scrubbing the
fridge for the Sakyong and his
Dignitaries. I feel like asking the Sak to
hook up that dope abisheka tied around
my size 2 waist. Look at this face all done
up for you. Does this mean one must give
up blogging? I wouldn’t even call this a
blog but more like an escape from reality, an escape from the loneliness one of us stops
to think of each other. To volunteer and kick it at Karme Choling means to get offered
a cup of tea while you scrub the floor, to make non-eye contact with one guy who’s
cute out of 100. You were up in the cabins last time you came. I would’ve died in two
days without stacks of dead
people to tell you it’ll be ok.
I texted you from the
parking lot yesterday when
you turned 26. The other
day MCK drove us here
through the hills via New
Hampshire like the DVD
version of the Sound of
Music and passed out on
the floor in the main shrine
room. The conch blows at
6am to wake everyone’s
samsaric ass up, an old
chum in red briefs scrawls around looking for his pants. They don’t care if you miss
the morning meditation. But they do care if you put on perfume in case someone’s
allergic. The days are long and the slowness is long but maybe everything actually goes
by very quickly. While standing in line for not the tofu, I look over and see a woman I
knew five years ago in Sikkim. Another woman reaching for a samosa said “It’s dark
today in the world of fashion.” “Yves Sant Laurent died. No one was sad, everyone
thought death was something to celebrate. At the table I ask an advanced meditator
how one knows they’re ready for abisheka. Someone said he’d been working on it for 8
years. I stopped chewing and glanced at his chicken thigh.

	
  	
  	
  

BIRTHDAY POEM: 26 IS OK
for Hair
Friday, June 6, 2008
5:49pm, 0 Comments
Not every beginning
needs to begin with so many folds,
first the skin. Then a dude miming
cellphone reception loss
a view of Montpelier not on
the internet and cord let loose
between your thighs. Why don’t they
teach us how to text-message hello
during tonglen then we’d never
go over our At&t minutes after
how many breaths we can’t
decide which one to stay on.
So basically I think of you and
I’m aware or I think of your
awareness and don’t think of myself
through you. But what would Sheryl Crow say
about this on NPR, how many more lives
will it take to remember any of her lyrics besides
the one about Santa Monica Blvd.
what could I give you
that we don’t already have
sewn by a hyphen
you-me and.

	
  	
  	
  

HOLD ME CLOSER TINY HAIRSTER
Saturday, June 7, 2008
8:30pm, 0 Comments
I’m afraid you were never the
patient but an experiment on
yrself conducted by yrself to
which I am your most devoted
fan. No fucking kidding.
We’re either too smart or not
smart enough. The dining hall
is nice and quiet, all this
friendliness and compassion is
starting to get claustrophobic.
Last night I “went dancing” n
St. Johnsbury which was the
worst
aesthetic
situation
imaginable but the best 3
hours of dancing with all
these farm heads bobbing
heads to Tribe Called Quest.
I’m excited you’re back to blogging. Since yr not working for the sake of both our
mental states why aren’t you here already? There’s an extra sleeping mat in this tent
where I have to deal with the nature of my non-mind alone in. There’s no pharmacy
here but we can google prescriptions no problem. We don’t have to do anything they
ask us to apart from a 6hour daily shift minus weekends. All you have to do is live with
me in a tent bigger than most rooms in the Lower Eastside and I’ll get you whatever
you need in the rain or heat and your MATTRESS IS ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Vermont is a cross between Austria & Tibet, the drive up to Montpelier past the Cabot
Cheese factory is what you imagine it. I’m working on an apartment for us in Paris,
mostly as an idea. There must be a casino with a roulette table around here somewhere
to bet these Buddha dollars on black for tickets to Dechen Choling France. Lets put
our change together and figure this out. But first you need to come here. All afternoon
we hear bells and chimes for a candy jingle with vajrayogini in the other room. There’s
a Tibetan saying that if a lama isn’t recognized in this life they’re surely to suffer
mentally. Not that I’m saying yr a lama but what if? I want us finally to merge in every
way possible without gender rainbows or pride so just tell me when to get yr ticket
from Peter Pan Bus so we can share this tent.
Suicide is so unfashionable and useless. It doesn’t solve anything unless yr really sick
and tired of dragging around a body which you might get reborn into another one
anyway. I’m waiting. You’re a bitch and I love you. Stop following Sylvia Plath down
an oven when you can share a cool breezy tent with me.

	
  	
  	
  

NOTES ON POETICS OF HAIR FLIP
Wednesday, June 11, 2008
11:04pm, 0 Comments
	
  
1.
Always
contemporary
technologies as filters for shaping
content and form of poem. 2.
Some
communication
technologies as central nervous
system where poetic language
passes through. 3. Websites
become physical spaces and
objects in a poem. 4. A desire for
the virtual to be physically
tangible (through language) in
poem. 4. Flat surface effect of
internet
as
a
phenomenal
approach to language itself as an
empty substance. (Is the Internet
empty and would this be the
impulse to create physical objects
in response to it? This also done
in a poem.) 5. The poem attempts
to “ground” concept of “cut & pasting” by reverting to its original physical gesture with
a pair of scissors as done by our great-great-grandparents the Dadaists & Surrealists.
6. The poem is a physical object married to a concept married to space given a piggy
back ride on technology. 7. It throws conceptual poetics a birthday party. 8. It doesn’t
care about being published. 9. It chews on text-messages like doggy bone. 10.
Technology adores the poem. 11. The poem adores technology. 12. Anything between
that is jealous. 13. The poem likes to play with digital toys. As a result of this, some say
is electronic writing, but poems are not coding. 14. The poem tries hard not to think
about a future in an archive and happily accepts its own death. 15. It’s never
embarrassed about being nostalgic. 16. The poet assumes machine-like tendencies in
the body and seldom talks about it. 17. To be in constant collaboration with people,
machines, people-machines, and social structures. 18. The poem is too easily deleteable and therefore unstable. 19. It praises content over form just a little bit. 20. Being
alive in general is the heart of any poem. 21. Poems are inherently autobiographical.
22. A poet is a karaoke machine repeating old songs.
Barnet, Vermont
June, 2008

	
  	
  	
  

MONTREAL
for Jean Baudrillard
9:45pm, June, 25, 2008

Perhaps its not so violent to pursue the
Greyhound bus departing Montpelier,
a goose down pillow on my lap to soften
the vanishing point through windows, no return,
a pressed image of the market condensed into a smile
though where does the landscape end if not when you blink.
I am seeing ghosts or its reactionary to not be seen so what’s
wrong with being addicted to your Facebook, is it anymore
violent to upload pictures of yourself in Montreal if the city itself
is a defeated resemblance of god, for no one does the image
live for, for no one does a city matter if its not uploaded
into your eyes just to murder it through the border.
Approaching the air full of allergies photographically
I touch it at any point when thinking of you
and the Shroud of Turin marks a beginning
of reproduction because I am so bored
and there’s no smoking allowed in this hostel
so pick up your phone and tell me
if it makes sense even if just for tonight.

	
  	
  	
  

1-800-I’LL DO YOUR NAILS
Wednesday, June 25, 2008
4:27pm, 0 Comments

Things are disappearing in the hood
and too many lives to live all at once
From both ends of a telephone pole we blink the image back & forth
an echo of so many hair & nail salons
Impermanence is a telephone number
reflecting a beach, sunset, yahoo, lost jobs
I tell you to send your resume to simplyhired.com
or lets get rich from cherry pie scratchers our mothers taught us
The extra large scream of your mother’s purse
and Marlboro smell on her back
Hello Kitty gifs and bingo habits
In last night’s dream Anna eats the purple and green
dialectic of grapes caving in through the aluminum
I am procrastinating around graham crust in military swagger
feeling like an expired Abercrombie & Fitch model
or I’m auditioning for her thesis on military tattoos
happening online happening at the mall
down the street we are part of the gap
that tries hard to understand wars through simulation
as a form of Whole Foods I’d rather resign to making candy
just to spite the one that cares and the one that wants
to look hot all the goddamn time
Raise the eternal black Ray Bans above our foreheads
and look at the world for the first time
like when Hello Kitty first made it to America
and we got born into this mess

	
  	
  	
  

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
Friday, June 27, 2008
8:09pm, 0 Comments

A baby stroller in the parking lot, what good
does the baby do to a parade of inflation. As the milk goes
up a neighborhood of breasts sag in the Silicon Valley.
The young couple pushing quarters into a parking meter
or figuring a way to make use of the semicolon again.
Our text-messages pile up like ghosts in an At&t building,
the one from last week now a dirty sock in my mouth, but
what I really mean to say is: your real cute when yr poor
swollen eyelids are cotton candy and last night at Chucky Cheese
my goddaughter is so fat she wins at everything and knows
somewhere in her ponytail the ticket machine is really
just a figment of boredom and adults are closer to death
because the prizes lined up behind the glass are tokens
of goodbye, points at a gooey beetle and says why isn’t it
moving anymore & I tell her it went away. We hold
hands equally not understanding death, equally
pretending we are people and skip to the parking lot.

	
  	
  	
  

LA OR SAAS-FEE
Tuesday, July 1, 2008
6:33pm, 0 Comments
New Hope sucked you in
like quick sand. I’m
throwing down a rope,
lifesaver, some tampons.
You dropped this blog for
some dude or is that a
bloggy excuse? Its all bored
so what else is new. The
clunky
eyeglasses
on
everyone’s face only signify
there’s no hope, the
senseless
ground
manipulated by shadows is
pure entertainment to me.
Welcome back to 2001. You’re not even there to listen, you’re only there to watch me
recycle forward into this mess of Hello Kitty fatigue. Not even Pappabubble in Little
Italy will hire me to stretch their fat candy, or will they? Only in time do you create
yourself to create time, a dispersal of our species intact. Look at Devendra Banhart:
Sgt. Pepper meets Jesus guest starring in Care Bears. And I am all friendly with it at a
party at his house in Venice sitting on his living room floor while he graciously washes
dishes. Devendra says ya’ll can sleep over if your too tired. But I was too tired to even
stay. Devendra offers us goji bears and proudly says they’re from Tibet. I only ended
up at his house because I was talking philosophy and Buddhism with his father at El
Cid on Sunset Blvd. His father and me leaning against a rail listening to his son sing
for an hour. Next thing I know we’re caravanning to his house and following a brown
vintage Mercedes with Devendra’s long hair blowing out the window. Next thing I
know I’m surrounded by friendly pretty Nylon girls lined up on a couch and strewn
around the shaggy living room carpet. Next thing I know I’m resisting what starts to
resemble The Source Family utopia and asking where the bathroom is. I was
disappointed his father didn’t stay. I mostly went to Devendra’s house because I was
hoping to talk more to his father. I was looking for answers to questions I didn’t even
have.
My ventriloquist smile is a dime in your pocket. You are boring me to death the longer
you don’t blog back. Is it because you need an audience greater than life? I am sleepy
all the time and need the greatest action film of the year to wake me up from floppy
optimism. I’m applying to the European Graduate School. Theory is a lot like action
movies, right?

	
  	
  	
  

ATLANTIC CITY
Sunday, July 6, 2008
8:10am, 0 Comments
To make a sentence that doesn’t
fall apart like shoelaces, a syntax
or else your money back
guaranteed. During the afternoon
snack of hummus and Dubliner
cheddar cheese, I think of
applying as a security guard for
MTV in attempt to secure the
purpose of my being. Even the
stars
above
Brooklyn’s
consciousness
are
accepting
applications to be looked at. To
inhabit the space of becoming
what someone else wants you to
and to pull it off with such grace
and beauty. Not even Saint
Anthony had the patience to
preach the word of lost words
only to find them resurface on the internet. There is no other space comparable, the
one where I blog you from, the one from where we manage to keep our hair on our
heads and never get paid for it. Where are you? I can reach out the window above the
air-conditioner and snag you in the air like a cross-link. To live in constant motion of
double quotations when no one wants to hire you. An airplane in the sky begins to
reinforce the mistake of being here and the garbage truck growling to kick you into a
corner of grief. I’m sick of words being weightless.
Erik Satie kept track of his minutes throughout the day, a strict all white food diet,
starting lunch at 12:14pm and leaving the table 4 minutes later. Satie’s obsessive daily
ritual as the origin of airtime on the radio, his hygiene might be something worth
imitating. I scratch my left eardrum with a q-tip when sound gets itchy and something
from a distant circus faintly pops. The other night I text you to “make me disappear”
and you reply “Don’t want you to go. Boo! Get out!” Was that a prelude to the cops at
the train station giving me a ticket for leaving a crumpled paper towel on the seat?
Tristan Hairza, the cops got cute when I flipped my chin at them and said “what’re you
looking at?!” They pulled me off the train and pulled a Foucault, a sexy discipline &
punish that cost $50. I asked him if he was required to give a certain amount of tickets
a day and if it ever gets boring. When walking away into the sliding doors on the L
train I yelled, “Goodbye, I hope you find a better occupation” and smiled. When the
train departed I blew the cop a kiss, tore up the yellow ticket, and dropped the pieces
to the floor. All departure ends in fuck you. Is society this complacent? I ask in a
Colette ringtone. I’m so sick of Brooklyn only after a week it feels like a vigil candle to

	
  	
  	
  

St. Theresa Liseux that has outlasted its dollar. All these non-refundable prayers
chasing itself into tide.
For several days I get stuck in a motel in Atlantic City paid for by roulette, all the
heartsick and cigarettes throughout the casinos were enough to invoke Baudelaire. I
strolled up and down the boardwalk wondering where all the poets are and saw your
face dragged and clicked onto a thousand other faces.

I need you more than you do or don’t think I do. There is only one reality that divides
itself into pieces of pigeon shit when it drops at the right moments. There must be
people you can trust with utter carelessness the way everyone trusts their taxi drivers.
It’s those assholes you feel closest to that make you run away into some melodramatic
text-message. They only love you because they can’t stand how beautiful you really are
and so they build walls, metal detectors, fences, picture frames to forget you just so
they could love you all over again from far away. Just because you become a reference
point in someone else’s life does time and space start to change.

	
  	
  	
  

THE BILLY COLLINS FRIENDSHIP BRACELET
Wednesday, July 23, 2008
6:50pm, 0 Comments
On the corner of Lorimer St.
& Metropolitan Ave. I lift the
pearl curtains and tie it with a
vintage silk scarf, a shade of
green from your giggle
tattooed on a map of Boulder.
You never told me that
Williamsburg 2008 would
finally get our Saved by the
Bell aesthetic formulated in
2006. Last night for 3
Cingular Wireless hours Anna
convinces me all the way from
Canada that the acceleration
of fashion will reach the present at the same rate of the Apocalypse. She says to give it
39 years, but I really think 12. Come to think of it, I’d rather be inside of Craigslist
during any nuclear war, take down all the posters of sonnets for sale and set up a
hotline, a fucken 24 Hour Billy Collins hotline for *Line-Breaking advice*. I want
some classical pianist to finally remake an Ice Cube song but it’s definitely not on
youtube.
Today Carlos says that San Diego is a serious
interpretation of Bed Bath & Beyond and he likes it
that way. I’m sure they’re selling Billy Collins next
to the microwaves in a section of “summertime
poems”. Listen to the canned laughter and clapping,
listen to Ice Cube telling him “you know how we do
it.” Dear Billy Collins: Won’t you donate funds to
poets of the younger generation actually trying to
push form & content or are we just ignorant for the
word for ice. Does Mars carry ice? When were you
not just a comedian?
I need you to be here in my arms covered in friendship bracelets. There is no other
Flip in the world as there is no other Hair in the world like yours. Don’t make me take
this blog to Canada, the poor blog dressed in 2001 and cowboy boots from Urban
Outfitters smoking American Spirits. Don’t make me go there, don’t let me tackle this
form all alone in a sea of washed up hipsters.

	
  	
  	
  

POEM FOR ANNA
Thursday, July 24, 2008
4:07pm, 0 Comments

OMG look at you from view: a candy stripe billboard
on the side of a bus staining my thought when it’s not
even you. This morning I lost battery for loving you
all night and opened my mouth to gain reception, to dial
your number from inside myself so perhaps you can feel it
or its a lofty possibility grounded by technology. How many
text-messages must be sent until they turn into ants
crawling over sleep, a pink sponge of soap and water
wrung to dry. I get up from the bed to check your voicemail
sent months ago, thinking that sound might be devoid of
paranoia when hearing it vertically and realize you did
love me that day.

	
  	
  	
  

DARLING, POETRY IS ALWAYS A CRISIS
Monday, July 28, 2008
12:40pm, 0 Comments

I love when you sleep while I sit at the desk with Gonazles Solo Piano for the millionth
time and yr Parliament cigarettes. I’m striking matches until you wake. This morning
with our backs facing the same horizontal dream we are in a tiny mansion filled with
secret doors in every room. We go outside and see a heap of teenage tigers on the grass
and run back in while one chases us thru a door. We are in a bedroom and the tiger’s
snout pushes its way through the frame. You tell me to let it in but I’m scared. You say
it just needs something to chew on, its teething. I am afraid it will chew us and you
open the door to throw out a log. I find us a hidden door that leads us downward to
escape. We are writing from the same body divided in two, like French toast. When
will u wake? The house is filled with passages only we can find. I wake up from the
dream and your sweat.
Today I applied for something open at the MOMA knowing damn well we might not
even live here. All the famous anonymity baking itself on MySpace and spilling over
onto the streets. I tell you Hawaii because no one is concerned with fame or death
there, just longer hours stretched down a 40mph road where nobody passiveaggressively steals your ideas. I need a blanket to replace the white hospital sheet and
today it won’t rain because you are here. Today we need to get pedicures while
working on poems. There’s a Vietnamese nail salon down the street far away like
ancient Rome. Stop me from giving myself an anxiety attack every time I look at Ron
Silliman’s blog. Wake up, my lovely, wake and come find me in the kitchen by the
window feeling very French and lost. Two black cables cords hanging from the third
floor window like two strands of hair I am too tired to flip. Lets get dressed, wash our
faces, and build our cosmology today. With many hearts and stars.

	
  	
  	
  

STUCK IN A BUSHWICK WAREHOUSE BEING PAINTED BY JOE
Sunday, August 10, 2008
5:20pm, 0 Comments
I’m stuck on a couch in Joe’s
studio while he paints an acrylic
portrait of me blogging you. I feel
and don’t feel it, the seagulls
hawking on various points of a
needle. He gave me pot to relax
into this position for the next 3
hours. You never told me how
beautiful Joe is—how there’s no
room for backspacing, only direct
strokes stretching back and forth
between greatness and giggle. I
want to write a sentence no one’s
written,
give
trendiness
to
hesitation without it coming off as insecurity. To make decisions, but more, to make
them from a core no one can paint. Note to Joe: are you painting my awkwardness
until it dries? Does the sound in the room shape it? But what if I weren’t me? Could I
escape the portrait non-digitally. I look at him as though 39 years from now looking
back and remembering this moment, a shade of green on his back and imaginary
blonde Charlie. I am slowing down and not knowing who’s doing the slowing, nothing
but a sharpness blown to pieces. I highlight the sentence until it turns blue and it stops
breathing into deletion. Wait, don’t you love me? I ask in a J.D. Salinger kind of way.
But I want to draw without having to use color. Lines curved to scintillate, a roller
coaster of black ink or wait. I want to wake up and everybody surrounding, ask what
they want from poetry. Ask ourselves what we want from it too.

	
  	
  	
  

CIRCUS 18
August, 10, 2008
1:08am, 0 Comments
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HAIR FLIP OF PARADISE
Thursday, August 14, 2008
3:46pm, 0 Comments
All
afternoon
I
memorize
radio
advertisements for Mohican Sun casino, hot
summer fun on every carpeted floor Marc
Jacobs has already appropriated for next
Spring. You text while I was watching Bob
The Gambler throw bets onto the table. I
need a mentor for Roulette. There must be a
way to beat odds with intuition or that all
hate ends with love. We need a real salon, not
these fucken living rooms or bars, somewhere
to place bets, read/project poems, hear/give
lectures, a Zero Life to dilute the boredom
into hard stacks. I want out. Brooklyn needs
a casino like mid-1970’s ago, this place is
giving me a facedown-lift. If this financial aid
lady doesn’t get to me soon I swear on every
Ray Ban face in Williamsburg I will smash
into another 2008 version of 1995 it will never
see. The clouds are so close to Williamsburg
without traces of Photoshop. I ask the bakery girl if they’re hiring. She looks up from a
Macbook and row of cupcakes and talks to me like I’m deaf. I talk back to her like I’ve
made a mistake and close the door behind me like a monk to his Dalai Lama.
A scene from the Children of Paradise
reflects from every window, the one where
Baptiste is locked in a movement of crowd
trying to reach Garance stepping into
carriage. She represents a love that can only
be possessed in memory. His wife finds them
together in the room and says something like
“You go, you come back, as if untouched by
reality.” Garance is cloaked in a kind of time
that doesn’t consume her and yet she
consumes everyone around her. Are we
Garance divided? Will Agamben answer this or only make more associations “in which
to discover more orange cones placed before a clearing.” I want nothing more from this
life I can’t pay rent with. Loans, reincarnation, purgatory, the bardo, limbo, blogs,
emptiness, grants, karaoke, its all the same shit that spells itself out in a language
understood by those seduced and curious about death.

	
  	
  	
  

YOU BE VIKTOR I’LL BE ROLF
Sunday, August 17, 2008
2:13pm, 0 Comments
It’s exactly how you say it: everything
returns to the first joke. On today’s menu,
Natalya picks up her phone through miles of
Atlantic Ocean until finally my voice reaches
her from Brooklyn to Antwerp. I reach her
through a vintage Nokia ringtone. I love her
as much as I do you. Don’t be jealous, we
can pursue this love three-way on a
blackberry. Natalya said they speak better
English than her, which is better than mine.
I ask her if that little city needs a waitress.
She says they’ll take anything. Natalya is stuck in a Viktor & Rolf dollhouse and
asking me to come sleep over. There are two places for escape: Canada or Belgium
while waiting to hear back from New York.
Everywhere are fresh young Joan Didion types strutting around Williamsburg like
orphan kittens. Make up your mind, Hair. Its 2:34 in the afternoon and his familiar
face just walked through the door. A face I’ve married and divorced for the 8 times
I’ve seen it. Who is he but a flat figure with a cellphone strapped to his image and for
the first time today I know what to do: kiss everyone’s foreheads when they’re not
looking. Am waiting to be with
you again except not in person-is this ok? Yesterday I cried all
afternoon because it felt good,
like I should be getting paid by
the hour and bucket, but you’re
on the Jersey shore texting
photos of gold & purple conch
shells while I clearly want to
die for the day. My eyes
covered in smeared bold-font
Christian
Dior
mascara
running like a Ferris wheel
until it stops. Anna puts on the
breaks and makes me promise
to pack the bags and go. But
where if not to that corner between boredom and grief where it all starts to sound
Russian. I’m getting on a train to Peterborough, Ontario. Do me a favor real quick:
change this goddamn URL already. I’m tired of an unknowable audience when all the
seats are empty. At least we know Saas-Fee is mad real online, whether or not we’ll be
there is a different story.

	
  	
  	
  

CIRCUS 18 FOR CARLOS LARA
Monday, August 18, 2008
6:54pm, 0 Comments
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PHILIPPINE JAILHOUSE ROCK
Sunday, August 24, 2008
5:21pm, 0 Comments

I ask poetry what will it do once I’ve finished writing a poem? Will it make me happy
or sad? It doesn’t feel good in the process. To write a poem means a death wish for
immortality which is the greatest fantasy. And perhaps why we fantasize about death.
What a joke. The business of being a poet is a race against oneself. I’m jumping from
the bridge and starting anew.

	
  	
  	
  

Last night I found myself standing in the middle of a neon text-message party in
Greenpoint wondering what happened to my life and how it came to the point of being
forced to dance. Like those prisoners in a Philippines jailhouse in Cebu. My body
jumping like a cursor cursing around the screen or air. With half an ecstasy pill I begin
to not feel empathy but anxious flood of begin to rise while a Myspace musician called
“Luigi Waits” talks to me in the half dark. His shaved head looking very concentration
camp, his blues eyes like a soap commercial. I am balancing on a white plastic chair
and making every attempt to avoid the anxiety from popping.
Next thing I know we are at his place watching Jeff Dunham & Peanut on Youtube
when I see on his face that it’s not funny. So I get up and take a cab home, scrub
myself in the shower, and notice how large my pupils grew almost into numbness. I
look at my naked self in the bathroom mirror and start to feel like a self-fulfilled
monster from Where the Wild Things Are—a childhood projected onto a mirror where
it starts to reflect the worst fear you’ve dreamt of becoming. It became, I had become
it. And now I’m OK as long as I get out of here.

Tell me what we are writing towards and for why, that every poem we vomit doesn’t
serve a purpose except avoiding to live “practically”. Last week in the backyard I told
downstairs neighbor I’m a writer and can’t live without it. I literally tell him “I have
nothing else to live for.” I’m packing this blog to take to Ontario, Canada, folding the
sheet with perfect edges. Anna’s got a room set up with a desk, futon, and window. I
will turn that room into a Facebook and wonder about these friends, and sneak into a
Deleuze & Heidegger lecture at Trent. Anna and me will be asexual lovers, but you,
you will always be my Top 1 written all over the sky. Perhaps I am writing towards
you so as never to lose you.

	
  	
  	
  

ONTARIO IS THE REGION LEAST COVERED WITH HAIR
Thursday, September 4, 2008
6:42pm, 1 Comment

The apartment has been mopped and bathroom shower scrubbed only to echo London.
Across from our attic apartment is a Free Mason lodge, hospice and crematorium. I do
not fantasize about them through the white and mauve stained glass conversation. Just
after midnight the voice of reason blows through my forehead as I am lying on the bed
while Anna says she only understands love through “The Notebook”. She talks all the
way from her futon in the living room to maintain distance, keep the air suspended like
in phone conversation. The other day at Walmart we are pushing carts with such
Canadian joy. I do not understand Canada as a country in the same way that it makes
more sense on Wikipedia.
Perhaps this is the Canadian version of New York except with less poets and the
everyday sitcom. While waiting for my name to get called at the Trent University
Clinic, I am transported into the Obama living room via US Weekly. Anna has my pee
in a plastic jar in her purse while the nurse calls her in to “get tested”. She tells them
my symptoms, which they think belongs to her, goes into the bathroom and pours my
pee into another jar for them to test. It turns out she or me has a UTI. The nurse sends
her out with a prescription and basically we’re sharing health insurance, ridiculous is
what it is. “The Life & Times of Hair hearts Flip”.
I doubt I can get into this Heidegger & Deleuze buffet. I sit on the back patio smoking
cigarettes and flipping through Deleuze’s “Bergsonism” like a Pottery Barn catalog. I
dreamt of a stretch of glossy adhesion that articulated an emotional state.

	
  	
  	
  

I KEEP LOSING HEART
Friday, September 5, 2008
2:16pm, 0 Comments
It seems you are living my life in
2005 and I am living yours in
2___? Do we live through each
other? I call you thrice this
afternoon thinking a foreign code
would crack your ringtone in half.
With every sip of Twinings black
tea, the lenses of my pupils zoom
further
into
this
language
mistaken for space and objects.
Close your eyes with me.
Look at Spinoza endlessly carving
glass opticals and his lungs
collapsing from inhaling the fibers. They’ve taught us to consider flushing out any
residue or trace of the I. But I say you hang on to your dear I for as long as you live.
No one else will take responsibility for your manufactured emptiness. No one will feed
and clothe and love your annihilated subjectivity.
Dear NEA Grant,
Since we’re in an age of the death of an author, I’d like to inquire about the possibility of
submitting myself as a written body of work. Here I am in a body and letter. Although I have not
published a book or two of poetry, I would like to work with a computer scientist to develop a means
to store and save written work in a microchip embedded underneath my skin. Such a microchip
could potentially keep track of one’s thoughts in an archive within a physical body. After death, the
microchip would be removed and given to next of kin or whoever assigned to manage the tiny
literary estate. I look forward to your thoughts and support regarding this body-literary
experiment.

	
  	
  	
  

YOU WONDER HOW I CAN HANDLE BEING ALONE
Sunday, September 7, 2008
1:30pm, 0 Comments
But I’m not alone. I have Marguerite
Duras, she’s the best when yr alone. I
ask Duras the same thing, to anyone
who lived through the world, how
they went through it alone and
managed to write. I bite my nails,
that’s what I do. I smoke a cigarette,
walk around the apartment, bake
cupcakes, watch Antonioni. Hanging
out with the dead gives me great
confidence. I can only trust the dead,
not the living. The ones living are
figuring out how to be lonely too so
why should they do it any better than
we can? It’s raining here and the wet
streak of cars smells good when you
walk outside. My favorite is when its
2am and the neighbors are still
talking outside. It feels safe to fall
asleep to. Your not lonely in your
dreams, right? That’s a good place to
be too, with everyone and everything
you possess, make them do or not do the thing you want them to. There’s a butterfly of
lonely in my belly, I live for that. The butterflies come when drinking coffee and
smoking cigarettes in perfect light or weather. I do feel lonely and helpless when
fantasizing over projects and not having money to do it, that’s the worst. Be with an
author whose already dead and you’ll feel dead with them. It’s redeeming. Especially
in their deaths and books they’re lonely too.

	
  	
  	
  

INBOX OF MY HEART
Tuesday, September 9, 2008
1:32pm, 0 Comments
A street lamp flickers during the long void of sentence
Our hands are linked by a private syntax you can imagine
is just a row of pink roses I believe we are bullied by saints
Saint Michael the Archangel forgot his wings
hanging from chandelier, the back door left open
when the phone rang. That morning I went for a hair cut
cut the future loose as in no more thinking we must
invent a new language. In Canada the inbox gets heavy
a conception of child knocks all around
until I let them in, a joke of who’s there when I press
the darkness onto save. The pound button folds in on itself
a cold steel elevator slowly descends while I tell it
to go and find a dad.

	
  	
  	
  

FOR HEAVEN’S SAKE SKYPE ME
Friday, September 12, 2008
3:07pm, 0 Comments
This is the new Canada cut. It’s very 12th grade
yearbook. In 11th grade I had a college lover
who would pick me up from school in his mom’s
Infinity and whisk me away to his house so we
could make love. In 9th grade I used to catch
cabs to make love to a boy whose father was
hardly home. It was on his grandmother’s couch
we scattered petals for the first time.
Do you like the cut? It feels very clean and
French. Like it belongs on a box of Kashi cereal.
Like I could understand these philosophers astutely without a tangled mess of stutter.
Even the poems feel different, like feathers make of words with the pull of magnets.
I’m having bizarre dreams every night making me doubt a collective unconscious
shared with many. Like someone has been fucking with the Final Cut Pro of my
unconscious
and
rotating several scenes
in a flurry while I
sleep. As if sleeping
should be avoided for
this
reason
alone.
Juliette Binoche gives
me good faith in Flight
of the Red Balloon, her
stressed out swagger
reminiscent of Anna
throwing her Marcuse
book on the futon like
an expensive bottle of
perfume.
I know somewhere in the drawers of this wood desk I am living the kind of life I’ve
been dreaming. Anna waking in a sweat after Bush’s re-election saying we’ve got to
move to Canada. But now that we are here I don’t understand what all the fuss was
about. Why don’t we spin a globe until a finger lands on a country? This may be a
solid way to cut the indecision. For heaven’s sake skype me.

	
  	
  	
  

HAIR FLIPPING SUBLIME
Tuesday, September 16, 2008
2:30pm, 0 Comments
I’m in a bedroom bigger than Brooklyn. I want you to come here for a kiss on the
cheek after explaining Kant with finger puppets in a maniacal episode. I’m drinking
the whole pot of Ethiopian coffee and waiting for Rimbaud to climb out of the mug in
a white suit.
This is my impression of the sublime: According
to Deleuze, you are the primary one “pushing
the other to its maximum limit” & I am “the
other reacting by pushing the first towards an
inspiration which it would not have done alone.”
Or whatever, take your pick. We can switch
every other day. Do we insert ourselves into a
“spacer” until we’ve made the best of it? Are
there a series of objects that can best represent a
claustrophobia of love? I want love-objects lined
up like teeth for installation and sell my love for
whatever the its worth.
This afternoon I rummage around the house for
a cigarette in an English accent while wondering
how to insert physicality into language not the
way Matthew Barney does to drawing. I want
bodies to become punctuation marks, bodies
scattered across a field and film that shit
from aerial view. See what a town of 10,000
can do to a person of 10,000? It just cancels
each other out. Don’t you think its stupid
we’re not together, don’t you think its
retarded our closeness seems impossible?

	
  	
  	
  

Cut to a finger puppet play: <----------------------------------------->
Flip: Is it medicine or social skills?
Nurse Hair: It’s not possible to determine which is the cause.
Flip: One is dependent on the other?
Nurse Hair: At this stage it is likely that the latter could be a coping mechanism as a
result of some sort of lack.
Flip: That’s wonderful. Do you mean to say my social anxiety is self-diagnosed?
Nurse Hair: Maybe, though it can also be of a type of aesthetic.
Flip: So my illness is not original after all?
Nurse Hair: Most likely not, if they are done artfully or collectively. Flip: Great, that’s
good to know.
Nurse Hair: The doctor will let you know shortly if in fact, you are pregnant.
Flip: Great, thanks for being so kind.

	
  	
  	
  

#AUDIO URN
Friday, September 19, 2008
2:53am, 0 Comments

Move the body forward, press play on each fingernail
so I can comprehend words from meaning. Bird memory flutters
from mouth it’s hard to separate the voice you leave on the machine
versus the one you joke is more authentic because our palms
are pressed to prayer; close my eyes because I prefer you
in the dark, late night phone-messages laid in the audio urn
I press my ear into the receiver and understand why Van Gogh
cut off his ear. It’s because there were no cell-phones.

	
  	
  	
  

SANRIO GOODBYE
Thursday, September 25, 2008
1:00am, 0 Comments

Toying with you is a foreign currency I know too well
where it begins just barely crossing the Canada border of uncertainty
Jealous clouds adrift from behind. A pack of cigarettes is probably
worth a lifetime of understanding your real motive I don’t know the origin
of tic tac toe and neither do you. To play the game accordingly
within this/that field of body talk through an interface pathetic
and pink unsure about who sets the rules and if weight is even
on both ends of a moon because this air is a monologue
while I hold up the mirror my back turned against itself
as a pseudonym on your wrist you rub doubt into the ink
a ringtone left in the glove compartment for keepsake
is not a concept or image but what I am good for when
you can’t find the map and claim to be too busy getting ahead

	
  	
  	
  

PISTOL ON THE CAROUSEL
for Natalia Ryzhova
Tuesday, September 30, 2008
2:29am, 0 Comments
I email a mouthful of peonies & nickels asking you
to program another atmosphere so I can see a new moon inside
extrapolate meaning from words to know again
your face as doubly beautiful.
Touch the yellow metal table at any point and you can hear
a shooting star flying into inbox, ping. On this page we are
linked by a funny god and technology we refuse to know
pink salmon refracting from its cost tasting like daylight savings.
A nickel drops giving weight to the floor we’ve emptied
through a hug I fly further into your wool coat
past the collar and its bone. We treat wolves and midnight
like it’s Velcro hooking onto immortality it’s not that
we don’t want to die it just seems impossible
while we walk around looking for a car too drunk to trip over
the lights from angels snapping their digital wings.

	
  	
  	
  

WALMART GOT GOOD JACKETS
Tuesday, October 7, 2008
7:52pm, 0 Comments
I guess you could say I’ve been feeling
a little outta hand. Male ducks chase female ducks
into a new form of pornography
I’d like to press save and send over to you
but its 3:58 in this October afternoon
and I’m wearing a blue-checkered jacket from Walmart
I wish we could share without a second thought

	
  	
  	
  

ORYOKI IS THE NEW MCDONALDS
Saturday, October 11, 2008
7:27pm, 1 Comment
Mahamudra Space
Hairwareness,
How are you? Don’t let that
bold font get outta control by
sounding like a sarcastic black
hole. I got 22 minutes before
they clock the gong. The color
black as a long sleeve shirt
looks and feels different.
Magic. Do you still love me?
In the kitchen by the
Chogyam Trungpa shrine
there’s a Dansko shoebox I
equally prostrate to because it reminds me of you—your heels clack clacking away on
the outskirts of memory between Vermont to New Hope. At the center of a nonthought I hear your tap shoes giggle a spotlight on your dark smile. You are a chain of
non-reactive thoughts strung together like a rosary and for a second we are together
again because I am Flip and You are Hair. On the blue zaboton I blog you from the
Qwerty keys in my mind and scatter the sentences like purposefully knocking over all
the scrabble letters. I do it because I miss you. I knock things over because this miss
for you is morphing into frustration.
Also, Oryoki is the new/same/old
McDonalds I’ve been wanting to
drive-through with you. Oryoki my
ass, I’m sure you would say. This is
what we do at Dathun: meditate
several hours a day, drink our spit
from the rice bowls we eat from, and
sit in our neurotic cages until we can
read each other’s thoughts like
enlightened animals. We are being
trained to return to our primordial
state of awareness kind of like Grizzly Man who tried to become a grizzly bear to the
extent that he was willing to be eaten by one. If you had to choose, what animal would
you be eaten by? Every time you blog, it feels like you eat me up. So here I am
checked into a month-long Dathun like it’s the Ritz Carlton of meditation retreats,
learning how to become an animal and drinking my spit. My heart chakra opens up
every time I say fuck you, which is rare.

	
  	
  	
  

INSTANT LOVE
Tuesday, October 14, 2008
10:42pm, 0 Comments

to go round, endlessly the ampersand
folds into white handkerchief without simile
smile for the camera in our bones, arthritic clicks
to keep living for each another
this way in this club of lonely hearts
it might be true “what we won’t do
sustains us” though I’m begging for error
without a bowl. There’s a center to everything
a raisin in the oatmeal when I don’t ask for it
There’s also a category where all fictions are true
and everything has been painted to the point of nothing
“just as form is emptiness, emptiness also form” but that too
sounds a bit sketchy. A flock of Canadian geese
leave traces of accent marks onto sky replaced
by a blue vowel. They are flying
through millions of text-messages I know
at least a handful mean it when it says love

	
  	
  	
  

BARNET, VERMONT
Friday, October 17, 2008
5:10pm, 0 Comments

This is a good hour when daylight hits the screen
and I can’t see what I’m typing, a Friday compacted with arrows
I press < then > flipping light switches
to spell out how horny I really am, a tiny expanse
of non-conceptual itches a heartache not in the heart
but perhaps in a sentence I’ve repressed into a stomachache
What better way to live than out of free boxes!!!
In the basement of Chogyam Trungpa’s hangover I wrap myself
in a militant green jumpsuit and circumambulate around
an argument of what is not is not
for what seems like ten bucks an hour, for what sake of ornament
it’s Halloween everyday a funny excuse transmuting
into a Buddhist monk churning rainbow taffy
or more like a bamboo brush stroke
and I’m starring as an extra in a red balloon
neurosis filled with you

	
  	
  	
  

NOT A DEVOTIONAL POEM
Tuesday, October 21, 2008
7:59pm, 0 Comments

On a metal dish rack of white plates
there’s a possible life in Pawtucket, the fat
lead dishwasher whistles all the way
from Montreal into a sink full of original sin
a whistle untouched by gossip flooding the minutes
on a calling card I can’t decide who to call
or if the calling is the girl who cried wolf-white noise
a self-negating silence
I browse for a life on Craigslist [apartment section]
fingering stacks of houses with a bluebird in my heart I’ve
dreamt of doing this before except no one else was there.
During walking meditation someone’s back can make you cry
seeing how vulnerable a sweater is when worn as a subtitle
of emptiness I blink to cut the moment in half
I’m temporarily devoted to Nathaniel Dorsky’s Devotional Cinema
and feel embarrassed sensing the body as an editing tool
a lifetime of internal films I won’t ever get to make
and that too is a sub-plot adjacent the moon
endlessly referenced. A saved voice-mail
tucked into a mouth like a toothache that keeps recurring,
same storyline different kind of loneliness.

	
  	
  	
  

I’D RATHER BE AT JACK IN THE BOX
Monday, October 27, 2008
8:53am, 0 Comments

Outside the fog indicates how hard
I’ve been trying to forget the out-breath its all
your unanswered calls piling up in my Monday the conch
could suck this clit from afar the Zen garden is loaded
with footsteps we won’t ever
get to hear the sound of one hand
jerking off in the bathroom. During oryoki
everyone is either melancholic or proud to be lifting
each grain of quinoa, the angry neighbor presses one thumb
against his chopstick in a type of violence
all the way from Tennessee I tonglen a few radio stations from Pandora
to suffocate the pink novelty of emptiness to death
until I look back at the parking lot
and notice an afterglow of golden cell-phone reception
from all the rain and one missed call

	
  	
  	
  

SINCERITY IS A GOLDFISH
Thursday, October 30, 2008
11:23pm, 0 Comments
To be sincere is to be unaware of
who else is in the room, maybe its
unawareness altogether, a drift of
pronouns like perfume. I don’t
know what sincerity is without
metaphor. It doesn’t beg for praise
and receives it in multitudes. It’s
putting away dishes. It lacks
divisions of a self-conscious
watcher.
It
sticks
with
embarrassment until death, doesn’t
search or flip coins for labels,
doesn’t care to make a movement.
Sincerity is non-territorial. All
voices flow through an “I”.
Sincerity doesn’t belong anywhere or to anybody, it doesn’t know itself. Like love.
Sincerity is likely to be found in a text-message than a poem. It’s hidden in this
technological dark age and buried in us. Sincerity is always or never exhausted.

	
  	
  	
  

	
  

KODAK WEATHER
Saturday, November 1, 2008
1:51pm, 0 Comments
We are bodies, inconsistent and divine
I follow you around
into wigs, closets, and Sephora
sampling Chanel No.5 and whatever else is free
Brush lint off these children
as replicas of TV shows and TGIF, send off
resumes for caretaker positions in a city
with more bodies needing to be loved.
Children born in the 1980’s
what ever did happen to your Lego set
torn down by angry siblings, however
did you learn how to do your own laundry
when the blueberry Pop Tart got burnt
Oh Hair, we split apart into colleges
majored in what to become where
sentiment was undeveloped Kodak photos
over-exposed in a virtual public some clapped
their hands out loud while talking on a blue-tooth
Remember the toothache
tasting like stars reflecting back in the radio
Remember friendship bracelets getting worn out
when we held hands running to the ice-cream truck
and the Lisa Frank folders spray painted unicorn forgiveness
when you stole her collection of Hello Kitty pencils
and she pretended not to notice

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  	
  	
  

I LOOK LIKE SHIT BUT I WANNA SKYPE
Monday, November 3, 2008
1:12pm, 0 Comments
I wanna Skype just to say little things.
This is Natalya bending forward her
face into the lens of the present. That
is her arm I want to bite but am too
shy to. I could bite the both of you
into a BFF necklace with a heart
broken three ways. Is love only awake
when there’s distance? I believe that
somewhere in the post-production of
god and sky we are being watched
and filmed by a digital eternity. Like
we said last night on cell-phones,
everything happening today and all
the things that will happen has
already happened. We’re within the
bounds of whatever you want to call
this: [?] and couldn’t care less where
we end up so long as it’s in love. After
we pressed the off button and said
goodbye i laid in bed for another halfhour with a laundry load of images, the worst kind that makes you feel no distinctions
between life & death since both are the same when loneliness and boredom collide. The
knot of samsara untied into an interval, one that feels like an empty movie-theatre
while the ending credits keep rolling. This was it, except it continued until I drove the
moment to sleep. You think Providence will be good for awhile? You think it won’t
kick out our blog? I’m dying to be in a little apartment with everything set up and a
wireless haircut I can keep making poems until the power goes out. I still owe National
Grid like $600 for keeping the heater on. Come see me? You are going away
Dusseldorf for a weekend fling with
a boy you’ve had your heart on since
high-school.
Since
high-school
you’ve been waiting for him and
now he’s in Dusseldorf. Well, fuck
me.
I need a mouth. A mouth to make
out with anytime of the day. A
mouth like a wallet in my pocket. A
mouth to take out in a field of snow
to keep me warm like a letter in the
mail and you’d come knocking.

	
  	
  	
  

DAMN GIRL, YOU LOOK LIKE A SYMBOL
Monday, November 10, 2008
10:48am, 0 Comments
When you left I schlept the daydream
into a design store on Wickenden Street
and found a sack of things I wish I had
the money to decorate this Great
Expectations 4th floor apartment. It
seems that every day I wake up America
feels so brand new. I see a rise of
happiness sifting the air, the sharp
distinction between a dark and
enlightened age, like the time it takes for
a Polaroid to know itself. The feeling that
resonates on an association of the senses.
What one desires to call a “subjective”
experience collected and distributed
between whomever is there to read it.
The way the sun also rises on a blog.
Hemingway actually spent his life fighting wars and blogging, but fuck him, right?
I don’t ever want .us to be separated at the same
time it feels necessary for us to be divided by
blue states in order to keep push-button
publishing in business. So it turns out the same
family that owns the apartment has a certain
southern Miss Havisham of their own, the same
lady I inquired about caretaking for. Next thing
I know I’m sleeping in a spare room with their
son’s Eton College rugby group portrait with
Prince Henry of Wales.
In Cable Car Cinema a cute wasp of a thing was
holding a cream cheese sesame seed bagel and
chewed politely like a New York terrier. Some
kind of patriot sitting two feet away from this
space we call Hair hearts Flip and I’m too shy to
look at him. Is my mascara ok? The other night
I understand how possible it is to be held by a friend while falling asleep, light like a
dove.

	
  	
  	
  

HAVING A VITAMIN WATER WITH YOU
Thursday, November 13, 2008
12:32am, 0 Comments

It’s not that Frank O’Hara wasn’t an interesting poet
its just that his life was as interesting as his work
in some cases, something mythic about
having a coke with you although today it’s vitamin water
in succession, rendering a day if it were spherical
is no different talking with you
on separate cellular wireless plans only goes to show
our love touches the sky and back, such meaning
in one facial expression shared I’ll take her mouth
and you take the cheeks of Miss Havisham
as a symbol of our fidelity while you make plans
to go get married and I stay in bed
right where language gets born. Soft strokes
of “subject matter” insists on the window
or its just the same moon fuller tonight
than our voicemail boxes combined
There’s a line when they cross, your inflection
of moon starts to mirror
what I haven’t yet heard but do a decent job imagining.

	
  	
  	
  

TEXT-MESSAGE PIGEON
Friday, November 14, 2008
3:32pm, 0 Comments
Apparently the backbone of city is one personality
split and stapled together by a laugh,
thread, needle or text-message, an adhesion of discomfort
stretched like a voice-over when seeing yourself
co-directing someone else’s loneliness so
the heart is made of heart, basically.
And how do movie stars feel
when their skin is exposed to a dozen truths
and the director yells cut in the middle
of fucking? I can’t imagine being
so famous and glossy that my mouth would contort
like a jewelry box and therefore anything I’d say
should cut diamonds like a newscaster.
A dirty sock of wind is more believable
when exhaled through a speaker
because I can barely hear you in the winter.
Its fabulous, all this anonymity
A stadium full of athletes, all of them reeking of Plato
every time you enter the room
and it takes two days to figure out
how to pack your luggage while I don’t care
about the Olympics again
a voice under house arrest in some lack of pretty
I am on an airplane or toilet not waiting for local news
to tell us we’re nouns in a kind of duration where an hour
seems like a pregnancy and empty voicemail
seems like a heavy sack of sky
or when you punch through the screen
of this laptop using just one
black exclamation mark and my heart
sinks to the bottom of a swimming hole
can you believe it—from another country code
like when you text yes
and I pretend to not feel
the waiter popping cork from a bottle
or if wherever you sit
there must be one pigeon walking useless
common bad reception

	
  	
  	
  

SUNDAY MORNING I’M SAINT-EXUPERY FOR YOU
Sunday, November 16, 2008
8:56pm, 0 Comments
In mid-flight I catch a glimpse of the last few pages of
sky. It is 14:08 and I am almost in Saigon. Will you
wait for me? My two men have eaten the last bit of
grapes. What should I give you? It’s been 19 hours and
38 minutes and on the 17th hour I hallucinate the
adderall they give to the Germans. The 2nd pilot dozes
into daydream at a speed of 300 or so miles and when we
don’t approach Vinh Long I smack him over the head
with a chocolate bar. The truth is, I am on my way to
you not only for your face, which has kept me sane, but
also for the 150,000 francs which would grant me the
first and fastest pilot to have flown from Paris to you.
Lets not be in a hurry for our shared order of chicken
pho. Tonight I am with you even if we crash, which I
am
sure
we
will.
In any case, today I was given a Tibetan
Buddhist name: Dorje Drolma in Tibetan, or
Vajra Tara in Sanskrit. I have been and not
been dying to study Sanskrit for the last five
years, at the least the characters for crying out
loud. During a 4-hour nap of chod, I dozed in
and out of schizoid dreams, scenarios I plot and
will towards even if it hurts. In a different hour
while brushing teeth or getting dressed, I think
about what you and I live for. Do we live in
order to put ourselves into this blog or does the
blog manifest from what we habitually do?
Don’t laugh. The other night I bring home
Picasso’s The Lovers from the Salvation Army.
While Carlos writes a 30-page paper on the
history of love on the troubadours, here I am
looking through space for a signal. Yesterday it
rained and in the rain there was wind and siren.
In Bed, Bath, & Beyond there’s only a stupid
necessity of having a shower curtain. I dig and
dig for the right shower rings because in that moment there is nothing else to inhabit
but the disorder of retail therapy. Dragging the big white bags across the parking
garage I tell Carlos “all these philosophers never had to go shopping like this” and he
replies, “that’s why we’re smarter—because have to shop and read they’re shit, and
write our shit at the same time.” We laugh walking back to the car.

	
  	
  	
  

FUCK THE ANXIETY OVER PUBLISHING
Tuesday, November 18, 2008
4:39pm, 0 Comments

I’m in a hurry to drop this blog into a bucket to turn today inside out, my black net
tank top is on backwards in a way that suggests sex on this cold windy evening I
picked
up
a
new
space
heater.
I heard the Obama 24 karat gold coin flip the ground and it shook a million secrets
into a massive public rumor. I heard it all the way in Providence, RI, from Southside
Chicago when a large hand clapped yesterday’s poem into a drizzle and Carlos made a
hung over exit off the 95 South on the way to the Storage Center and I did not
recognize
all
my
things.
You annoy me like a lover with the greatest hairdo that I keep returning to because,
well, because you appear like a pop song inside the greatest moment devoid of songs
and
people.
There’s a boy I spy at the Coffee Exchange who ignores the shit out of me and I like
the way he stares into equations and space it turns me on I could be a young man in
love with older men is what reflects from his face onto my skinny jeans.
Two men are counting money at the table, they mimic each other’s greed, the phone
vibrates against marble, a voice on the other end lights up asking for my name. It’s
National Debt Resolution saying they can help resolve my debt. I tell them to call back
in the morning cuz’ I’m busy blogging they say okay fine.

	
  	
  	
  

Did I tell you I’m bankrupt?
That’s what Wells Fargo said,
that’s what they said last summer
when I walked into their San
Fernando Valley branch asking
for a credit card, which they
disapproved
of
because
supposedly I’m bankrupt. I sank
into my chair wondering how the
hell someone could be bankrupt
without having any money. You
laugh at me in Williamsburg,
Brooklyn,
in
a
shoebox
apartment, you just laughed. I
laugh at the idea of someone
stealing my identity when I don’t even believe my identity even belongs to me.
The landlord got me a smoke and fire alarm for the top floor apartment. Poor landlord
doesn’t know anything about Hair hearting Flip but has goddamn good instincts.
Fuck I am smiling all the time I can’t stop it just feels right, you know?
Last week I thought if there’s any place I could die right now its Providence, Rhode
Island—does this mean I love this haunted racist city so much it could be the last
snapshot of Flip’s consciousness? Sitting by the window I ate tuna and apple salad out
of a black octagon and watched the clouds move like the divine performance it was
made
for.
Then I went for a shower to sing alone in the dark like the greatest gift god gave me is
solitude and sound. Check your voicemail bitch.

	
  	
  	
  

DAMN WISH I WAS YOUR LOVER
Thursday, November 20, 2008
3:33pm, 1 Comment
You need to pick up yr celly vibrating
the bathroom walls from a past life
uterus and tell me if I should take this
job. I walk into a sandwich shop after
being virtually smacked by the orange
Help Wanted sign glowing through the
window of my heart?
Lets start over. I walk into the shop
asking the manager if he would bless me
with the gracious opportunity to make
sandwiches with a black ushanka hat.
He pulls me into his office and says,
“What do you want from me.” I said I
need a job because the Internet is
unresponsive. He says in a Portuguese
accent “Look, if I take you, I afraid you
will leave me...I afraid with you sitting
here...” and then “I give you job, I pay
you anytheeng you want...I teeach you to
manage business, theez my life...you
manage the workers...I hope you take
it...Tonight I dream of you and lying in
bed thinking of you doing the bills and
wiping counters.” It was a scene from a movie I never want to make. A desperate
jobless MFA poet chick being seduced into a sandwich situation $7.40 an hour and
promising to give it a raise at whatever I ask. Is this for real? I sat there legs crossed in
black stockings under a grey wool trench thinking if only this were a movie I could
love this man just as he were in dark beige khaki pants and quarter back football
thighs. He goes on to say, “One day when you become famous and rich you will
know how to manage money, I show you.” I look down at the box of mustard packets I
happen to be sitting on. He goes on again to say “Why, why you want to work for
me?” I said I saw the Help Wanted sign and thought I could make sandwiches. He
laughed, I didn’t. He laughed as though waiting for me to cut the string of comic relief
but I didn’t. He said, with both arms in hostage gesture, “Ok ok, look, I give you job—
I’m speaking to you like you already accepted. I do this thing. I look way down the
street, into the future (laughs) and I would like to have you.”

	
  	
  	
  

said,

“

I

don’t

know

I thanked him and walked out of his
office. I get home, get in a bath, and
think about how begging to make
sandwiches all went down. Everything
about it felt very Julia Roberts in
Pretty Woman. She felt empowered.
Then betrayed. Then empowered in
the end. Someone trusted me to make
sandwiches. It felt empowering. No
one has ever said they wanted me
before in that way. I felt wanted,
regardless if it was for “sandwiches”.
He also said, “I can’t pay you for what
you are worth” to which I LOL’d and
how
much
I’m
worth.”

I felt a sincere tenderness from that lonely asshole sandwich man. A sincere tenderness
smashed between a tomato and bun, a type of sincerity many poems lack. How do you
translate the spontaneity of sincerity into a poem, cut and paste the warmth from his
voice into a poem? Without leaving out the parts that seem too much, without feeling
the slightest bit embarrassed that the “reader” might not like it. That’s what I want—to
make a reader feel embarrassed, to have them think this sentence is so embarrassing it
makes them want to X the browser, log off. Too often do I cliff-hang off these
sentences while we keep living our lives to produce more sentences made from the
heart or brain. But how do the sentences come and where do they go? Does it come
from a life, embarrassed and full of fear? Does it come from the same place of asking to
make sandwiches? Is it a need to make sentences or sandwiches.

	
  	
  	
  

EDIT THE AIR
Saturday, November 22, 2008
2:43am, 1 Comment

The body is soft
like nickels or quarters
you
save
the
indispensible
moment in your
pocket
a hanky let loose in
the birthday. I laugh
a
dispenser
of
coins
back
into
your
body
oh
light
radiating
forth
from
computer
screen
the
forehead
is
blessed
like
tooth-print
to
key.
We
are
non-gendered
lactose
and
tolerant
of
primal
duality
the
hair
is
cut
shorter
to
signify
intelligence
softening
the
border
of
cardboard
and
skin
I
quote
Saved
By
The
Bell
because
Zack
and
the
bell
really
was
saved
It
was
aluminum
tucked
into
cavity
that
housed
an
insanity
none
of
which
claimed
inheritance
or
bail
you
take
the money
and
run
fast
as
a
light
bulb
inside
the
autumn
real-time
of
my
heart
and
watch
time
move
in
succession
pure
as
sin
or
microwave

	
  	
  	
  

VIDEO DIARY: THE BORDELLO TENSO
with Carlos Lara
Sunday, November 23, 2008
10:13pm, 0 Comments
musical moon to start the lying, an art of which is fatal, air, only white toilet pressed
against a word of white lilies: merge the delicate stare and the luculent field that you
flower, belong to; rabbit batteries suspended I died to see the other side of an asterisk,
a field of hims killing all plans to touch the palms of hers, she sways within her image.
a vintage contortion of mouth on the wooden syllable I heard her name through
London, Paris, New York, Los Angeles, “We can die,” said the dice to the face. Our
arms flung over email accounts, we quarrel with one song, the unworthy curvature of
online radios brings us further into cloud-relations so my nightmare, my mouth, its
plastic oceans, lights a teddy bear cigarette in the bedroom of no more.
my boredom is abusive to the closing of books, no trains yield the sentence stretching
from toothache to her brow. I fold the cards, I fold the top tarts in the toaster, I scold
the future shape of Night’s wife’s baby tucked in womb like an old TV show starring
everybody, and their mother. No one will tell you this, but loneliness can stain bed
sheets or a heart laid bare.

	
  	
  	
  

MAGIC FINGERS THROUGH MY HAIR
Monday, December 1, 2008
3:28pm, 0 Comments
Something inside me sustains, is
sustainable like a loaded gun you
sometimes forget is loaded. All
winter I wipe the sun off the tables.
I’m not afraid that the things we
dream towards will remain in
suspension like an author’s name
that keeps appearing in shapeshifting spaces all over the internet.
For many nights I fixate on a line
from your Gilles Deleuze Poems.
That line “repeat it to me.” I repeat
it to myself when clearing the dishes
or wiping the espresso machine. I
replace the rags and repeat it, ring the cashier and repeat it, punch in the cost of a chai
latte, press the PLU code and repeat it. Chop onions, wrap and weigh the meats and
repeat it. Clock in and out and repeat it. Repeat it to me in synecdoche formation
where a soccer field simultaneously contracts and expands. I can’t say that you stand
at the center of it, nor is it true that grass lacks a proper analogy. There’s no other
object like grass inasmuch as grass clearly repeats itself. I’m not wording this right.
I’m at Cable Car Cinema. We should be thankful to the Romans for the carriage wheel
as it brought us roulette and film reels. I chew gum at work because it releases
pressure of a poem accumulating in the mouth. Let me say one thing: every act,
decision, and gesture is motivated and subsumed by a new romance. Let me say
another thing: I live for this feeling of an eternal moment with the acceptance that
death stands behind it. At different hours I wait for the sky and internet to converge
into a beautiful blue sentence. And when it turns a pale orange at 3:56 in the afternoon
to contrast the laugh on a girl’s face behind the cafe window. The Casio plastic watch
on
my
wrist
shadows
the
pulse
of
water
resistant
hearts.
So you text “I want to die” and I’m sorry to say that that’s no longer possible. It’s too
late to die, babe. We missed the bus on that one. We have to fight for constructing new
forms of love. I mean, come to think of it, that doesn’t sound so bad.

	
  	
  	
  

Flip

It

To

Me

-------------------------------------------

Blog

Made

of

Box

I
love
you
oh
white
bed
sheet
of
blog
spread
before
me
like
a
hello
and
good
morning.
I
wake
up
to
you,
usually
before
10am
and
unlock
the
bloggy
door
to
where
my
body
dreamed.
I
confront
you
as
does
every
actor
to
their
screen
test
and
feel
very
21st
century
American.
Suddenly
a
day
goes
by
without
realizing
how
I’ve
packed
and
sealed
the
moment
with
buttons
and
moveable
shapes.
I
am
a
Digital
Modernist
in
the
desire
to
make
you
tangible.
I
lie
in
bed
thinking
of
ways
to
hold
you.
So
what’s
the
use
in
pressing
publish
post
when
your
face
freezes
&
stretches
before
me
I
know
there’s
another
plane
a
sweeter
existence
with
more
blogs
that
don’t
compare
to
you

	
  	
  	
  

PUNCTUATION MAKES ME TIRED
Wednesday, December 3, 2008
3:12pm, 0 Comments

The urge to defamiliarize punctuation signs is from a need to experience it not on a
symbolic and linguistic level, but on a bodily and physical register inclusive of
movement and gesture; appearance of punctuation signs aren’t limited to an “exterior
functional sign,” but have potential to enable and activate internal (within the body)
motions that can be executed on the page. With regard to movement and gesture,
punctuation signs also signify direction and duration of breath on the page while
patting Charles Olson on the back. It seems that the differences between the period,
comma, colon, and semi-colon are subjectively gauged in this regard depending on the
content of a line in relation to the way it breaks or contracts followed by another line
that leads further into the overall (non-linear) narrative of a “serial poem”.
Punctuation signs are sensory in that they literally penetrate the poem like a needle
poking through fabric. Words as they appear in poetic form are sewn via threads of
punctuation and utterance messily driven by a desire to attribute physical and/or
tangible sensations to them without being able to actually touch words while they flow
in and out of the mind. I am interested in the impossibility of touching words.

	
  	
  	
  

CHILDREN OF SCISSORS
with Carlos Lara
Friday, December 5, 2008
11:14pm, 0 Comments

Open the line in reversible battery heartsick. Your memory did this to us while We
sang forth the Velcro hymn of quiet come-ons the light regressed and sound off The
neutral music-murder neutered pennies across Jamaica and space and making Eyes at
you has done nothing for this dumb karaoke coupon telethon. My insistence Insists the
show room self embarrassed and full of red, that ribbon of typewriter Regret I know is
mere inked with black memory of subletting the color pink. If anyone knows me I am
the sleepwalker to tacos and girlfriends fool ex girlfriends Who dedicate the 50’s hip
hop channel to the Mario Bros. and Legend of Zelda There once was a princess who
wore the lacking language, kicked off heels of Commas in the formatted sunlight I saw
two lilies bud forth the sad face of today With its “sound off” but sound was a rainbow
willow Not a street or the red boots of my walking with tiny women and cloud clowns.
Instead of saying instead of just go to sleep with a Rubik’s Youtube cube on your iris
The dream interferes another frame, a hand reaches for scissors in the 16mm peanut
butter disconnection, my phone kept ringing and I left you a message telling it to stop.

	
  	
  	
  

Feliz Lucia Molina is the author of Undercastle, a first collection of poetry & prose
forthcoming from Magic Helicopter Press in 2013. Her poems, essays, and interviews
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d’Arte in France, and this summer at Haisyakkei in Japan. She can be found at
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